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ABSTRACT 
Many decisions encountered in civil and environmental engineering have spatial implications.  
Whether deciding on water management strategies or protecting critical infrastructure, our designs 
cannot be separated from the world in which they will be built and operated.  Common optimization 
techniques, however, struggle with the computational complexity of many problems in which we must 
make spatial decisions.  Additionally, the techniques most commonly applied for optimizing spatial 
problems require significant simplifications to the problem before a solution can be attempted.  These 
simplifications often include mandatory pre-processing of viable alternatives and reducing complicated 
coupled systems to simple objective functions, which typically must be separable and differentiable.   
Genetic algorithms (GA), which allow engineers to optimize problems through the direct 
implementation of domain-relevant simulations, have demonstrated significant utility for many 
engineering problems.  Additionally, well-posed and executed GA are typically thought to be more 
efficient at searching complex solution spaces than many competing techniques.  However, the classical 
GA often applied have several limitations which limit their effectiveness when solving spatial problems.  
As with most competing optimization techniques, classical GA does not inherently capture spatial 
relationships such as nearness (clustering) and similar features (stratification) between the decision 
variables.  Because of this, classical GA may not be effective in ensuring the survival of good building-
blocks for problems in which spatial patterns matter.  This thesis explores the creation of two adapted 
forms of spatial genetic algorithms (SGA, also noted in literature as spatial evolutionary algorithms, SEA), 
customized to better capture spatial relationships and utilize spatial information.  These algorithms seek 
to combine the desirable features of classical genetic algorithms with domain knowledge specific to 
spatial decision-making.  
Chapter Two of this thesis begins by examining the classes of spatial problems which might be of 
interest to engineers.  In doing so, we seek to identify common data structures and features which 
enable certain classes of problems to be solved with similar techniques.  In Chapter Three, we introduce 
the design, applications and limitations of GA.  We apply each of these considerations to develop SGA 
designed for two of the problem classes identified in Chapter Two: location problems, such as placing 
facilities on a map, and allocation problems, such as deciding how to utilize spatially-distributed 
resources including land.  We consider the concept of building blocks in GA in order to discuss how 
spatial patterns might influence the way we search for innovative solutions to location and allocation 
problems. 
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Chapter Four considers why GA might be computationally faster and more robust than 
competing methods such as random search and iterative-improvement methodologies which might be 
employed in linear programming.  In doing so, we introduce important concepts such as solution spaces 
and computational complexity.  We see in Chapter Four that the solution space for most spatial 
optimization problems is very large and grows rapidly with the number of decisions we must consider, 
making such problems difficult to solve directly.  Chapter Five extends upon our discussion about spatial 
solution spaces by describing how SGA search for improved solutions.  This chapter combines concepts 
from several disciplines in order to illustrate how a Markov chain model can be developed for the 
evolutionary operators of spatial genetic algorithms.  Experimental validation of one such model yields 
promising results, suggesting that the developed spatial genetic algorithms share many desirable 
properties with the more-studied classical genetic algorithms.  Additionally, Chapter Five builds upon 
the concept of building blocks introduced in Chapter Three, helping to demonstrate how one might 
apply spatial genetic algorithms in practice. 
Throughout Chapters Four and Five, several tools are developed for helping engineers to design, 
analyze and test spatial genetic algorithms.  Through the application of these tools, we are able to 
demonstrate the importance of population size in providing a firm foundation of building blocks from 
which improved solutions will be constructed.  We conclude in Chapter Six by considering our analyses 
in context, concluding that genetic algorithms have great potential for aiding in spatial optimization.  
However, it is clear that both future research and further education of potential users is required in 
order to ensure that spatial genetic algorithms are applied safely, correctly, effectively and efficiently. 
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NOMENCLATURE, ABBREVIATIONS AND KEY DEFINITIONS 
Key Definition 
Allele A basic piece of genetic information, for instance describing a variable in part or 
in full. 
Bit-String A common way genomes are represented in classical genetic algorithms.  The 
bit-string is an array of ones and zeros. 
Building Block One or more alleles which is thought to strongly contribute to a certain 
characteristic or trait. 
Crossover 
(Recombination)- 𝒑𝒑𝒄𝒄 
The combination of portions of genetic material taken from two (or more) 
‘parents,’ creating ‘children’ which share genetic features of each parent.  
Crossover occurs at a probability 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐. 
EA Evolutionary Algorithms 
GA Genetic Algorithms 
Gene The full genetic information describing an individual trait.  A gene may consist of 
one or more alleles. 
Genome A set of one or more genes, describing all of the features of interest of an 
individual.  The general structure of the genome may be referred to as the 
encoding. 
GIS Geographic Information System- Software for managing geospatial information. 
Individual A point in the solution space, describing one possible solution which might be 
selected during our optimization. 
Mutation- 𝒑𝒑𝒎𝒎 
 
A randomly implemented change to a piece of genetic information (such as a 
gene or allele).  Mutation occurs at a probability 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚. 
Objective Function In optimization, an objective function is evaluates a set of inputs (variables or a 
genome), for instance using an equation or a simulation. 
Order ‘𝒌𝒌’ The length of a building block, often expressed as a number of alleles.  The order 
of important building blocks is often unknown before optimization. 
Population A set of one or more individuals.  A population in genetic algorithms represents 
the set of alternative solutions under consideration, and forms the basis for how 
genetic algorithms search the solution space. 
Quadtree A means of compressing rasters by recursively determining any quadrants which 
contain homogenous values and representing them as leaves of a tree data 
structure. 
Raster A grid for which each cell can have a unique value.  Rasters are often used in 
GIS. 
Schema Genetic information which follows a set pattern.  A schema is seen to form a 
hyperplane in the solution space. 
SEA Spatial Evolutionary Algorithms 
SGA Spatial Genetic Algorithms 
Solution Space ‘𝑺𝑺’ The set of all possible solutions for an optimization problem. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Spatial Optimization: Why is it Valuable? 
Between the spreadsheets and equations used to design civil infrastructure, one could be 
excused for forgetting that civil infrastructure is built in, and impacts, the real world.  The threats which 
may befall our infrastructure are also rooted in the real world.  The decisions we make in engineering 
are about tradeoffs; however, traditional spatial optimization often appears poorly suited for exploring 
the tradeoffs inherent in spatial decision-making. 
Traditional optimization approaches deal primarily with ‘how many’ but not ‘where.’  However, 
many applications in civil, environmental and water resources engineering- as well as many other fields- 
are inseparable from their spatial context.  For instance, spatial relationships between design variables 
are important when considering the survivability and resilience of critical infrastructure systems.  The 
separation of infrastructure components in horizontal space- when considered beyond the first design 
motivation of ensuring access to the infrastructure- may prove important to ensuring that the 
infrastructure is not damaged by natural or inflicted disasters.  Vertical location proved particularly 
important during the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster, after which it has been argued that a major 
contributing factor to the failure of emergency power backup systems for critical plant cooling was 
clustering of backup-power infrastructure below flood elevations [1]. 
Additionally, the high cost and environmental impacts of the projects often of interest in our 
field provide incentives to develop and apply effective optimization techniques.  At the scale of decision 
making in fields such as civil infrastructure, agriculture and water resources, this incentive means that 
“even small economic efficiencies can result in millions of dollars in savings for businesses, 
municipalities, and governments [2].”  Due to the growing availability of simulations and data for 
modeling engineered, natural and human systems, there is an additional opportunity to incorporate 
these simulations into our decision-making approaches.  Genetic algorithms (GA) are explored in this 
thesis due to their ability to combine problem-specific information with simulations of unconstrained 
depth and complexity, allowing engineers to explore potentially non-intuitive tradeoffs between 
variables and to seek optimized strategies where other techniques might fail.  These strengths have 
been potentially evident over the past two decades of research in water resources engineering, where 
the intuitive, flexible and parallelizable operators of the algorithm are well suited for solving complex 
water resources problems directly with their simulations [3].  
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While numerous studies have been conducted- and tools developed- for posing and solving 
spatial optimization problems, many such tools are limited in the size and complexity of the solution 
space they are capable of searching [2] [4].  By forcing users to make simplifications both in the 
alternatives studied and the criteria under which they are examined, we risk missing more complex 
behavior and interdependencies which might arise inherently because of spatial relationships.  This 
thesis explores the utilization of heuristic algorithms which may help to provide more flexibility by 
exploring the solution space in novel ways developed to take advantage of spatial attributes and 
relationships. 
 
1.2 Challenges in Spatial Optimization 
 As important as spatial optimization- and optimization in general- is to our field, many of the 
tools currently available have inherent limitations which might impact their usability.  Foremost, as is 
addressed in depth in Chapter Four, spatial optimization problems must search through a large set of 
possible solutions, rapidly becoming intractable [2].  Because of this, engineers are forced to make many 
simplifications, primarily drawn from two strategies.  First, engineers are often asked to decrease the 
size of this solution space, typically by disregarding most potential solutions in favor of a small subset of 
pre-selected, pre-computed alternatives.  This introduces significant risk for bias to influence results, 
and may place a large burden on subject matter experts to predict patterns which might prove useful in 
the solution.  Often in conjunction with pre-selection, engineers may also be forced to forfeit the 
flexibility and accuracy of modern simulations in favor of overly-simplistic, often linear, models [3].  The 
complexity allowed for these models is further constrained by the search technique selected for finding 
the solution, with many requiring the objective function to be separable and differentiable [5]. 
 Through these simplifications- made both for the sake of computational expense and in order to 
express the decision variables in a form which can be modeled by an objective function- common 
solution approaches force engineers to modify even the fundamental conception of the problem being 
solved [3].  Most spatial variables are treated independently of one another, modeled as ‘how much’ of 
a given ‘𝑥𝑥’ variable should be assigned [6].  It is up to the engineer to later retranslate each variable ‘𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖’ 
back into its spatial context.  By following this approach, we are asked to ignore relationships implicit in 
location, disregarding considerable progress made by fields as diverse as engineering, geography and 
computer science in conceptualizing and processing such spatial information.  Because of this, Maier et 
al. argues that “it is generally better to find near globally optimum solutions to the actual problem, 
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rather than globally optimal solutions to a simplified problem, especially when the simplified problem 
misses key socially related properties [3].” 
 
1.3 Goals and Scope of Research 
This research builds in particular on previous work by Dr. Jihua Wang [7], who studied the 
development of spatial genetic algorithms in order to help characterize spatial patterns which could 
improve our understanding of environmental systems, such as groundwater management.  This thesis 
seeks to build upon the work of Dr. Wang by considering- if not completely answering- three research 
questions. 
1. Can we incorporate the findings from other fields in order to better conceptualize the 
spatial optimization problems likely to be of interest to civil, environmental and water 
resources engineers, identifying common characteristics which might help us to pose 
‘classes’ of problems.  (Chapter Two) 
2. Can spatial attributes, relationships and simulations be leveraged in order to build spatial 
optimization techniques which more intuitively capture the problem domains of interest?  
(Chapter Three) 
3. Can incorporating spatial information into our optimization techniques help us to solve 
spatial problems, such as by managing complexity or improving innovation?  (Chapters Four 
and Five) 
By studying methodologies for spatial decision making and developing tools for testing some 
promising alternatives, it is hoped that this thesis might contribute to the construction of improved 
spatial optimization techniques, better able to manage the tradeoffs, interdependencies and synergies 
faced by engineers designing complex interconnected systems in the real world.  The scope of this 
research considers the conception and theory of two classes of spatial genetic algorithms, developing an 
intuition for how the algorithms search for improved solutions and tools for tracking such searches on 
example solution spaces.  Creation of such theories and tools is important because “there is a need to 
develop an understanding of the relationship between the fundamental properties of the problem being 
solved, the searching behavior of the optimization algorithm, and algorithm performance [3].” 
Because this thesis focuses primarily on evolutionary computing- specifically genetic algorithms- 
some attention will be given to discussing how these techniques work, as well as how they are adapted 
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for spatial problems.  When incorporating techniques such as these- drawn from other fields- into our 
own interdisciplinary research, it is particularly valuable to try to establish the cases (i.e. problems, 
domains and decisions) for which spatial genetic algorithm are or are not useful.  While it is difficult to 
provide absolute guidance on the application of these tools- “genetic algorithms are complex systems, 
and it is unclear whether a tractable, fully predictive theory of problem difficulty even exists” [8]- we will 
attempt to highlight and test features of our problem classes, problem spaces and solution spaces which 
might influence the quality and timeliness of the answer generated. 
In addition, while earlier research in applying evolutionary algorithms for spatial optimization 
has been promising, there has been comparatively little research into the design and analysis of such 
algorithms, including how the algorithm should actually be applied during runtime [4].  When actual 
applications are considered, multiple algorithms are often compared for one specific problem without 
considering what properties of the problem might influence the performance of each algorithm [3].  
Rules of thumb for genetic algorithm parameters are commonly taught when students are learning 
introductory- often binary-string encoded- genetic algorithms, and further understanding of these 
parameters would help researchers and engineers attempting to apply spatial genetic algorithms.  We 
will be quite satisfied if readers are able to not only design and apply genetic algorithms with better 
intuition for how the various parts fit together, but also to develop insights into how and when the 
algorithm can be used responsibly. 
Even if formal proofs and perfect solutions cannot be promised, we hope that readers will 
consider three points throughout this thesis.  First- while this thesis is not a comprehensive introduction 
to evolutionary computation- it is hoped that readers with no or minimal prior familiarity with the field 
will understand not only how genetic algorithms work, but perhaps more importantly that such tools are 
not black boxes: they can be modeled, understood and improved.  Second, we hope readers will think 
about the value of spatial information, particularly for the types of decisions commonly made within civil 
engineering.  Third, readers are encouraged to consider not only the specific approaches taken in this 
thesis, but also the general process outlined for customizing research which has often been conducted 
by other fields for applications of interest to the reader.   
  Early sections of this thesis focus on describing and summarizing some key points of interest in 
spatial optimization and genetic algorithms, and in particular in highlighting general flaws with both 
common optimization approaches and with genetic algorithms themselves.  These sections are neither 
meant to replace a comprehensive education in these fields nor to discourage readers from pursuing 
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spatial optimization.  Rather, the author feels that it is important for engineers to grasp some of the 
fundamental failing points faced by many techniques when they are applied to solving interesting 
problems.  Ideas of particular note will be the concepts of building blocks and epistasis, both introduced 
in Chapter Three.  While the author is not an expert in the general theory of genetic algorithms, 
providing background, discussing impacts and presenting hypotheses about the implications of these 
theories will be fundamental to the development of spatial genetic algorithms and to the utilization of 
spatial relationships to improve our search for solutions.  It is hoped that readers proceeding through 
these early sections will be able to consider some physical intuitions for otherwise complicated 
algorithmic and mathematical principals, and further to see why the development of new genetic 
algorithms can help to overcome these challenges for specific types of problems. 
 
1.4 Limits, Disclaimers and Caveats 
This thesis cannot promise to offer formal proofs or even general principles for all topics under 
consideration.  Rather, the goal is to begin by developing an intuition for spatial optimization and how it 
can be applied to problems which may be of interest to civil and environmental engineers.  These 
intuitions draw from many fields for inspiration, terminology and examples, including: biology, computer 
science, geography, statistics and various disciplines of engineering.  It is hoped that the application of 
outside references and terminology will help readers to see the range and physical interpretation of our 
studies.  The author cannot guarantee that these references adequately represents any such field, and 
encourages feedback if any mistakes or misrepresentations are found. 
 While verbal descriptions of example problems are occasionally provided in order to seek 
perspective on how and why computational techniques might be applied, this thesis is primarily focused 
on developing theories about the performance of spatial genetic algorithms and tools for testing those 
theories, and as such does not attempt to apply the algorithms to any specific problems.  Chapters Two 
and Three discuss a number of studies which have applied these and other spatial optimization 
techniques to specific applications, including previous work by Dr. Wang on groundwater management 
[7].  Instead of studying a specific application, this work seeks to develop methodologies and toolkits 
which might help us to better design, test, apply and refine the algorithms themselves.  Any examples 
given by the author should be considered only as story-telling, provided to help pull the reader into the 
problem.  Furthermore, this thesis will in a number of locations remind users of a common maxim in 
both computer science and economics: “There is no such thing as a free lunch” [9] [8].  While significant 
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attention is paid to creating algorithms which are flexible, no algorithm will be beneficial (or even useful) 
for every application, including problems which may be discussed in this thesis. 
 Because this thesis is primarily focused on the development and analysis of spatial genetic 
algorithms, the author has attempted to describe concepts in such a way that minimal knowledge of 
programming and minimal ability to read algorithms is required.  Often, wordy written descriptions and 
simplified graphics are used in lieu of potentially more compact and robust notation which might be 
unfamiliar to the target audience.  Readers- particularly those with some familiarity with computer 
programming- may benefit from seeing the actual implementation of the techniques described in this 
thesis.  Additionally, it is hoped that readers can replicate all experiments conducted.  Full source code 
for all algorithms and examples is available on GitHub: 
Source code available on GitHub: https://github.com/noahgarfinkle/SpatialGeneticAlgorithms 
 The appendices provide additional information about the code.  In particular, readers seeking to 
run the code should check the appendices for any libraries and dependencies required.  
Recommendations for development environments are also provided, primarily because many 
simulations have large computation times and output relatively large quantities of results, including 
figures.  At the time of publication, all libraries and development environments used for this thesis are 
freely available for a number of platforms.  Readers with questions about utilizing the code are 
encouraged to contact the author. 
For the code discussed in this thesis, we have not aimed for the most efficient possible 
implementations.  Readers examining the code will find many areas which have been written for clarity 
at the expense of computational speed and memory utilization.  Wherever possible, the code is 
commented at such junctions.  This is particularly important when implementing and operating upon 
quadtrees, the encoding utilized for our allocation-class of spatial genetic algorithms.  Readers should 
note that well-optimized packages are freely available for handling this spatial data structure, but that 
the author has chosen to write these sections from scratch in order to help build better tools, more 
clearly step users through the optimization process, and to increase the ease with which we can test our 
algorithms. 
 Any code provided is offered without guarantees or warranty.  Any code may change over time.  
This code is freely available for users to run or to include in their own projects, although the author does 
request attribution if significant portions of any code developed for this thesis are incorporated into 
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other works or studies.  Because genetic algorithms are probabilistic, users running the code are unlikely 
to precisely replicate many of the results found in this thesis.  Users seeking clarification about results or 
with concerns about replicability are encouraged to contact the author. 
 Finally, the study of genetic algorithms (and optimization techniques in general) is a diverse 
field, and this thesis cannot claim to offer results and conclusions beyond a narrow, self-selected scope.  
Tests and illustrations used in this work are applicable to specific algorithms, and often hold only within 
ranges of parameters.  While the author will at times attempt to elucidate some more general 
conclusions and insights, it is important for readers to maintain a critical consideration for the 
limitations of this work and the results within. 
 
1.5 Organization of this Thesis 
The remainder of this thesis studies the development of spatial genetic algorithms from 
motivation to design to testing, with remaining sections structured as follows:  In Chapter Two, we 
provide a brief introduction to spatial optimization, introducing some examples of problems which 
might motivate this study, exploring how those problems can be abstracted and understood (both by 
people and by computers) and exploring some of the solution approaches commonly utilized in this 
field.  Chapter Three introduces genetic algorithms, stepping readers through the intuition and 
development of specialized genetic algorithms designed to help solve spatial problems.  The use of 
genetic algorithms for these types of problems is motivated by concerns regarding the computational 
resources required to solve interesting challenges (runtime) and the effectiveness of solution techniques 
when used to solve hard problems (correctness).  Runtime is introduced alongside the concepts of 
solution spaces and computational complexity in Chapter Four.  Chapter Five examines how genetic 
algorithms search the solution space.  Through this search, we seek insights into how genetic algorithms 
generate solutions and how the problem, solution space and algorithm parameters influence 
correctness.  Additionally, Chapter Five develops three tools- starting-population analysis, Markov Chain 
Analysis and Monte Carlo Analysis- in order to explore various features of our designed algorithms.  
Chapter Six concludes with some brief remarks about the algorithms studied, the tools developed and 
the results generated in this research.  Finally, Chapter Six identifies future work which the author feels 
might benefit this field.  The appendices provide a bibliography and information about the code used in 
this thesis, including a comprehensive listing of all software and libraries required to replicate all 
algorithms and experiments.   
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CHAPTER 2 SPATIAL OPTIMIZATION 
2.1 Why do we care about spatial optimization? 
Location.  Location.  Location. 
A defining characteristic of fields such as civil, environmental and water-resources engineering is 
that these fields- while often dealing with engineered solutions- cannot separate those solutions from 
the environment they will be applied to.  Whether designing man-made infrastructure or evaluating 
natural systems, civil engineers must seek to apply the abstractions inherent in engineering to the 
specific environment under consideration.  While attributes about the location of the civil infrastructure 
often appears in design equations, it is less common for civil engineers to be well versed in optimizing 
the locations themselves.   
Optimization tools provide us with frameworks for solving interesting problems and making 
important decisions.  Even more importantly, optimization helps us to decide between alternatives in 
the face of tradeoffs: a foundation of responsible and effective engineering.  By formalizing optimization 
methodologies into tools and incorporating the condensed knowledge of subject matter expects, we can 
create powerful decision-support systems and streamline engineering techniques.  Optimization, 
however, must keep in mind that the real world is complicated, layered and full of tradeoffs.   
Important concerns about sustainability, resilience and security are inextricable from spatial 
decisions.  Efficient allocations of resources and infrastructure rely not only on knowing the distribution 
of supply and demand, but also on understanding how complex systems such as the natural 
environment will respond to the potentially large-scale modifications which our field strives to create.  
The resiliency of local, regional and national infrastructure may depend upon the spatial distribution of 
redundancy, while threats to infrastructure may be correlated in both expected and unexpected spatial 
dimensions.  
In a study conducted of the Fukushima nuclear disaster of 2011, Lipscy et al. identify three 
variables which “were crucial during early stages of the disaster: plant elevation, sea wall elevation, and 
location and status of backup generators.”  Better design of these spatial variables, the authors found, 
“would likely have prevented the disaster at Fukushima Daiichi [Nuclear Power Plant]” [1].  Where the 
Fukushima disaster highlights the dangers of elevation-correlated threats (flooding), engineers might 
also consider proximity to natural features (such as fault lines or coasts) and the clustering of 
components (to protect against disasters such as tornadoes and blasts). 
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How then, do we approach choosing not just the correct design variables, but also the right 
location?  Traditional optimization is commonly applied to problems of ‘how much/many.’  How many 
factories should we build?  How much chlorine should we add to our water supply?  How much of each 
kind of crop would maximize the profits of my farm?  As we can see, many important decisions we make 
in engineering require not only ‘how many’, but also ‘where.’  It is hoped that the combination of such 
traditional optimization- when is already commonly applied for promoting sustainability and minimizing 
costs- with spatial optimization can help engineers to create tools which promote synergies between 
cost, sustainability and resilience. 
Our motivation to expand optimization tools to spatial domains is made all the more powerful 
by the increasing abundance of models, simulations and datasets utilizing spatial information.  The 
growth of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has driven much of this change, offering new ways to 
conceptualize problems and to engage stakeholders [10] [11].  At the same time, the rise of new 
industries such as biofuels and the incorporation of smart-grid technologies will require significant new 
infrastructure with complex, coupled impacts spanning many domains.  Optimization tools can give us 
opportunities to solve these interesting problems and support our decision-making.   
Even if an engineer reading this thesis is convinced that spatial optimization can provide 
valuable information in support of design and planning objectives, a natural following question would 
be: Why should engineers study the methodologies involved?  Is there anything to be gained from 
engineers stepping beyond their comfort zone to develop algorithms?   
In The Design of Innovation, David Goldberg offers three reasons why researchers might be 
interested in developing and studying algorithms customized to their domain.  First, even engineers who 
might not be interested in the academic study of optimization as a general field could have specific 
applications in mind which require the development of new tools.  Second, engineering firms are 
generally motivated to solve interesting, difficult problems.  Such firms may be motivated to pay more in 
terms of development costs (time and money) if the algorithm offers opportunities to make important 
decisions.  Third, engineers need to ensure that their tools are “acceptable and scalable,” and thus can 
benefit from the development of tools which can be verified (or at least gut-checked) and adapted to 
various problems [8]. 
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2.2 Classes and applications of spatial decision making 
2.2.1 Classes of Spatial Problems 
To begin our exploration of spatial optimization, it is worth considering some general categories 
of spatial problems which civil engineers might be interested in, introducing some examples of spatial 
problems, and examining these categories for potential characteristics and problem-solving techniques 
which might be shared.  These generalizations, while based on the author’s research into spatial 
problems, data structures (Section 2.2.2) and solution techniques, are not meant to be taken as an 
absolute or comprehensive list.  We begin by classifying our interests in spatial decision-making 
intuitively into three categories: location, allocation and connectivity. 
Location 
Location problems, such as the placement of biofuel refineries and the layout of cellular towers 
[4], can be abstracted to placing an object, or objects, on a map.  These problems- an illustration of 
which is provided in Figure 2-1- are commonly referred to in literature as location-allocation problems 
(not to be confused with our separate allocation class of problems), where they are often treated simply 
as ‘how much’ decisions, with the optimization program deciding whether or not to place an object at 
any of a number of pre-selected candidate locations.  Two optimization techniques which are commonly 
applied for such problems are the P-Median Model and the Maximal Covering Location (MCL) technique 
[12].  Both techniques require engineers both to preselect candidate solutions and to significantly 
preprocess any demands which the solution is meant to serve (the objective function). 
 
Figure 2-1 Representation of a location problem, where the user is tasked with placing factories on a map in such a way as to 
maximize some service to customers (green shopping carts). 
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Allocation 
Allocation problems, such as choosing which biofuel crops to plant on your farm [13], 
partitioning areas [14] [2], planning land use [15] [16], spatial data mining [17], or considering the 
tradeoffs between agricultural uses and irrigation pumping with groundwater sustainability [18], study 
the selection and allocation of resources across a map.  This class- conceptualized in Figure 2-2- should 
not be confused with location-allocation problems, because rather than allocating individual ‘points’ to 
distributed demands, the purpose is instead to allocate areas of the map to a specific purpose, such as 
crop selection. 
 
Figure 2-2 Representation of an allocation problem, where users are tasked with allocating some land (for instance, plots on 
a farm) to certain activities, in order to maximize profits. 
Connectivity 
Connectivity- or graph- problems form the basis for many interesting problems, particularly in 
infrastructure domains such as water [19] [20], shown in Figure 2-3, and power distribution [21], 
transportation routing, information systems [22] and many matching (for instance bipartite) problems.  
While the author feels that connectivity problems deserve significant further research, they are not 
addressed in this thesis.  The author has decided to focus on location and allocation problems for two 
primary reasons.  First, these classes of problems can draw from similar representations of spatial 
knowledge (maps instead of graphs) and second, various techniques from other fields can be borrowed 
when attempting to solve problems represented by graphs.  Readers interested in this field are strongly 
encouraged to view texts in computer science and systems engineering, as graph methods form the 
foundation for many modern networking and scheduling solutions. 
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 Figure 2-3 Representation of a connectivity problem, where users lay out a water distribution pipeline for flow analyses by 
EPANET. 
In the following section, we will seek to formalize the intuition for these classes by considering 
how spatial information is classified and stored, for instance in modern geographic information systems 
(GIS). 
 
2.2.2 Representing Spatial Data 
Before we can attempt to apply any problem-solving techniques, we must first determine how 
the problem can be conceptualized and represented.  Humans seem to have some innate capabilities for 
understanding spatial relationships, but even these must be formalized in order to share precise 
information with each other.  For instance, the concept of nearness may serve as a useful, but non-
informative, heuristic when discussing Euclidian distance.  Readers seeking a good introduction to how 
spatial systems are conceptualized for spatial optimization problems are encouraged to consult Spatial 
Evolutionary Modeling [4].  Krzanowski and Raper note that all spatial systems are 1) made up of spatial 
elements and phenomena, 2) which have spatial properties and 3) are interrelated.  Such systems can 
be understood and differentiated from one another through the application of 4) spatial metrics, some 
of which are discussed throughout this thesis. 
Beyond intuition, it is important for readers to understand that these delineations of the types 
of spatial data serve important roles in computation.  Geographic information systems rely on our ability 
to abstract spatial information such that it can be stored, searched, operated upon and displayed by 
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computer programs.  These abstractions, known as spatial data structures, provide the basis for spatial 
computation, with “spatial optimization… inextricably grounded in geography [2].”     
Examining the table of contents of a book on the topic of spatial data structures, such as Samet’s 
The Design and Analysis of Spatial Data Structures [23], reveals some common information stored in GIS: 
point data, collections of rectangles, curvilinear data and volume data.  To Samet’s list we add networks.  
While point data most cleanly relates to locational models, and rectangular data (also known as rasters) 
to allocation models, their utility does not end there.  Curvilinear data can- at a loss of resolution- be 
represented in raster form (or as sets of points and equations), while volume data is very commonly 
encoded and compressed as rasters (common compressions of volumes are known as octrees, which 
serve as a three dimensional corollary to the quadtrees frequently utilized in this thesis).  Network data, 
while not discussed further in this thesis, are often represented using connectivity matrices, which will 
likely be familiar to many civil and environmental engineers with experience using tools such as EPANET 
(the Todini-Pilati gradient method) for water distribution design. 
Beginning with the classes of spatial problems identified in the previous section, we very briefly 
consider the data structures which are useful for conceptualizing them: 
Location 
Location problems, such as deciding where to construct a factory, are intuitively visualized as 
placing points on maps.  For two and three dimensional problems, standard notation, such as (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦, 𝑧𝑧) 
and (𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒) translates very well to the computer.  Additionally, representing 
locations as points rather than identifiers- as is common in the models discussed previously- allows us to 
capture information relative to features on the map (such as latitude and longitude).  These features are 
more likely to relate to social or physical patterns on the map than numerical identifiers, ideally allowing 
us to capture these patterns into potential solutions. 
Allocation 
Resource-allocation problems, such as crop selection, can be understood as a grid (raster), 
where the cell size is- at the largest- the size of the smallest decision to be made.  Additionally, 
understanding our map as a two (or greater) dimensional raster instead of a one-dimensional string 
more accurately captures relationships such as clustering and regional differences.  While such a data 
structure has many desirable traits, further discussion and design must be undertaken in this section 
before applying raster data structures to their full effect. 
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Connectivity 
The most common data structure used for graph problems is the matrix.  Variations of the 
matrix, developed for very large and sparse graphs, include sparse matrices such as linked lists.  It is 
worth noting that various other methodologies have been applied for encoding network problems, 
including novel uses of tree data structures [24].  Because this thesis does not address network 
optimization, no further consideration is provided. 
Putting it all together 
Putting location and allocation problems together, we quickly see some similarities between 
their data types, in particular the concept of the grid coordinate system.  Pansini stresses the 
importance of grids, noting that “the grid coordinate system is the key that ties together two important 
tools, maps and computers” [25].  Raster representations of maps are increasingly important due to the 
growing abundance of raster datasets, driven in part because rasters are the inherent type of data 
generated from sensors such as the cameras which fly over our cities and watch over earth from space.  
Such data is “particularly well suited for tasks related to monitoring large areas and for updating existing 
information” [26]. 
Let us formalize what we mean by rasters.  Rasters in a computational sense are an example of 
tessellations, where spatial data is divided and quantized into “discrete chunks” which are digestible by 
computers [26].  Of the various types of rasters available, the most common rely upon square pixels, 
due to the clear analogue with physical sensors such as cameras, and the simplicity of the Cartesian 
coordinate system used to express locations on the raster. 
Beginning with such rasters as our building block, we can quickly see an inherent inefficiency: in 
many real-world problems, some adjacent cells will be the same.  Especially for large problems, a way of 
compressing the raster data is desirable.  One common technique used for compressing rasters is the 
quadtree, which attempts to represent a raster by a hierarchical ordering of homogenous areas as 
shown in Figure 2-4.  Variations of quadtrees are used in GIS for representing such diverse features as 
points, lines and shapes.  In this thesis, we will focus on the most general case of a quadtree 
representing a raster where each cell is a unique feature (decision in optimization parlance).   
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 Figure 2-4 Illustration of a quadtree and the raster it encodes. 
Quadtrees- at least in this implementation- are always created based on square rasters which 
have a resolution which is a power of two.  While this may initially seem limiting, it should be clear that 
a smaller map can always be made square by adding null values at the edges, while the resolution can 
be adjusted at will either by further partitioning or scaling.  While the actual implementation of 
quadtrees is not discussed here (interested readers are encouraged to view the source code provided 
with this thesis), quadtrees are constructed recursively by checking each quadrant at increasing 
resolution for homogeneity.  If a homogenous quadrant is found, a leaf node-the basic unit of a 
quadtree representing a homogenous region- is constructed for that quadrant. 
An advantage of this approach is that the quadtree allows consideration of a varying number of 
unique objects, potentially as many unique states as there are grids on the cell.  By allowing the data to 
grow and shrink as solutions are considered, quadtrees help us to ensure that the solutions our 
computer produces always fit within some sort of ordered, physical reality.   
 
2.3 Current State of Knowledge 
Spatial information would reasonably be expected to influence spatial optimization.  After all, 
spatial features- be they grid cells, lines or neighborhoods- are the foundation for the ways that humans 
conceptualize problems of location.  However, as we introduce in the following sections, classical spatial 
optimization techniques often treat each location as an island, sacrificing a great deal of relationships 
between variables which would otherwise be implicit in the optimization.  This has serious implications 
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for spatial optimizations of all types, forcing users to fit their problem to the tool and to sacrifice spatial 
relationships. 
2.3.1 Methodologies for Spatial Optimization 
Common approaches to spatial optimization were briefly introduced in Section 2.2.1.  In this 
section, we will consider the specifics of their implementations, how each ties into our understanding of 
spatial data structures, and the strengths and weaknesses of each method.  It is important to keep in 
mind several common problems which will serve as themes when studying optimization and modeling: 
1) The models we create require simplification, 2) optimization can be computationally expensive and 3) 
no optimization technique is likely to be effective on every type of problem. 
Location 
As noted in Section 2.2.1, the P-median and Maximal Covering Location (MCL) models are the 
most commonly applied optimization techniques for the location-allocation class of problems.  
Supplemental techniques look to select the minimum number of facilities required to serve consumers 
(Set Covering Model), and minimizing the minimum distance between suppliers and consumers (P-
Center Model) [27].  These techniques often rely upon linear and nonlinear programming for their 
solution, with variations utilizing both constrained and unconstrained optimization [28].  Some such 
methodologies which are commonly applied fall within the domain of convex optimization, requiring the 
presence of a single global optimum (with no local optima), dramatically limiting the utility when solving 
complex systems.  In addition, the solution of most of these problems requires that the objective 
function (the function being optimized) be separable and differentiable, a challenging constraint for 
many domains.  For nonlinear optimization, “there are no effective methods for solving the general 
nonlinear programming problem” [29]. 
There are several primary flaws with applying typical iterative-search approaches for location 
search optimization problems.  First, the optimization is only capable of considering those locations 
predefined by the user, requiring users to do significant work before the optimization begins pre-
selecting and evaluating candidate sites.  This is particularly important because of the computational 
expense of the two techniques, which makes consideration of large numbers of candidate sites 
impractical.  Additionally, the demands to be served generally must be significantly aggregated in 
advance (such as taking the centroid of large areas), as each demand location must be considered in 
conjunction with each candidate solution of supply locations [30].  While such pre-computation steps 
can take advantage of the judgment of subject matter experts, there is also a risk of bias being 
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introduced which could constrain the solution set under consideration.  Second, the common 
approaches powering these methodologies (in particular, linear and nonlinear optimization) require 
significant simplifications of the system under study.  This is particularly concerning when considering 
that, third, such optimization techniques- even when using multi-objective optimization methodologies- 
rely inherently on simplified-and potentially incorrect- metrics such as travel distance.  Users hoping to 
apply such a methodology are often forced to either compute a simplified (for instance, ‘as the crow 
flies’) result or to pre-compute the metrics before the optimization can be completed.  Such 
requirements force the user to either neglect the power of modern simulations or to run the simulations 
separately, before optimization can be considered. 
The reliance on simplified objective functions studied with linear programming adds additional 
challenges.  In particular, the simplified equations developed often must be continuous and 
differentiable, constraining the user in the amount of accuracy and detail which can be added to the 
objective function. 
 
Allocation 
Resource-allocation optimization tools are, arguably, less well developed than the facility-
location class.  In fact, this class of problems tends in literature to borrow from location problems, 
simply treating each possible cell as a location, resulting in a large string of variables which must be 
optimized.  The flaws in this approach should rapidly become evident when presented with a simple 
example: Figure 2-5.   
 
Figure 2-5  Representing a raster as a string of variables, where each variable (right) may be tied back to the original raster by 
an identifier, for instance Cartesian coordinates or a unique number. 
Figure 2-5 demonstrates the decomposition of a grid-pattern (a raster) into the string encoding 
commonly employed by standard spatial optimization techniques.  We would like to highlight three 
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problems with this approach.  First, it becomes clear that- for larger maps- the number of variables 
requiring consideration will become very large, with one variable for every unique area of the map.  
Second, the introduction of this large number of variables neglects that some of the variables are 
related to each other.  Treating each cell as an island sacrifices all of the spatial relationships which 
should be implicit when viewing a map, such as nearness or stratification.  Users can visualize this by 
asking two simple questions about Figure 2-5: Aren’t cells one and four neighbors?  Could it be 
significant to our solution that cells three and nine fall on the same longitude?  While all representations 
of a physical system will require sacrificing some level of information, we should be wary of simply 
“flattening” a grid to fit existing optimization tools.  Third, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, this is not how 
existing spatial software, such as GIS, encodes spatial information.  Creating such problems from GIS not 
only requires extra steps to convert our data to a new format, but loses out on the decades of GIS and 
centuries of geography research which have led to the incorporation of these data structures. 
Because problems from the allocation class rapidly become very computationally expensive 
(addressed in depth in Chapter Four), heuristic techniques such as genetic algorithms are increasingly 
popular [15] [16].  Simplified problems of the allocation-class may take advantage of a number of 
districting algorithms, seeking to partition the map into regions [2].  It does bear noting that allocation 
and location problems may occasionally be interchangeable.  For instance, a facility-location problem 
can be formulated on a sparse raster (discussed in succeeding sections), while resource-allocation 
problems are currently commonly considered by treating each cell of the raster as a single variable, the 
way location-allocation problems are often as well.  A significant flaw with the latter is that treating each 
parcel of land as an ‘island’ neglects the relationships which may exist between parcels.  This is a 
fundamental motivator behind the creation of spatial genetic algorithms in the remainder of this thesis, 
and will be explored again in the following section. 
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CHAPTER 3 SPATIAL GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
3.1 Why Do We Study Genetic Algorithms? 
 In Chapter Two, we identified several challenges with existing spatial optimization 
methodologies, in particular that many: 
1) Must search through a large set of possible solutions, rapidly becoming intractable, 
2) Require significant pre-computation of feasible solutions, 
3) Forfeit modern simulations in favor of overly-simplistic models which must typically be 
separable and differentiable, 
4) Treat location as just another “how much” variable, ignoring solution characteristics implicit in 
location, and 
5) Disregard innovations in the handling and storage of spatial information. 
Evolutionary algorithms, of which genetic algorithms are a subset, introduce some favorable 
characteristics which may help us to address these concerns.  By coupling knowledge about the 
components of our solution with simulations specific to the problem domain, genetic algorithms seek to 
search complex solution spaces more efficiently than methods which rely upon pre or simplified 
computation of discrete locations. 
This chapter begins by discussing our motivation for researching genetic algorithms for spatial 
optimization.  Next, we provide a brief introduction to the field of genetic algorithms, describing their 
intuition, applications and components.  After introducing genetic algorithms, we consider several 
challenges which may face users seeking to apply genetic algorithms.  These challenges help to further 
motivate the development of new genetic encodings and operators for spatial optimization, each of 
which is discussed in the remainder of the chapter.  
 
3.1.1 Why Study GA? 
 Beyond the challenges which might be faced when applying spatial optimization, Section 2.1 
introduced three reasons from Goldberg why engineers might be interested in the development of 
improved optimization tools: 1) Engineers often need tools to solve specific, interesting and complex 
problems, 2) engineering firms are motivated to spend the time and money solving such problems and 
3) to be useful, such tools must be scalable and demonstrate provable correctness [8].  By incorporating 
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spatial information and simulations, “the evolutionary paradigm… may offer important new insights into 
the nature of spatial models and help to develop solutions to problems deemed overly complex and 
intractable” [4]. 
 Genetic algorithms have proven their utility when helping to solve many diverse problems, 
overcoming the five concerns addressed above.  First, compared to many other, deterministic solution 
techniques, genetic algorithms can search complicated solution spaces more efficiently by building 
solutions from building blocks found in a population of possible solutions.  Genetic algorithms are also 
implicitly parallel, with computers able to efficiently spread the computations across resources.  By 
utilizing simulations directly (challenge three), genetic algorithms are capable of considering the entire 
search space, with only any simplifications already required by industry-standard simulations.  By 
enabling us to optimize the problem with its own data, we can minimize the number of transformations 
required in order to make it fit our optimization model.  The direct solution of objective functions also 
relaxes requirements that our equations be separable and differentiable.  By incorporating spatial 
information into our encoding of the solution- the objective of this thesis- we can seek to obtain new 
insights and to conceptualize relationships between variables. 
 These strengths of genetic algorithms provide us with new capabilities for finding non-intuitive, 
unbiased answers to problems which might otherwise be too difficult to solve with traditional 
optimization techniques.  However, readers are cautioned that genetic algorithms are often poorly 
understood by their users, potentially decreasing the quality of solutions found or risking “ignoring key 
challenges.”  [3] 
 
3.1.2 Genetic Algorithm Stomach Ache 
Readers familiar with genetic algorithms, and also those just learning about them for the first 
time, might feel uneasy with the concept.  Regardless of whatever intuition we might offer regarding 
genetic algorithms (the following section), it is difficult as an engineer to shake the idea that genetic 
algorithms are nothing more than a fancy interface for random number generators, randomly selecting 
and presenting a possible option as the “best” solution.  For many engineers, the idea of weak 
optimization in general (this concept will be explored in Section 3.3) - optimization which works on a 
wide variety of problem types without substantial modification- is unnerving.  Claims that a tool can 
solve problems without knowing anything about the problem itself sounds like snake oil.  Computer 
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scientists studying optimization are often reminded that there is no such thing as a free lunch- no one 
technique will be best for every problem. 
In addition, because genetic algorithms are probabilistic techniques designed to operate on very 
complex solution spaces, it is well-known that we should not expect the genetic algorithm to provide us 
with the global optimum (the true “best”) to a problem.  This probabilistic nature further makes it 
difficult to pose, and develop an intuition for, mathematical proofs regarding their effectiveness.  Such 
difficulties are compounded because- as a weak optimization method- genetic algorithm proofs are 
more likely to draw from mathematical and computational concepts than from the fields that a domain-
expert may attempt to apply the algorithm to. 
Goldberg argues that subjecting genetic algorithms to such high standards for mathematical 
proofs is setting a higher standard than that required for engineered (especially physical) systems, 
where a basic theoretical explanation of empirically observed successful behavior is often accepted [8].  
While Goldberg may be right that this reflects a bias in engineers in which computational solutions are 
held to different standards than physical ones, the author feels that the sometimes overly-enthusiastic 
selling of genetic algorithms bears significant blame.  As was stressed in Section 1.4 and will be identified 
again in Section 3.2.2, genetic algorithms are not suitable for solving every problem.  Furthermore, the 
fact that they are used to solve difficult problems does not mean that we cannot, and should not, 
subject genetic algorithms to scrutiny.  A frequent question throughout this research, then, becomes: 
Are there metrics, tests and analyses which can help us (as engineers and researchers) to become more 
comfortable not only with applying spatial genetic algorithms, but with developing an intuition for 
when, and how, they should be applied to spatial problems?  Such questions consider not only the 
genetic operators used to search the solution space, but also the roles which spatial relationships play in 
our conception of the optimization problem.   
 
3.1.3 What Do We Hope to Accomplish with this Research? 
In consideration of these (arguably valid, and potentially disheartening) concerns, what could 
we hope to accomplish in this study?  Goldberg considers a genetic algorithm to be 'competent' if it 
satisfies four criteria.  To earn this praise, Goldberg asserts that the algorithm must be able to “solve 
hard problems, quickly, accurately, and reliably” [8].  It is important to find a balance between these 
four questions, as some audiences (such as engineers and scientists) may care most about the types and 
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accuracy of solutions offered, while audiences more interested in algorithm analysis may focus on 
features such as speed and robustness. 
While numerous sources, including many of those cited in this thesis, have explored interesting 
applications of genetic algorithms for spatial problems, few have explored the theories and analyzed the 
properties of the algorithms themselves.  Unlike the study of classical genetic algorithms, which is 
increasingly formalized by the likes of Holland, Goldberg and many others, the application of genetic 
algorithms for spatial modeling and problem-solving still lacks a “general framework or guidelines” [4].  
Despite recent progress in formalizing the spatial patterns to be optimized, there remains a need to 
“develop new abstraction schemes that represent geographical units more realistically” [2]. 
After briefly introducing the general structure and intuition of genetic algorithms (Section 3.2), 
and common challenges faced by these algorithms (Section 3.3), Section 3.4 introduces designs for two 
spatially-structured genetic algorithms, designed to solve location and allocation problems.  Chapters 
Four and Five consider the theories underpinning these design decisions, exploring the algorithms for 
features which might impact their speed and accuracy, respectively. 
 
3.2 Introduction to Genetic Algorithms 
The ideas behind evolutionary algorithms gained notice in the 1950’s, a period marked by an 
increased interest in computer “learning” alongside the application of computational methods for 
diverse fields, including the biological study of evolution.  The field gained significant attention in the 
1970’s, particularly with the publication of Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems by John Holland 
in 1975.  Holland’s schema theorem and building blocks hypothesis helped to formalize these algorithms 
as a general problem-solving technique. 
3.2.1 Intuition of Genetic Algorithms 
A fundamental tool taught to all engineers- in fact, to all problem solvers- is decomposition.  
From early in our education, engineers are instructed to break whatever “big” problem we are 
attempting to solve into smaller portions.  These smaller portions, it is hoped, may have ready solutions 
(or at least tools) available.  By fitting the smaller pieces of the puzzle together, we can compose a larger 
picture with readily verifiable (and testable) parts.  Genetic algorithms (GA) are a natural extension of 
these problem-solving methodologies. 
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The development of genetic algorithms and the genetic representation of problems is inspired 
by nature, in particular genetics, sexual reproduction and the theory of natural selection.  It is important, 
however, to stress that the biological basis of GA does not extend past this inspiration, and that the 
actual implementation of the algorithm may not bear any further similarity to its biological basis than 
the names chosen [4].  Just as nature has produced many varied, specialized and efficient tools and 
solutions for species seeking to survive and propagate, genetic algorithms have proven successful when 
applied to many fields.   
Genetic algorithms are an example of weak optimization, a broad solution approach which does 
not require customization of the technique or inclusion of specific domain knowledge in order to apply.  
This is contrasted with strong optimization techniques, which “require a detailed specification of the 
problem and consequentially can be applied only to the problems that are well known and well defined” 
[4]. 
While the remainder of this chapter will introduce the specifics of genetic algorithms (and the 
remainder of this thesis will explore various intricacies of their implementations for solving spatial 
problems), this section seeks to introduce the broad foundations upon which this field is built.  Readers 
looking for a very concise overview of these algorithms are encouraged to see Goldberg’s book The 
Design of Innovation, and in particular the section entitled “The One-Minute Genetic Algorithmist” [8]. 
We begin by matching the theory of genetics to the practice of decomposition.  Each of us 
contains a genome, our DNA, which serves as instructions for a large number of traits.  These traits 
affect various aspects of our appearance, our height, our health and- though perhaps less so in modern 
ages because of advancements in technologies and medicines- our survival.  Every living species contains 
a genome.  The genes comprising the genome work together to form instructions for many traits and 
features.  The wide array of complicated solutions nature has produced (our senses, our ability to 
interact with our environment, our ability to process nutrients) are composed from these simple, 
genetic building blocks.  Some genes may solve one problem, while others address many.  Working 
together, each solution to an individual problem builds upon others to form individuals and, if a set of 
traits is desirable enough, may form the basis for an entire species.  
When a child is described by familial likeness (his mother’s eyes, her grandfather’s nose), we are 
acknowledging that traits are passed between generations.  The most common way this occurs is 
through sexual reproduction, the inspiration for the crossover operators to be discussed in succeeding 
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sections.  Propagation of a trait through generations requires survival.  A trait is unlikely to persist if 
carriers of that trait are unable to survive or unable to mate, thus preventing them from passing their 
genes on to subsequent generations.  Creatures also develop individuality through mutation, by which 
some genes will randomly diverge from those which came before them.  These basic concepts- the 
biological inspiration- are combined to create genetic algorithms. 
To begin, the key components of most genetic algorithms can be understood to be: 1) A way to 
express what causes the traits in an individual (the genome, Section 3.2.3), 2) a population of individuals, 
each with unique traits (the population, Section 3.2.3), 3) a way of ranking individuals based upon how 
their traits help them to overcome specific problems (the objective function and selection, Section 3.2.4), 
4) a way for individuals to share and recombine their genetic information in order to make new 
individuals (crossover, also referred to as recombination in literature, Section 3.2.5), and 5) a way for 
children to be different from their parents (mutation, Section 3.2.6). 
In the author’s opinion, it is particularly useful to understand genetic algorithms as a search for 
building blocks, as introduced by Holland.  Building blocks- sets of genes which together form an 
interesting or potentially useful feature- can be thought of as the components of a- hopefully good- 
solution.  Just as a bridge is built from structural elements, most good solutions to complex problems 
can be decomposed into building blocks, each providing an additional (and sometimes non-additive) 
strength to our solution.  Without this concept, users might rightly conclude that genetic algorithms are 
nothing more than the fancy application of a random number generator to make difficult decisions.  
(Section 3.1.2)  After all, many of the solutions explored during the execution of a genetic algorithm 
would look clearly wrong to a trained eye drawn from the field from which the problem arose [31] [32]. 
While the idea of building blocks may sound oversimplified, “one of the surprises found over the 
last decade is how well selectionist schemes [Genetic Algorithms] do when faced with widely different 
codings [ways of conceptualizing the problem as parts]” [8].  Goldberg goes on to offer a simple, 
vernacular explanation of how these pieces (the encoding and operators to be introduced in the latter 
sections of this chapter) can connect together to solve problems by posing two models:  [8] 
𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 1: 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 + 𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 = 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 
𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 2: 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 + 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 = 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 
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While attempting to understand and discuss the particulars of spatially-structured genetic 
algorithms, it will be beneficial for the reader to keep these core models in mind.  Before delving into 
such particulars, a few generalizations merit discussion. 
Generalization 1.) Selection is mandatory.  Even before exploring the mathematical implications of 
selection (Section 3.2.4), it should be obvious that randomly selecting solutions is no wiser than deciding 
via a random number generator.  All genetic algorithms must have a way to compare, and select 
between, competing solutions. 
Generalization 2.) Selection and recombination (crossover) are insufficient for adequately exploring 
possible solutions.  Readers already familiar with bit-string genomes and schemas could consider that no 
combination of the bits (100) and (101) could ever yield a schema with one in the middle (*1*). 
Generalization 3.) Mutation only goes so far. While in principal an algorithm combining solely mutation 
and selection could yield improved answers (and in fact, this is a common implementation of 
evolutionary algorithms), relying upon random changes to reach new states in unreliable and inefficient.  
More importantly, as will be discussed at length in later sections, including ways for individuals to share 
genes (crossover) allows us to explore the powerful idea that genes are building blocks which may work 
together in order to help form high-quality solutions.  
While it is preferred that readers first understand the intuition of genetic algorithms before 
exploring the particulars of how they are constructed and computed, it is understood that some users 
will benefit from seeing genetic algorithms expressed in algorithmic form.  Figure 3-1 introduces the 
general approach used in the majority of algorithms explored in this thesis.  Readers may feel 
comfortable skipping over this figure, as it will be revisited throughout the remainder of this thesis as 
algorithms are developed, theories are refined and experiments are performed. 
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 Figure 3-1 Basic structure of a genetic algorithm. 
 Figure 3-1 includes a number of concepts which are defined as follows.  The terms ‘𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙′ 
and ‘𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒′ may be thought of together as comprising the objective function, used to 
calculate the fitness of a population.  The number of individuals in the population under consideration is 
denoted here and elsewhere by ‘𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙’.  The probability that crossover will be applied on (typically 
two) of the selected individuals in order to produce children for the next population is given by ‘𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐′, 
while the probability that an individual will undergo mutation is given by ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚’.  The maximum number of 
generations which the algorithm is allowed to consider is set by ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’, although early termination may 
occur if ‘𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙’ are established and met.  Each part of this algorithm is detailed 
throughout the remaining sections of this thesis.   
 
 
3.2.2 What Types of Problems are Genetic Algorithms Used For? 
 Building upon the five critical challenges faced in spatial (and in fact, all) optimization problems 
first introduced in Chapter Two, Krzanowski and Raper expand upon the work of Banzhaf et al to 
introduce six types of problems for which genetic algorithms have been shown to be well suited: 1) 
Problems where the variables (building blocks) are interrelated, often in ways which are poorly 
understood.  2) Problems where the engineer is not only seeking correct values- for instance, problems 
of ‘how many’- but are also seeking insights about the possible solutions, such as the search for good 
features or when even abstract notions about the solutions are difficult to visualize.  3) Problems for 
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which “conventional mathematical analysis does not, or cannot, provide analytical solutions,” such as 
when a model cannot be simplified to the extent that it is separable and differentiable.  4) Problems 
where the engineer is willing to accept a heuristic solution which may not be globally optimal, often 
because the global optimum would be very difficult to compute.  5) Problems where even small 
improvements in the solution quality (yet alone the search for a global optimum) would be very valuable 
and worth identifying.  The expense and regional impacts of civil engineering projects may justify such a 
search.  6) Problems which can already take advantage of existing data and simulations, and for which 
converting that data from its current computer-readable form into the inputs for a simplified model 
would be prohibitively expensive [4]. 
 Many classes of problems from diverse fields- some already introduced in Chapter Two- possess 
at least some subset of these six characteristics.  Within domains of interest to civil engineering alone, 
genetic algorithms have seen a large amount of use in the past few years.  For infrastructure projects, 
genetic algorithms have been applied for transportation design, modeling critical infrastructure [33] 
[34], maximizing the reliability of power transmission infrastructure [21], water distribution system 
calibration for leak detection [35], and the design and optimization of water distribution networks [36]. 
 Many environmental problems have been tackled with the help of genetic algorithms, including 
water management [37] [5], groundwater management [18] [7], and for solving the complex, multi-
objective problems often raised in environmental engineering [38].  Over the past twenty years, genetic 
algorithms have been applied to extensively to water resources problems [3] [37].  Maier et al. offers six 
reasons that evolutionary computation has been widely adopted within the water resources community 
[3]. 1) The algorithms work in a way which is easy to understand. 2) Direct incorporation of simulations 
into genetic algorithms allows us to take advantage of tools currently available within the field.  3) 
Genetic operators do not require specialized adaptation in order to solve “problems with difficult 
mathematical properties” [3] such as nonlinearities and discontinuities.  4) Parallel computing is 
straightforward due to the structure of evolutionary algorithms.  5)  Genetic operators are 
simultaneously capable of exploration of the global solution space and exploitation of the local search 
space, properties which improve our ability to solve interesting problems.  Finally, 6) the algorithms are 
readily adapted to a wide variety of problems.  
 Genetic algorithms have also found success in structural engineering, where they have been 
applied to structural optimization [39] [40], the design of composite structures [41] and for considering 
tradeoffs between weight and strength in truss design [42]. 
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 Genetic algorithms have demonstrated significant further utility when applied to data-intensive 
problems, such as computer vision [43], processing large amounts of complex information [44] and for 
various “data mining” applications, including model calibration [45] and feature extraction [46]. 
 Even if genetic algorithms do prove useful for civil and environmental engineering, we still need 
to determine how the techniques can be constructed, adapted and analyzed for specific classes of 
problems.  The primary components of this formulation- the data structure used to represent the 
decomposed problem and the genetic operators designed to search for improved solutions- “constitute 
the most essential components of any evolutionary algorithm” [31]. 
 
3.2.3 Populations, Genomes and Genes 
 One of the most important differences between genetic algorithms and most other optimization 
techniques is that they “work from a population of points on the problem space, not from a single point.  
Thus they can search more complex problem spaces” [4].  The entire concept of selection is predicated 
on the algorithm having the opportunity to operate on, and choose between, individuals in a population 
of diverse potential solutions.  Each individual in this population is denoted by its genome, the encoding 
used to represent a potential solution.  Each genome is comprised of at least one gene, with each gene 
representing one portion of the solution, for instance a parameter of an equation or a coordinate along 
one axis.  A gene itself may be constructed from a number of parts, known as alleles.  A genetic 
algorithm operates not only on many individuals, but also on multiple populations, each evolving from 
the population which precedes it.  As with families, each successive population is denoted as a new 
generation. 
 An important concept worth introducing now- although it will be addressed in greater depth in 
later sections- is that of order, denoted in this thesis as ‘𝑘𝑘’.  The order of a genome is directly related to 
the concept of building blocks, and denotes the number of genes (or the number of alleles) in the most 
interesting building blocks.  In other words, the order of a genome is the size of the segment which- if 
the algorithm performs adequately- should be found during the search of the solution space.  It should 
be evident that the only way to truly know the order of a genome is to know the correct solution, 
meaning that order can only be estimated from domain knowledge. 
 The most common- and typically simplest in terms of implementation- examples of classical 
genetic algorithms often rely upon bit strings, with possible solutions encoded as a set of zeros and ones 
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corresponding to properties or variables of the solution.  The concept of bit-strings is elaborated upon in 
Table 3-1.   
Table 3-1 Values of individual bits in a bit-string. 
Value 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 
Interpretation 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 
Location 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Example 1                  1                 1                  1                  1                  1                  1                  1   
Several problems can arise when using bit strings.  First, few problems encountered in the 
outside world are naturally expressed in binary, requiring the problem to be fit to the data structure.  
Second, each place along the binary representation represents an increasing power of two (Table 3-1), 
making any solution represented by binary strings more sensitive to changes in some bit values than 
others.  Utilizing real numbers in lieu of binary encodings- known as gray coding- is commonly used to 
address the second challenge, but shares the same question of domain-appropriateness.  Many types of 
problems are forced, artificially, to fit within string representations, including location-allocation 
problems.  While properties of string-encoded solutions have improved our ability to formally analyze 
genetic algorithms, it will be important to ensure that our theoretical analysis is not similarly limited to 
these specific examples. 
If one of the primary objectives of the genetic algorithm is to identify, select and propagate 
‘good’ building blocks, then it is of critical importance to ensure that an adequate sample of building 
blocks is available within the initial population.  The algorithm is greatly strengthened as its initial 
diversity increases, as each unique element contributes building blocks for evaluation.  There are 
multiple options for creating the initial population, although two are the most common.  The first option 
instantiates the initial population randomly.  Using this method, we must take care to ensure that the 
initial population is of sufficient size and randomness to provide a large stock of genes.  The second 
option incorporates as an input another, typically deterministic optimization technique, taking the 
resulting populations from that technique as the starting point for the genetic algorithm [31].  Whether 
the first population is created randomly or pre-populated with ‘good’ candidates, we must take care to 
remember that the final strength of our solution will be greatly affected by the strength of the building 
blocks it has as a foundation.  While mutation (addressed shortly) can develop new building blocks at 
runtime, relying on random developments rapidly becomes infeasible. 
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Many rules of thumb have been developed for choosing the appropriate size of initial 
populations, but it suffices to note that readers attempting to apply genetic algorithms should consider 
at a minimum the length of the genome and the expected order of solutions.  Creating an initial 
population with sufficiently diverse building blocks is then a matter of combinatorics.  Specifically, our 
objective is to ensure an adequate supply of building blocks by considering the number of possible 
building blocks and the likelihood of the population containing a specified portion of the supply. 
3.2.4 Evaluation and Selection 
 Evaluation and selection are the fundamental ways that genetic algorithms begin with inferior 
solutions and propagate good building blocks through to a better solution.  Each genome is evaluated 
and scored by the objective function, a black box (Figure 3-2) which takes a genome as the input and 
returns a score.  Because the internals of the objective function are not even known to the genetic 
algorithm, the algorithm is ambivalent to the way the problem is solved.  This offers two exciting 
advantages.  First, evaluation within the genetic algorithm can operate on the genome in any way the 
designer can imagine, including, but not limited to: evaluation of an equation, completion of a 
simulation, scoring by human users or looking up values in a table.  Second, because the algorithm only 
utilizes the result from the objective function, there are no requirements that the objective function be 
continuous, separable or differentiable, or even deterministic.   
 
Figure 3-2 Illustration of the inputs and outputs to an objective function over the course of a genetic algorithm generation. 
 However, because evaluation is the sole arbiter of solution quality, it is vital to ensure that the 
objective function is accurate and thorough.  Genetic algorithms seek to find features in the genome 
(building blocks) which optimize the score from the objective function.  Because of this, if there are 
flaws in the objective functions that, for instance, improperly award certain building blocks or 
accidentally punish others, the final solution may end up exploiting this error. 
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 In addition to providing a way to evaluate each individual, genetic algorithms must have a 
mechanism for deciding which individuals survive to move onto the next generation.  Selection by the 
algorithm is analogous in theory to natural selection: fitter individuals are more likely to survive and 
reproduce, although all individuals have at least some chance.  Additionally, the fact that genetic 
algorithms are generic methods which often lack constraints means that occasionally infeasible solutions 
will be tested.  Rather than simply excluding solutions which are infeasible or which violate constraints, 
most literature recommends penalizing the objective function values of those genomes in order to allow 
some possibility of keeping the genes within violating genomes in the gene pool. 
 Several options exist for implementing selection, with perhaps the two most popular being 
roulette wheel and tournament selection.  Roulette wheel (also known as fitness-proportionate) 
selection assigns each individual in the current population a probability of selection equal to that 
individual’s share of the total populations’ fitness.  This is significant, as selecting based upon the 
proportionate, rather than absolute, fitness of individuals guarantees that stronger individuals will 
always have a larger likelihood of being selected, even when they are only slightly stronger than the 
other solutions, an important concern as the population converges.  A weakness with roulette wheel 
selection, which can be seen by examining the source code for this thesis, is that a number of loops 
must be performed over the entire population for each generation: first to calculate the total fitness, 
and again to calculate each individual’s probability of selection.  While the actual operations involved 
are quick (addition and division) and unlikely to dramatically impact runtime, the existence of multiple 
loops should be considered when selection is to be performed on very large populations. 
 Tournament selection begins by selecting a subset of the population at random, called a 
tournament of size ‘𝑙𝑙’.  After the tournament is chosen, the best-scoring individual in that tournament is 
selected.  An advantage of this approach is that the tournament size ‘𝑙𝑙’ is easily adjusted as a parameter, 
allowing selection to be altered at will to favor either diversity or strength.  For instance, selecting a 
smaller tournament size in the beginning makes it more likely that individuals with lower scores will be 
able to reproduce, keeping diversity in the gene pool.  As the algorithm progresses through generations 
and users seek convergence, selection of a larger tournament size (or even a tournament consisting of 
the entire population) will increase the likelihood of selecting only the best individual in the population.  
An interesting feature of tournament selection- particularly for very large populations- is that it does not 
necessarily require that the objective function be analyzed for every individual in the population, as only 
the individuals selected for the tournament must be evaluated.   
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 Regardless of the selection methodology chosen, the probabilistic nature of genetic algorithms 
means that there is always a small chance that, for instance, only the worst individual in a given 
population will survive.  Some modifications of genetic algorithms choose to always pass forward at 
least one copy of the best individual into successive generations, a concept known as elitism. 
 
3.2.5 Crossover 
 In the previous section, we introduced the concept of selection as the fundamental means of 
propagating good building blocks.  Selection, we shall see, is not sufficient, as selection can only choose 
from those solutions already available to the algorithm.  Genetic algorithms have been described by 
Goldberg as innovative, and crossover, recalled from Goldberg’s second model, is the heart of 
innovation in these tools [8]. 
𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 2: 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 + 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 = 𝐼𝐼𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 
 Crossover (also known as recombination) occurs when two (or more) individuals- denoted as 
parents- are selected to combine their genes to form children for the next generation.  Crossover is the 
computational equivalent of sexual reproduction [47].  When selected to engage in crossover, parents 
trade and combine portions of the genome (Figure 3-3) which- due to the fact that parents with higher 
scores are more likely to be selected- the algorithm has found to contain beneficial features.  Recall that 
in genetic algorithms, evaluation occurs in a black box, and thus the algorithm has no way of knowing 
which portions of the genome contributed to the parent’s score, and which were to its detriment.  The 
same is true in sexual reproduction, and both occur under the possibility that some crossover will result 
in ‘bad’ offspring, but there is also the likelihood that- over a number of generations- good features will 
survive and flourish within the population.  
 
Figure 3-3 Illustration of crossover on a simple bit-string. 
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Typically, not all selected individuals in a population undergo crossover, with some individuals 
being allowed to pass their genome in its entirety.  Crossover is typically chosen on a probabilistic basis, 
with any two individuals being mated with a probability of crossover ‘𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐’.  Past studies, particularly 
studies of string-encoded genomes, have shown that high crossover values are effective, with common 
probabilities ranging from 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐 = 0.5 → 0.9. 
 As we have discussed, there is some possibility that mating two high quality individuals will 
result in low quality children.  This risk can be formalized somewhat by recalling the concept of order ‘𝑘𝑘’, 
introduced in Section 3.2.3.  Larger-order building blocks- building blocks which consist of a large 
number of genes- are more likely to be broken apart during crossover than those of smaller order.  This 
can be conceptualized most easily on a simple string genome such as that shown in Table 3-1 and Figure 
3-3, as the likelihood of a genome being broken apart if a single crossover point is randomly selected is 
simply the number of genes in the building block divided by the number of genes in the total population. 
Like selection, crossover can be implemented a number of ways.  Past research has shown 
several desirable traits which crossover should fulfill [47].  First, crossover is most effective when it is 
problem-specific, a challenge addressed through the development of spatial genetic algorithms.  By 
problem-specific, we primarily mean that information about the problem domain should be used to try 
to prevent good building blocks from being broken up more often than they are created.  Second, we 
must try to balance our concern for preserving building blocks with the imperative to avoid introducing 
biases into our algorithm.  Third, it has been shown that crossover probabilities should generally be 
fairly high.  This promotes the spread of good genes, but is unlikely to damage good solutions as we 
reach convergence because the crossover of two identical genomes (more likely to occur in later 
generations) typically results in the same genome. 
 
3.2.6 Mutation 
 Returning to the models introduced by Goldberg, we recall [8]: 
𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 1: 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 + 𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 = 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 
 If selection is required to ensure the survival of good building blocks, and crossover is the 
innovation agent of genetic algorithms, what role does mutation serve?  Mutation likely preceded 
crossover in the development of evolutionary algorithms, with early (and some current) algorithms 
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using only selection and mutation.  During each generation, each individual has some chance (denoted 
by the probability of mutation, ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚’) that one or more alleles would be randomly altered. 
 The real value of mutation, what makes it a key ingredient for ‘continual improvement,’ is that 
mutation is an “insurance policy” introduced to prevent diversity from being lost too early in the 
simulation, for instance due to premature convergence [48].  So long as this principle objective is kept in 
mind, users may consider many different (and sometimes multiple) types of mutation, as are explored in 
the algorithms developed in this thesis.  When developing and calibrating the mutation operator for a 
genetic algorithm, Beyer offers four rules which should be considered [47]: 
1. Reachability: Mutation should enable, given enough time, any solution to reach any other 
possible solution. 
2. Scalability: Mutation should be “tunable,” enabling the solution space to be explored at various 
step sizes as the algorithm progresses.  Readers should note that scalability is relatively easy to 
achieve with real-valued genomes such as those explored in this work, but may be more difficult 
for binary genomes, as each bit has a different exponential value (Table 3-1). 
3. Absence of Biases: Maximizing entropy requires that mutation should occur truly randomly 
across the mutation space, and not be biased towards or against specific changes to the 
genome. 
4. Symmetry: In addition to avoiding biases, symmetry requires that mutation be equally likely to 
occur in any direction along the solution space.  In other words, the mutation space must be 
isotropic.  This is necessary in order to ensure convergence because it guarantees that the 
expected value of the solution space with mutation added remains the same, as the average 
genome of a large number of the same individual subjected to some probability of mutation 
remains centered on the mean. 
 
3.2.7 Modifications to Genetic Algorithms 
 While the previous sections have introduced the fundamentals of genetic algorithms, the field is 
quite broad, with room for innovation and improvement.  Gray (real) coding is frequently replacing bit-
strings for genomes, while new operators seek to improve crossover [49] and mutation [50].  Hybrid 
genetic algorithms combine domain knowledge with genetic operators, seeking to build a stronger 
optimization engine. 
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3.3 Challenges for Genetic Algorithms 
 Before detailing the adaptation of genetic algorithms for spatial problems, we first identify some 
of the challenges which must be acknowledged, considered and overcome.  Students of optimization, 
like students of economics, must be frequently reminded that there is no such thing as a free lunch.  No 
algorithm will be useful for every challenge, especially without customization.  A danger with genetic 
algorithms, one which often leads engineers to not trust them, is that they are marketed as a one-size-
fits-all solution, ready to be applied out of the box to any problem.  This would not only be false 
advertising; it would be irresponsible for an engineer to apply a tool without knowing its limitations.  
Below, we will quickly address potential failings with each of the key parts of genetic algorithms. 
 At a high level, four potential areas of concern stand out.  First, we must recall that genetic 
algorithms are a weak optimization methodology, and not problem-specific.  Even adapting genetic 
algorithms to classes of problems as is done in this thesis will never take advantage of all of the 
information which a subject matter expert might be able to extract from the yet-to-be-solved problem.  
Second, as a probabilistic optimization method, genetic algorithms can never guarantee to yield results 
which are global optima.  Third, because genetic algorithms are driven by their objective function, 
uncertainty and modelling errors will propagate into the final solutions.  Finally, we again state that 
genetic algorithms are not one-size-fits-all solutions, and will not be an appropriate technique for the 
evaluation of every problem.  
 
3.3.1 Potential Problems with Genomes 
 Selection of appropriate genomes is vital to the performance of genetic algorithms.  Genomes, 
the combination of the decomposition and encoding of our problem, are the most direct linkage 
between our algorithm and the problem domain we are seeking to solve, and are a primary focus of this 
research.  Three potential failing points of genomes should be highlighted before proceeding: 1) Cases 
where genetic algorithms are incapable of outperforming a random search, 2) Cases where we need to 
include more information about our problem domain and 3) Cases where genetic algorithms can lead us 
astray. 
The first potential problem we must be aware of occurs when the structure of the problem itself 
makes genetic algorithms ineffective.  Recall that the order ‘𝑘𝑘’ of a building block is its length, for 
instance the number of genes which make up the building block.  Larger order building blocks pose two 
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problems.  First, larger building blocks are more likely to be broken apart during crossover and disrupted 
during mutation, simply because the larger blocks represent a greater share of the total genome.  
Second, larger building blocks are more difficult to construct, because they require a more substantial 
reordering of the genome.  In the case of a bit-string encoding, we can understand an example of the 
latter point by considering an extreme example where the optimum solution is of order ‘𝑘𝑘 = 𝑙𝑙’, where 
‘𝑙𝑙’ is the total length of the genome.  In other words, the best solution for this case requires getting 
every gene exactly right, together.  In this case, we can see why a random search would be equally as 
efficient (or inefficient) as any genetic algorithm.  If the correct order is not only optimal, but 
mandatory- no other solution is acceptable- then this class of problems may actually be considered what 
Goldberg terms “punishing crosstalk” [8].  Crosstalk, where genes interact with each other in a nonlinear 
way, is an example of epistasis, our next topic. 
 Epistasis is a biological term describing a genetic arrangement where the effects of certain genes 
are dependent upon other genes in the genome, frequently referred to as ‘modifier genes.’  We can see 
immediately that epistasis is similar to the problem of order discussed above, as we could choose to 
combine a building block with its modifier genes to create a new, larger building block.  The difference 
between the two, and the reason they are treated separately, is that we try to estimate the appropriate 
size of building blocks, while epistasis often requires domain knowledge in order to try to predict how 
different genes will affect each other.  Epistasis is one of the more dangerous concepts which can 
prevent a genetic algorithm from succeeding, but are also one of the more exciting concepts because 
epistasis provides us with an opportunity to incorporate domain knowledge into the algorithm, making 
it stronger.   
In fact, epistasis does not mean that the problem lacks predictable, exploitable and surmountable 
patterns, but rather that those patterns are not evident in the dimensions of the solution space under 
consideration.  Just as a transformation to our data structures may help us to overcome spatially-
clustered epistasis, further research may want to consider if improving transformations to our solution 
space could help to overcome other forms of epistasis.  A key way to overcome epistasis is to treat them 
like building blocks, first and foremost to put genes which are likely to impact each other near to each 
other such that crossover is more likely to transmit those genes into future generations together.  Put in 
other words, a good way to address epistasis is to adapt the genetic algorithm to the problem at hand, 
as we do here with spatial genetic algorithms.  Where the relationships between genes are truly 
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unpredictable or where we cannot create an encoding which efficiently models these relationships, we 
risk our third challenge, deception. 
 While it is beyond the necessary scope of this thesis to delve into the general theory of 
deceptive genomes (interested readers are encouraged to consult [8] and [32]), it suffices to help the 
reader to visualize where deceptive genomes might influence engineering design.  A deceptive genome 
is one in which the sum of the building blocks does not describe the value of the whole.  For instance, all 
of the building blocks of a solution may seem to be desirable when viewed in isolation, but together 
could constitute a poor solution.  Conversely, many poor building blocks could combine to form a great 
solution.   
One area where a deceptive genome might arise is when the problem is subject to abrupt 
constraints, such that violating the constraint even a little is akin to falling off a cliff.  A clear example of 
this could be regulations, with a stiff penalty assigned to violating solutions.  For a purely imaginary 
agricultural allocation problem in which users must decide which crops to plant for biofuel production, 
we could imagine a case in which miscanthus are preferred to soybeans on each of the plots being 
analyzed, but a solution of solely miscanthus would violate a constraint (such as water allocation or 
mandated crop diversity).  Such problems strain the building block hypothesis by suggesting that some 
suboptimal building blocks (in local contexts) may be mandatory in a global context.  Goldberg describes 
the string version of this problem by the phrase “too many hits spoil the pot,” and it is likely that genetic 
algorithms will not outperform random search for such problems [8].  
It should be immediately clear that, like the problem of order, deception is similar to epistasis.  In 
fact, “with sufficient knowledge of the problem at hand it should be possible to always construct 
encodings such that deception is avoided.”  The challenge, however, is that coming up with a genome 
which can address all three problems- or even just the overarching challenge of epistasis- “might be of 
similar complexity to that of solving the problem itself” [32].  One other example of deception- perhaps 
even more difficult to manage than that noted before- is that of pleiotropy, a term also borrowed from 
biology.  Pleiotropy describes a gene which impacts multiple traits simultaneously, even though those 
traits do not appear to be related.  Users should seek to understand the physical intuition of a 
pleiotropic gene, if such an intuition exists.  Users should also seek to understand if pleiotropy 
introduces tradeoffs, as a single gene could result in both costs and benefits. 
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3.3.2 Potential Problems with Objective Functions 
 Genetic algorithms operate by treating the objective function as an infallible black box which the 
algorithm relies upon for guidance.  As such, it should be clear that a genetic algorithm, no matter how 
well posed, will never be stronger than its objective function.  Genetic algorithms are known to cheat 
the test.  If, by some flaw in the objective function, there is a building block which ‘cheats’ the score, 
there is a great risk that the algorithm will exploit this loophole.  A common case which may befall an 
engineer, especially one developing their own simulation or objective function, could involve improper 
constraints, such as accidentally allowing negative numbers for physical quantities, or allowing solutions 
which violate physical constraints (for instance, a temperature range might allow water in a system to 
fall outside 0 − 100 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠). 
 Development of good simulations can and does fill up numerous books.  Rather than attempting 
to replicate such works, we instead simply summarize a conclusion of Haldar and Mahadevan, who 
identify four main types of uncertainty, divided into two sources:  [51] 
• Non-cognitive Sources 
1. Inherent uncertainty: Physical observations are rarely deterministic. 
2. Statistical uncertainty: We often lack sufficient data to accurately model the uncertainty 
of parameters under study. 
3. Modeling uncertainty: Even the best model is a representation of the physical world. 
• Cognitive Sources 
4. Vagueness and abstractions: We rarely perfectly understand the problem being studied, 
we frequently make assumptions and we occasionally just make mistakes. 
 
3.3.3 Potential Problems with Selection 
 Two main points should be addressed regarding selection.  This problem is rarely specific to the 
domain being studied, and as such is not frequently addressed in this thesis.  However, flaws with 
selection are often a matter of probabilities, and thus are also likely to appear even in carefully-crafted 
genetic algorithms, warranting awareness from readers. 
 First, genetic algorithms can converge prematurely due to a combination of two factors: the 
exponential growth of schemas which are relatively strong compared to the other solutions and the 
limited number of solutions considered in each generation.  The exponential growth of good schemas is 
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not a flaw in genetic algorithms, but rather a motivating feature.  The limited size of the population to 
be considered is constrained by available resources, such as computation or development time.  Several 
design options can help slow convergence, including: mutation, increasing the population size and using 
various strategies for prioritizing diversity during selection in early generations. 
 Second, because genetic algorithms are used to solve unknown solution spaces, there is the 
danger that we can end up with misleading solutions without knowing our solution is flawed.  This is 
best illustrated by a quick example, drawn from one of the simulations completed for this thesis.  The 
following four sets of plots (Figure 3-4 a-d) track the search for a single point (a location problem) on a 
solution space where the location does not actually matter: a point in any location would yield exactly 
the same score.  Each succeeding set of plots represents a subsequent generation during the algorithm’s 
runtime, with the plot on the left showing which points have been selected (larger circles represent that 
multiple individuals in the population have converged on that location).  The plot on the right shows the 
percentage of times any given location has been ‘built upon’ by the algorithm. 
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Figure 3-4 Genetic algorithm in which ten individuals are studied over four generations.  Despite all locations on the map 
being equal, the algorithm quickly converges on one point, presenting it as the 'best' location. 
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 What is seen in the preceding figures is an example of genetic drift, which has a basis in biology 
and is well-established in genetic algorithms.  In biological terms, genetic drift is an example of 
‘speciation by recombination,’ where populations may converge into a unique species, even without 
clear selective pressure [47].  Genetic drift is difficult to avoid, but users can take care to monitor the 
convergence, and should never simply accept the solution provided by their genetic algorithm.  While 
genetic algorithms are weak optimization methods, users should utilize domain knowledge when 
interpreting their results.   
 
 3.3.4 Potential Problems with Crossover 
 The potential flaws with crossover we would like to address are in fact directly related to the 
flaws already addressed when discussing the genome, in particular order and epistasis.  The goal of 
crossover is to spread and mix good building blocks; thus, the failing point of crossover will occur when 
it breaks apart good building blocks.  Crossover is most likely to fail with larger order building blocks- 
where the crossover point could fall within the building block- and with epistatic genes, where the 
crossover point might break apart the related blocks. 
 While there is room to innovate with crossover, these flaws (and, conversely, the advantages of 
good crossover) will be best addressed by creating good genomes.  By encoding the problem in an 
intelligent way, we can decrease the distance between related (either as parts of a building block or 
connected through epistasis) genes.  As has been discussed previously, a smaller distance between 
genes is directly correlated to a smaller number of crossover points between the genes (assuming that 
crossover draws from a uniform distribution).  We can thus begin protecting the building blocks by 
grouping related genes. 
 
3.3.5 Potential Problems with Mutation 
 As with crossover, mutation can introduce challenges which are mostly related to the way the 
problem is encoded.  While it affects problem-encodings which are not used in this thesis, one problem 
which can arise with mutation is particularly relevant.   
Especially when operating on a bit-string encoded genome, not all mutations are equal.  Because a 
binary encoding represents each place in the string (each bit) as a power of two, each bit carries 
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different weight when mutated.  If the mutation occurs randomly (for instance, with a uniform 
probability of changing any bit) then there is an equal chance of large mutations (changing a higher 
power bit) and small mutations.  This problem is referred to as a Hamming cliff.  The mutation space can 
be smoothed by coding genes with natural numbers, thus making it easy to constrain mutation to a set 
range. 
 
3.4 Developing Spatial Genetic Algorithms 
Given these concerns, we might ask again: why study spatial genetic algorithms?  The previous 
section was meant to inspire skepticism about genetic algorithms, such that engineers approach them 
cautiously.  Rather than being deterred, however, we shall see that intelligent adaptations of genetic 
algorithms can help to alleviate (but of course, not completely eliminate) our concerns, at least for the 
specific classes of problems being designed for. 
We begin by revisiting Figure 3-1, shown again in Figure 3-5.  We must remember that all 
genetic algorithms share this similar structure, with room for adaptation and innovation primarily within 
three of the structural elements introduced: genomes, crossover and mutation. 
 
Figure 3-5 Basic structure of a genetic algorithm, revisited. 
This work- in particular the algorithms studied for allocation problems- draws extensively from 
previous work by Dr. Jihua Wang [7].  Readers interested in the allocation class of problems are strongly 
advised to read the works by Dr. Wang, who provides a detailed discussion of applications for improved 
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groundwater management through the consideration of spatial patterns.  In the following three 
sections, we elaborate upon the development of two spatial genetic algorithms for solving location and 
allocation problems, respectively.  In addition, this section will begin to introduce several hypotheses 
which form the motivation of spatial genetic algorithms, each of which is addressed to varying degrees 
in the remainder of this thesis.  Each hypothesis will attempt to provide a starting point –or at least an 
additional research question- for the primary motivating question of this thesis: What do we gain by 
considering spatial knowledge? 
Readers are reminded that each component of the genetic algorithms- genomes and operators- 
described below have been implemented in code.  Readers familiar with programming may find it useful 
to view the actual implementations of the algorithms if any descriptions are unclear, as we have 
attempted to describe all algorithms in such a way that sufficient programming experience for readers 
to actually implement the algorithms themselves is not required.   
 
3.4.1 Posing and Decomposing Spatial Problems: Genomes 
 Adapting the genome to a form specific to the problem domain is the first concern which should 
be considered when designing stronger genetic algorithms [48].  Simply put, this is because the genome 
is the most direct linkage between the algorithm and the problem being studied.  A better 
representation of the problem, we shall see, allows genetic operators to act on it in a more physically 
intuitive way, and helps us to ensure that our solutions correspond to the natural entities under 
consideration. 
 We have several objectives when creating the new genome.  It should: 
1. Be able to efficiently encode many diverse problems from within the same class (for 
instance location and allocation problems) even if we do not currently know the specifics of 
the problem, 
2. Intelligently construct the genome such that genes which are likely to be related (for 
instance, adjacent locations on a map) are as near to each other as possible within the 
genome, 
3. Have implementable crossover and mutation operators available which meet the 
requirements for the respective operators, in particular preserving the ability of the 
algorithm to reach any possible solution from any current solution in finite time and, 
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4. Have a physical interpretation within the problem under study.  While such a physical 
intuition is not required, and clearly does not exist in most string encodings, a logical data 
structure aids in the achievement of the first three tasks. 
If these challenges appear daunting, that is because they are.  Mitchell notes that “coming up 
with the best encoding is almost tantamount to solving the problem itself!”  [48] 
The incorporation of spatial information into our problem encoding is important because it 
helps us to resolve two weaknesses discussed in Section 3.3.1, and related to objectives one and two: 
epistasis- in which spatial features and genes are related to each other and combine to create better 
solutions- and order, in which less concise solutions are less likely to be survive.  Recall that epistasis 
considers a challenge where multiple genes may influence an outcome together in a way which would 
not be suggested by some simple combination (addition, multiplication, etc.) of the individual genes, 
while order refers to the number of genes comprising our desired building blocks.  How does directly 
incorporating spatial information help us to address these fundamental concerns?  Consider a fictional 
example drawn from agriculture, where it might be inefficient to intermix two very different crops (for 
instance trees and shrubs requiring significant sunlight) in the same space, while adjacency between 
other land uses might be desirable (for instance companion planting, polyculture or mixing crop and 
livestock land uses).   
Were this problem expressed in the classical string format of [𝑥𝑥11,𝑥𝑥12, … , 𝑥𝑥1𝑛𝑛,𝑥𝑥21, … , 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛], 
there is no reason to expect that the genetic algorithm would effectively catch similarities between 
adjacent parcels such as 𝑥𝑥22 and 𝑥𝑥32, which we will call epistasis by clustering for examples when the 
genes are related due to spatial similarities such as being near each other, and epistasis by stratification 
where some other layering along a plane (such as solutions along the same latitude or elevation) is 
desired.  These parcels may be separated by large distances on the string, depending on the encoding 
method used.  However, when posed as a spatial data structure such as the quadtree, all genes are 
capable of being expressed together if necessary, without sacrificing the freedom of each gene to 
explore individuality or any combination of homogeneity and heterogeneity in between. 
Hypothesis 3.1) The use of spatial data structures, which are capable of being both more highly 
compressed and more clustered than their string counterparts, makes it more likely that the schema of 
building blocks is preserved.  By utilizing spatial information and representing clustered relationships in 
the correct dimensions, related genes can be placed closer together, making it less likely that the building 
block with be separated by genetic operators. 
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New data structures, of course, do not guarantee a resolution to epistasis.  It is possible that 
some genes will interact in non-intuitive ways which make operating on them together infeasible or the 
design of custom data structures too costly.  However, a fundamental weakness of what Goldberg terms 
'first-generation' genetic algorithms is that they fail to consider the proper decomposition of the 
solution space.  The emphasis, then, on string-encoded genetic algorithms in literature must be 
tempered by considering that so-called 'hard problems' have often already benefited from generations 
of research into their representation and encoding.  After developing the spatial data structures and 
genomes which may reliably describe our problems, our next challenge is to design genetic operators 
which can adequately explore and mutate possible chromosomes while maintaining results which are 
logically consistent with the data being discussed [4].  
 
3.4.2 Innovating with Genomes: Crossover 
Because genetic operators such as crossover exist to break up existing solutions (genomes), 
smaller building blocks are more likely to be transmitted intact.  Goldberg refers to this as the 
“Parsimony-with-Accuracy Principle,” [8] meaning that, for two sets of genes with equal fitness, the 
lower order set is more likely to persist.  Rather than only attempting to prevent the destruction of good 
building blocks, we address this by intelligently designing the paired genome and crossover operator.   
When designing crossover to accompany our problem encoding, we should briefly consider the 
theory behind how crossover succeeds and fails.  Recall that the genome provides us with a set of 
coordinates within the solution space, a hyperspace.  By trading sets of genes between two genomes, 
each crossover can be pictured as occurring along a hyperplane in this hyperspace.  We refer to each 
such a hyperplane as a principal axis, borrowing from the common description of the solution spaces as 
a hypercube. 
Hypothesis 3.2) Crossover transfers genetic information along the principle axes of the solution space.  If 
certain axes are expected to be most likely to contain good building blocks (good schema), crossover 
operators should be designed to encourage recombination along this hyperplane.   
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3.4.3 Improving Evolution: Mutation 
 Developing mutation operators for spatial genetic algorithms requires consideration of the 
problem domain.  Recalling the design objectives discussed in Section 3.2.6, the mutation operator 
should be constructed in order to ensure reachability and scalability.  Additionally, programmers 
implementing the randomness of mutation must ensure that there are no biases and that mutation 
occurs symmetrically over the long-term implementation of the algorithm.  Finally, there is an advantage 
in minimizing the likelihood of mutation creating invalid solutions, as constraining our search to the valid 
solution space restricts the possible size of the search space [3]. 
 One unique factor of spatial genetic algorithms which may differentiate them from string-
encoded algorithms is that the incorporating spatial information may add additional types of diversity 
which must be protected through mutation.  For instance, in the implementation of the allocation 
algorithm (Section 3.6.3), we have chosen to create two types of mutation which represent different 
types of diversity: alteration of individual regions to protect state diversity, and splitting to protect 
resolution diversity. 
 
3.5 Location Optimization Genetic Algorithm 
3.5.1 Genome 
 Points on a map (in the most common geographic sense) are intuitively encoded using the 
Cartesian coordinate system.  While this is the encoding utilized in this thesis, it does bear noting that 
locations on more complex problem spaces could also be represented in other coordinate systems, such 
as spherical.  
 The basic ideas of the Cartesian coordinate system are extended to geography by, for instance, 
the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and Universal Polar Stereographic (UPS) coordinate systems, 
commonly incorporated in GIS.  Geographic Coordinate Systems (GCS), utilizing latitude and longitude, 
can also be applied with minimal alteration, or such coordinates can be transformed into UTM.  Rather 
than directly considering these specific use cases, let us begin by specifying the location of a point by its 
𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦 and, if needed, 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 coordinates.  Extending this structure to specify multiple points is as 
simple as recording a list of such points.  To put this into the parlance of genetic algorithms: the genome 
is a set of points, each point is a gene, and each of the positions along the map-axes is an allele. 
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 In order to build upon our intuition about the performance of spatial genetic algorithms, we 
should consider what the building blocks will be in the spatial context.  For a single point in two-
dimensional Cartesian coordinates, we can think of the building blocks as combinations of locations 
along the 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 axes.  For multiple points, building blocks may consider the axes, but will also 
incorporate the combinations of points.  Together, these building blocks might describe both locations 
on a map and spatial relationships between suppliers and consumers. 
 
Figure 3-6 Example of a location problem. 
In Figure 3-6 the points to be optimized (for instance, factories) are represented by red triangles, 
while demands to be served (for instance, customers) are represented by blue crosses.  The purple 
dotted arrows represent the allocation of customers to factories, often the basis for location-allocation 
objective functions.  Beginning with our conceptualization of location building blocks as the relational 
locations on a map (for instance adjacency, distance and pattern [2]), we can develop customized 
genetic operators designed to explore these relationships. 
3.5.2 Crossover 
 In hypothesis 3.2, we theorized that crossover describes the action of exchanging alleles (the 
building blocks of genetic information) along the principal axes of the solution space.  An exciting 
observation when innovating with domain-specific genomes is that this hypothesis is very intuitive to 
see for the simple example of a two-dimensional space along which we consider a population of points 
in order to select one optimal location.  In this particular example (visualized in Figure 3-6), crossover of 
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two parent points- each represented by a genome of (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖)- occurs by swapping each parent’s 
coordinates in order to produce two children: (𝑥𝑥1,𝑦𝑦1)(𝑥𝑥2,𝑦𝑦2) → (𝑥𝑥1,𝑦𝑦2)(𝑥𝑥2,𝑦𝑦2). 
 
Figure 3-7  Example of allowable x-y crossover from the current generation (red points) to the possible next generation 
(hatched points).  The green lines demonstrate that crossover allows solutions to change along what we will refer to as the 
principle axes of the solution space. 
 From Figure 3-7, we can see that the principal axes of this simple example are the 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 axes.  
If we were to increase to a two-point optimization, four principal axes would arise: 𝑥𝑥1,𝑥𝑥2,𝑦𝑦1,𝑦𝑦2.  From 
this simple example we begin to see how the complexity of the solution space- which is directly related 
to the encoding of the solution as sets of alleles- and genetic operators such as crossover tie together, 
the basis for Chapter Four.   
For multiple-point genomes, we may need to consider multiple types of crossover; for instance 
to trade whole points and the alleles which make up the individual components of the points.  
Reviewing Figure 3-7, it should be clear that crossover alone does not allow us to explore our entire 
problem space.  Were the problem illustrated in Figure 3-7 actually applied, it would be impossible for 
our solution to ever extend beyond the four shaded locations.  This potential is addressed in two ways 
simultaneously.  First, even before elaborating on the importance of population size (Chapter Five) it is 
obvious that a population size of two (the cells fully shaded) would be insufficient for most problems.  
The population size is vital because we must introduce enough building blocks that large portions of the 
solution space can be explored.  Second, individuals should occasionally be allowed to stray outside of 
the crossover-space, as it is possible that a nearby location will- for instance- possess a favorable 
orientation in the 𝑥𝑥 or 𝑦𝑦 plane.  Mutation provides an additional- if inefficient- way to supplement this 
search. 
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3.5.3 Mutation 
 Mutation for location problems is relatively straightforward to implement- as can be seen in 
Figure 3-8- by allowing a point to be shifted randomly in any direction within a specified step size.  We 
can quickly recall our four criteria for mutation, and check to ensure that this simple mutation 
methodology meets all four.  Reachability, defined as the ability of any population to reach any other in 
finite time, should be evident, as long as there are no gaps (areas which cannot be mutated into) within 
the mutation space.  Scalability is directly enforceable by including a step size, which can be adjusted in 
order to allow smaller and larger mutations at will.  Bias is avoided so long as any location within the 
‘mutation shadow’ is equally likely to be reached.  The only criterion which requires active design 
changes is symmetry.  Reviewing Figure 3-8, it should be clear that mutation could occasionally force our 
solution off of the map.  Symmetry would not be enforced if we excluded such changes; however, 
genetic algorithms rarely discard infeasible (constraint violating) solutions, opting instead to punish the 
objective function scores of such solutions, decreasing the likelihood that the new point will be selected 
in future generations.  Applying this approach, which genetic algorithms literature has shown to be 
important for improving diversity, will ensure that symmetry in our algorithm’s average behavior is 
preserved. 
 
Figure 3-8 Example of mutation of step size one, represented as the shaded area around the points. 
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3.6 Allocation Optimization Genetic Algorithm 
3.6.1 Genome 
 In Section 2.2.2, we discussed the high level motivations for selecting quadtrees for the 
encoding of two-dimensional rasters, in particular that such rasters can 1) be quite large and 2) often 
possess homogenous regions.  Equally importantly, quadtrees are problem-independent, able to encode 
any possible solution for any possible raster [4].  From a programming perspective, quadtrees have a 
number of further advantages.  First, quadtrees are known to efficiently compress rasters with large 
amounts of homogeneity, as is often experienced in the real world.  Second, quadtrees are a completely 
lossless form of compression, meaning that no information about the original raster is lost when 
working with its quadtree representation. Third, the leaves of the quadtree- the homogenous regions of 
the raster to which a choice is assigned- are very easy to access, especially when compared to methods 
(such as strings) which treat every region as an island.  Fourth, as we will see in the following two 
sections, many genetic operations perform intuitively on quadtrees.  Finally, quadtrees allow us to 
naturally vary the resolution of the solutions we provide.  For instance, quadtrees can consider very 
diverse solutions (no homogeneity) and completely uniform solutions (applying a single decision to all 
parcels in the raster) with no changes in the algorithm or data structure.  It should also be noted that the 
use of trees as encodings has a parallel to genetic programming [48], although literature thus far has not 
done much to elaborate on any similarities and differences between spatial optimization and genetic 
programming [4]. 
 While readers interested in the actual construction of quadtrees are encouraged to view the 
source code for the allocation portions of this thesis, it is worthwhile to briefly annotate the parts of a 
quadtree.  The root node of the quadtree describes the entire problem space (the entirety of the raster), 
while leaf nodes- as mentioned above- together describe all homogenous regions of the solution space, 
combining to equal the same area as the root.  In Figure 3-9, we see that some quadrants of the 
problem space (depicted as white cells) are not homogenous.  These interior nodes will always be 
parents of other nodes, with the depth of the tree increasing until a homogenous quadrant is found or 
we reach our maximum resolution of one cell.  One danger which should be obvious after detailing 
these parts is that, for very heterogeneous rasters, the quadtree will actually be much larger than the 
raster itself, due to the need to encode each interior node for heterogeneous quadrants.  However, this 
potential flaw is not extensively considered for two reasons.  First, for a solution to be so spatially 
heterogeneous would imply that our genetic algorithm adaptations are conceivably no more efficient 
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than a string encoding, making problems where we expect to face such difficulty poor choices for 
applying spatial genetic algorithms anyways.  Second, even an inefficient encoding (assuming that 
sufficient memory exists in the computer) may be a worthwhile choice, as crossover and mutation are 
more efficiently implemented on quadtrees than on the rasters they represent [4]. 
The genome can actually be thought of as encoding two pieces of information, states (the value 
of cells) and the resolution (the depth of the leaf in the tree, representing the number of cells which the 
leaf represents).  When we consider quadtrees in the context of genetic algorithms, the state and 
resolution combine to form the building blocks.  More specifically, as can be seen in Figure 3-9- and 
because quadtrees, as the name implies, works on quadrants- the intuitive building block is the 
quadrant itself.  What makes the quadrant unique when compared to the building blocks of other 
genetic algorithms is that the quadrant can vary in resolution, stretching and shrinking to more 
efficiently reflect any homogeneity in states.  Exploring and exploiting such building blocks, then, 
requires operators which can efficiently expand, contract and trade quadrants of a map.  Such 
operators, as we shall see, are very intuitive when designed for a quadtree representation.  The size of 
the solution space is explored in Chapter Four. 
 
 
Figure 3-9 Example of quadtree encoding, demonstrating how a tree can increase in depth (right). 
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3.6.2 Crossover 
Crossover in quadtrees is performed through grafting: A node (whether interior or leaf) shared 
between two parent trees is identified, and the state of that node (or its children if the selected node is 
interior) are swapped between the trees, resulting in two children as seen in Figure 3-10.  The ease with 
which we can apply grafting as crossover for allocation problems demonstrates- as was discussed above- 
that quadtrees make it easy for genetic operators to promote the spread of information.  Were we to 
attempt crossover on the raster itself, it is likely we would have to either 1) convert the raster to a string 
encoding, losing all clustering information or 2) selectively apply crossover over one principal axis (for 
instance the 𝑥𝑥 axis or the 𝑦𝑦 axis), neglecting at least half of possible spatial relationships.  Because 
grafting operates on quadrants, this crossover technique increases the likelihood that cells which are 
adjacent to each other in the real world will be explored together. 
 
Figure 3-10 Example of the crossover operator for the quadtree data structure, represented as grafting. 
 
3.6.3 Mutation 
 Recalling that quadtrees encode two pieces of information- state and resolution- it makes sense 
to create two types of mutation in order to consider the diversity of each.  Preserving the diversity of 
states can be accomplished through alteration, shown in Figure 3-11 and represented in Figure 3-12.  
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Alteration is simple to implement: first, select a random leaf node within the quadtree.  Second, switch 
the state of the leaf node to a new value within the feasible states.  This new value can be either 
completely random, pulled from the full set of states, or can occur over a step size, as with mutation for 
the location class of problems.  If a step size is implemented, users must take care to preserve 
reachability, absence of bias and symmetry. 
 
 
Figure 3-11 Example of alteration mutation of the upper-left quadrant from red (left) to green (right). 
 
 
Figure 3-12 Implementation of alteration. 
 
 The resolution diversity of our population can be protected with splitting (Figure 3-13, pseudo 
code shown in Figure 3-14), for which two options can occur: resolution-increasing (shown in Figure 
3-13) and resolution-decreasing.  Resolution-increasing splitting selects a random leaf node and 
increases the depth at that node by one, assigning four children (one for each quadrant) to the node.  
These children are often assigned random values for their states.  As the name suggestions, this splitting 
operation increases the resolution with which the mutated quadrant is analyzed.  Resolution-decreasing 
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mutation, conversely, can select a random interior node and trim all descendants of that node, resulting 
in a new, lower-resolution leaf.  Such a solution explores whether a solution space could benefit from 
more homogeneity within the quadrant under consideration, reducing the variation in that area. 
 
 
Figure 3-13 Example of splitting mutation, designed to increase resolution of a randomly-selected leaf. 
 
Figure 3-14 Implementation of splitting. 
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3.7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have explored several motivations driving the creation of spatial genetic 
algorithms.  First, spatial problems are complex, with large solution spaces which may not be easy to 
search using existing methodologies.  Second, the common spatial optimization techniques require 
significant preprocessing, limiting their flexibility when solving new problems.  These first two points are 
particularly disappointing because, third, a growing number of spatial simulations and datasets are 
available to engineers, awaiting techniques to take advantage of them.  Finally, existing optimization 
techniques seem poorly adapted for spatial problems, neglecting spatial information which might help 
us to conceptualize the problem. 
Spatial genetic algorithms are a flexible framework for addressing these concerns.  By directing 
our search from any arbitrary starting population, using nothing but the simulation results themselves as 
a guide, genetic algorithms can be applied to many problem domains with minimal preprocessing.  We 
can further refine the algorithms by adapting the encodings and operators to better capture features 
which might arise in our classes of spatial problems.  By theorizing about the spatial relationships which 
might matter to our solution- and how such relationships would arise as building blocks- we are able to 
design genetic operators which prioritize the exploration of these features.  However, being able to 
create specialized genetic algorithms does not mean that they will be useful to us.  In order to explore 
their utility, we must consider two additional topics: first, whether the algorithm can solve interesting 
problems in feasible time (Runtime, Chapter Four) and second, whether the results from the algorithm 
are good enough for our needs (Correctness, Chapter Five). 
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CHAPTER 4 RUNTIME 
Genetic algorithms offer engineers two exciting capabilities: an organized way of searching 
complex solution spaces, and the ability to incorporate the rich availability of simulations directly into 
optimization.    While these two capabilities might make for a compelling advertisement, a third benefit 
is often used when first introducing people to evolutionary computation: evolution has produced the 
rich diversity of life around us, with each species well suited to niches within their environment.  
Readers interested in evolutionary algorithms because of parallels- real or perceived- to the strong 
solutions developed in natural selection should also consider that evolution has been in progress for 
billions of years.  This chapter explores if, given a maximum runtime for evaluating one potential 
solution to a given problem (𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛), one can conclude anything about how long the optimization 
through genetic algorithm will take, and how this might compare to competing methods. 
First, this chapter seeks to briefly formalize the concept of runtime by presenting the 
motivations, terminology and metrics for measuring how long our algorithm takes to provide users with 
answers, as well as the variables which might impact runtime.  The next section details the size of the 
solution spaces for location and allocation problems.  This section looks at what features of the problem 
will impact problem complexity.  Finally, Chapter Four steps beyond theoretical analysis and develops 
basic frameworks for testing and measuring the time required for spatial genetic algorithms.  Such tests 
are important not only in the limited context of this chapter, but can also be combined with metrics of 
correctness (Chapter Five) to help us continue to answer two fundamental questions: 
Question 1.) Are genetic algorithms useful for spatial optimization problems? 
Question 2.) What do we gain by including spatial knowledge in our genetic algorithms? 
 
4.1 What is Runtime? 
4.1.1 Motivation: Why is Runtime Important 
 More so than most terms from computer science, runtime might be familiar and important to 
engineers.  Runtime is the length of time required for a specific program to be executed, given the 
resources made available for running it.  The reason engineers should care about how long their 
optimizations take should be clear; if an optimization takes too long too long to complete, it will not be 
useful for solving interesting problems.  A problem which cannot be solved in realistic time as it gets 
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larger is said to be intractable and, as discussed in Chapter Two, many spatial optimization problems 
become intractable.  The analyses in this chapter go further with this and elaborate on what precisely is 
meant when one claims a problem is intractable, and how genetic algorithms might improve the 
runtimes of spatial optimizations.  
 When Goldberg introduced the concept of ‘competent’ genetic algorithms, he explained that 
“the difference between an effective and poorly designed GA is the difference between polynomial 
(perhaps subquadratic) and exponential complexity.  In other words, the difference between competent 
GAs and those that are less so is the difference between tractable and intractable computation” [8].  We 
can begin by picturing a simple matrix, Figure 4-1, in which we accept there are likely tradeoffs between 
solution quality and the amount of work we have to do to reach better solutions.  For genetic algorithms 
to be most useful, we must consider if we can build the algorithm to give us better solutions in less time, 
the upper-left quadrant. 
 
Figure 4-1 Considering solution quality (correctness) and the number of simulations (runtime). 
 
4.1.2 How is Runtime Measured and Expressed? 
 In the previous section, we described runtime as the length of time required for a specific 
program to be executed, given the resources made available for running it.  This explanation is limited 
for several reasons.  First, ‘specific program’ is simultaneously vague and specific, seemingly leaving little 
room for comparing different programs and problems.  Second, limiting our consideration of runtime to 
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‘the resources made available’ would risk creating meaningless metrics, as there is no way of knowing 
what tools will be brought to bear on any given problem.  Our first objective, then, is to abstract runtime 
and develop metrics which will allow us to compare different tools running on different hardware.  
To understand runtime and how it scales with various problems, we must first introduce two 
concepts: the solution space and computational complexity.   
Solution Space 
 The size of the solution space ‘𝑆𝑆’ for a given optimization problem is fundamental to the 
problem itself.  The solution space of an optimization problem is the set of all possible (or feasible, if we 
are limited by constraints) solutions to our problem, from which we seek to pick at least a good solution 
(a local optima), if not the best (the global optima).  A solution within the solution space is akin to a 
location on a map, with coordinates reflecting the value of every variable in our encoding.  We first seek 
to develop an intuition about the ‘size’ of this ‘map.’  The number of possible solutions in our solution 
space is clearly related to the number- and allowable ranges- of variables which must be decided.  As 
with seeking a location in the real world, we can expect that searching a larger solution space will take 
more time.  To search the solution space in its entirety requires at least ‘𝑆𝑆’ operations.  We can 
formalize these concepts by considering computational complexity.  
 
Computational Complexity 
When developing and analyzing algorithms, it would be useful to have a common language for 
comparing different methodologies, even those developed for different purposes.  For instance, readers 
may be interested in understanding how the different portions which together comprise a computer 
program will together influence how long it takes for the program to run.  Such an analysis must not 
only apply to a wide array of possible problems, but also include the concept of scaling: how does a 
program perform as we ask it to operate on more and more information, problems or variables.  In 
addition, it is desirable if our language for understanding runtime is independent of how the program is 
actually run, having to consider neither the type of computer nor if the problem was simply solved with 
pen and paper.   
While we can instruct a computer to perform many different tasks, for many different domains, 
all computer programs can be thought of as inputs and outputs (the data structures), with instructions 
in between to convert the inputs into the outputs (the algorithms).  A famous equation in computer 
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science is 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙ℎ𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠 + 𝐷𝐷𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠 = 𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠, adapted by Michalewicz as the title of his 
book Genetic Algorithms + Data Structures = Evolution Programs [31].  If computer programs can be 
expressed as such an ‘equation,’ is there similar language for expressing how long a program takes as a 
function of the inputs, data structures and algorithms? 
The most common language when defining the efficiency of a program is that of asymptotic 
order of growth.  Within this thesis, we rely exclusively on what is commonly called “Big-O Notation,” in 
which we consider the asymptotic upper bound of the number of operations which a computer needs to 
perform.  While readers are not expected to have an in-depth understanding of runtime, the broad idea 
is to convey the order of magnitude of the number of operations which a program will perform on a 
given input, expressed as ‘𝑂𝑂’ as a function of ‘𝑒𝑒,’ or 𝑂𝑂(𝑒𝑒).  Regardless of the hardware a program runs 
on (a laptop, a supercomputer or the back of a napkin), more operations require more time to complete.  
Most commonly, runtimes will grow with the number of inputs (constant runtimes are encountered, but 
are not relevant here).  For instance, programs might grow in linear time, logarithmic time, polynomial 
(for instance, quadratic) time, or beyond polynomial time [52].  Some problems, in fact, will become 
impossible to solve in realistic times and with cost-effective resources as the size of the problem grows.  
This leads us to a brief discussion of computational tractability. 
Many engineers will have heard the idea of “NP” problems, or even of computational 
intractability.  A quick example might demonstrate how daunting this class of problems are.  Imagine 
that you are given a set of 𝑒𝑒 variables (𝑥𝑥1,𝑥𝑥2, 𝑥𝑥3, … , 𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛), and asked to perform a calculation upon any 
given permutation of two variables.  How many different calculations would you need to perform in 
order to explore the entire solution space?  In this example, we could conceptualize a matrix with our 
variables laid out upon the 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 axes, and thus every cell in this matrix is a possible set of two 
variables.  In Big-O Notation, there are 𝑂𝑂(𝑒𝑒2) possible pairs of the variables.  For 𝑒𝑒 = 100 variables, 
there are 1002 = 10,000 possible solutions.  While this may sound like a daunting problem (and in fact, 
in early computation it was), modern computers are actually fast enough to run such problems, 
classified as polynomial-time.  Exponential growth in our solution space is clearly not ideal, and would 
create problems for very large questions.  However, polynomial runtimes are not necessarily 
prohibitively expensive in an age in which computational power also grows exponentially (an implication 
of Moore’s Law). 
How hard, then, is an “NP” problem to solve?  Consider an example very relevant to this thesis, 
and which will be evaluated in depth in the next section, where we have a grid of dimension 10𝑥𝑥10 
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(again, 𝑒𝑒 = 100).  Instead of considering combinations of size two, we are interested in selecting 
between two possible states for each of the 100 cells.  Readers seeking intuition could imagine that they 
have been asked to select, for a farm measuring 2,100 feet by 2,100 feet (approximately 100 acres), 
whether to plant corn or wheat in each of 100 one-acre plots.  How many possible states are there?  
Here, the problem grows to 𝑂𝑂(2𝑛𝑛), where 2100 = 1,267,650,600,228,229,401,496,703,205,376, or 
approximately one nonillion computations.  The difference between 𝑂𝑂(𝑒𝑒2) and 𝑂𝑂(2𝑛𝑛), for 𝑒𝑒 = 100, is 
approximately 1.27𝑥𝑥1026 fold.  To provide a reader with intuition into why this is a problem, some of 
the fastest supercomputers in the world at the time of this thesis, consuming megawatts of power, can 
perform at about 20 petaflops, or 20,000,000,000,000,000 (20 quadrillion) calculations per second.  If 
we were to allow each simulation to take exactly one calculation (which is not realistic for many 
interesting problems), then it would take over 5𝑥𝑥1013 seconds, or over one and a half million years, for 
the supercomputer to decide what to plant on our fictional farm.  We can consider, with no small irony, 
that such runtimes are not promising, in particular if the end result is only to decide how to plant one 
farm.    
It bears noting that a problem which is NP is not necessarily difficult to solve; it would just take a 
very long time [52].  Each of the one nonillion calculations discussed in the previous example could be 
exceedingly simple, capable of being calculated by hand.  The problem with the NP class of problems is 
not one of complexity in the literal sense, but of tractability.  Conversely, a single simulation in a linear 
problem can take a very long time and be very complicated.  Runtime first considers the number of 
computations required, before worrying about how long each computation might take. 
 
4.2 Runtime of Spatial Optimization 
 In this section, we explore the solution spaces for our selected classes of spatial optimization in 
order to determine how complex such problems are.  This provides us with the context required such 
that, after elaborating on how genetic algorithms search solution spaces, we can determine if genetic 
algorithms provide an advantage in runtime. 
4.2.1 Exploring the Solution Space 
Before we examine the runtime of genetic algorithms, let us revisit the farm example given in 
the preceding section.  How do farmers actually plant fields, if the world’s fastest supercomputers would 
grind to a halt when asked to choose between only two options?  The answer is drawn from the building 
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block hypothesis and epistasis: farmers do not need to consider every possible solution.  Farmers do not 
individually optimize every portion of their farm, even when choosing to plant multiple crops.  Instead, 
humans are conditioned to make decisions using heuristics, also known as “rule of thumb” or “common 
sense.”  If these heuristics (our building blocks) are seen to work for a portion of our farm, it might be 
reasonable to also apply it for similar (such as nearby) portions.  If, by trying our heuristic once, we find 
that it does not apply, we may be able to develop a new, better heuristic.  Recall that this is the 
fundamental intuition of genetic algorithms.  Drawing from the “stomach ache” (Section 3.1.2) which 
engineers may develop when asked to apply a heuristic algorithm to such a seemingly trivial question, 
we can now reconsider why techniques such as genetic algorithms are researched.  While heuristics 
might occasionally make engineers uncomfortable, it is clear that our little farm will never make a profit 
if it sits fallow 1.5 million years while we run our calculations.  Development of these heuristics- allowing 
the algorithm to innovate and constantly improve- is perhaps the most important thing we gain by 
considering spatial knowledge in our genetic algorithms. 
 
Location Problems 
In order to determine the complexity of a location-optimization problem, we first define the 
number of possible locations in the solution space as the number of unique points that can be defined 
on the map.  This can be simply understood as the number of possible coordinates, here expressed by 
the dimension of each axis 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖.  For a two dimensional space, as seen in Figure 4-2, the number of 
possible points 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝 = 𝑙𝑙1 ∗ 𝑙𝑙2. 
 
Figure 4-2 Example of a problem space. 
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When tasked with selecting one point in this problem space, it is clear that evaluating the entire 
solution space requires 𝑆𝑆 = 𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝 = 𝑙𝑙1 ∗ 𝑙𝑙2 analyses.  For more than one point, this becomes a 
combinatorial problem of the class called n-pick-k, annotated as 𝑆𝑆 = �𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘� = 𝑛𝑛!𝑘𝑘!(𝑛𝑛−𝑘𝑘)!.  Treating 𝑒𝑒 =
𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 𝑙𝑙1 ∗ 𝑙𝑙2 and 𝑘𝑘 as the number of points the designer wishes to select, 𝑆𝑆 = (𝑑𝑑1𝑑𝑑2)!𝑘𝑘!(𝑑𝑑1𝑑𝑑2−𝑘𝑘)!.  It must 
be noted that this complexity is for the case in which we must consider the locations as a set, as is 
common in location-allocation problems such as serving demands.  If the locations were to be 
considered independently, with their effects added together, then we could simplify the problem 
further.  This is an example of how strong optimization can utilize domain knowledge.   
Let us consider how the complexity grows as we increase the size of the problem space- the 
number of possible coordinates ‘𝑒𝑒’- and the number of locations to be selected, ‘𝑘𝑘’.  The size of the 
solution space ‘𝑆𝑆’ for various configurations of ‘𝑒𝑒’ and ‘𝑘𝑘’ is shown in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1 Examples of the complexity for variations in the size of the problem space and the number of locations being 
optimized. 
Problem Space Size ‘𝒏𝒏’ Locations to be Selected ‘𝒌𝒌’ Solution Space Size ‘𝑺𝑺’ 
100 1 100 
100 2 4,950 
100 3 161,700 
100 4 3,921,225 
500 1 500 
500 2 124,750 
500 3 20,708,500 
500 4 2,573,031,125 
1000 1 1,000 
1000 2 499,500 
1000 3 166,167,000 
1000 4 41,417,124,750 
𝑒𝑒 𝑘𝑘 𝒏𝒏!
𝒌𝒌! (𝒏𝒏 − 𝒌𝒌)! 
 From Table 4-1, we note that the computational complexity of location problems grows quickly 
with both the size of the problem space and with the number of locations being optimized. 
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Allocation Problems 
We have already- through our farm example- introduced the complexity of allocation problems.  
Recall from Section 3.6 that quadtree-encodings of rasters presents us with two types of information: 
state and dimension.  Conceptualize a raster problem as a grid of dimensions 𝑙𝑙1 = 𝑙𝑙2 = 𝑙𝑙, with 𝑒𝑒 
possible states (for each cell, can choose an option from 𝑒𝑒1,𝑒𝑒2, … ,𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛), as shown in Figure 4-3.  The 
solution space ‘𝑆𝑆’ represents every possible arrangement of crop types. 
 
Figure 4-3 Representation of a raster problem. 
The solution space for this problem is a simple permutation, 𝑆𝑆 = (𝑒𝑒)𝑑𝑑2.  We can see from Table 
4-2 that the computational complexity of allocation problems is immense, as our previous example 
illustrated. 
Table 4-2 Examples of the complexity for variations in the size of the problem space and the number possible states. 
Problem Space Size ‘𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐’ Locations to be Selected ‘𝒏𝒏’ Solution Space Size ‘𝑺𝑺’ 
100 1 𝟏𝟏 
100 2 𝟏𝟏.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟏𝟏 
100 3 𝟓𝟓.𝟏𝟏𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟒𝟒𝟐𝟐 
100 4 𝟏𝟏.𝟔𝟔𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟏𝟏 
500 1 𝟏𝟏 
500 2 𝟑𝟑.𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟓𝟓𝟏𝟏 
500 3 𝟑𝟑.𝟔𝟔𝟒𝟒𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐 
500 4 𝟏𝟏.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 
1000 1 𝟏𝟏 
1000 2 𝟏𝟏.𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟑𝟑𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏 
1000 3 𝟏𝟏.𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟒𝟒𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 
1000 4 𝟏𝟏.𝟏𝟏𝟓𝟓𝟐𝟐𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐 
𝑙𝑙2 𝑒𝑒 (𝒏𝒏)𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐 
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 In both location and allocation problems, it is important to keep in mind that the problem space 
size is simply the size of the map, in particular the number of possible places where decisions are made 
on the map.  In fact, it should be clear here that location problems could be modeled as allocation 
problems, with a raster representing whether or not to build (or how much) capacity on a given area of 
the map.  This concept is interesting because it would allow the location problem to consider the 
construction of an arbitrary number of points, instead of always constraining our solution to ‘𝑘𝑘’ points 
as in the n-pick-k formulation specified above.   
 
4.2.2 Runtime of Genetic Algorithms 
 In the previous two sections, we have established the complexity of location problems as 
𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = �𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘� and the complexity of allocation problems as 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = (‖𝑒𝑒‖)𝑑𝑑2.  In both of these 
cases, the size of the solution space is treated as the complexity because it is the true number of 
evaluations we would have to do in order to find the global optimum, assuming we knew no additional 
information about the problem.  Genetic algorithms do not presuppose any additional information (such 
as heuristics) about the solution space but rather build them, searching through and combining building 
blocks as time progresses and new generations are tested for fitness.  As such, our directed (genetic 
algorithm) and undirected searches may begin at the same place, but they proceed very differently. 
If we reexamine our fundamental genetic algorithm (Figure 3-1), a few very important things 
should stand out:  First, it is significant that we can outline the ‘fundamental’ steps taken in every 
genetic algorithm.  From this, we can conclude that the number of evaluations performed by the genetic 
algorithm (as before, we consider an evaluation to be the analysis of one possible solution) is 
independent of the problem under consideration.  In fact, rather than searching the entire solution 
space, we see two variables which determine the size of the search space (we will use a capital ‘𝑆𝑆’ to 
make our full solution space, and a lower case ‘𝑠𝑠’ to mark our chosen search space).  These variables are 
the population size ‘𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙’ and the number of generations ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’, seen in Figure 4-4.   In our 
previous examples, without additional information or decisions, 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆.    For our first consideration of 
how long genetic algorithms take, we might conclude- correctly, based on the most simple version of 
the algorithm- that 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒.  Such a conclusion would be exciting, as the equation at first 
glance presumes no information about either the problem space or the solution space.  We should be 
cautious of such an interpretation, as claiming that genetic algorithms can always be constrained in their 
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runtime neglects whether or not the algorithm is producing useful results (searching the full solution 
space, by contrast, will always return the optimum result), and sounds again like the promise of a free 
lunch. 
 
Figure 4-4 Parameters influences the runtime of genetic algorithms.  
Before discussing these intricacies, let us briefly demonstrate a comparison between directed 
(genetic) and undirected (random) search, comparing the quality of solutions achieved by each for a 
given number of evaluations.  While we will not address correctness in depth until the next chapter, it is 
clear that runtime is only useful if the quickest path takes us to the correct place.  A simple first test, 
then, might compare the quality of solutions yielded from an equal number of evaluations between a 
genetic algorithm and random search.  The choice of random search as a competitor is pessimistic, but is 
based on the argument that neither of the two options being compared require preprocessing, nor any 
knowledge of the solution space (such as derivatives).  Figure 4-5 presents such an example, comparing 
up to one thousand runs of the allocation-optimization genetic algorithm with up to one million random 
unique samples drawn from the solution space.  The comparison is stark, with the spatial genetic 
algorithm converging on a perfect score of 400 within 400 simulations, comprised of one hundred 
individuals in the population studied for four generations.  We might ask: why did the random search 
perform so poorly?  Recalling Table 4-2, the number of possible solutions for this problem space (a small 
grid of 8𝑥𝑥8 with two possible states 𝑒𝑒 = [0,1]) is 𝑆𝑆 = 264 ≈ 1.845𝑥𝑥1019, far greater than the 1𝑥𝑥106 
random simulations performed.  In Chapter Five  we will come back to Figure 4-1 and will seek to explain 
how genetic algorithms are able to perform in the upper left quadrant. 
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 Figure 4-5 Comparison of runtime and solution quality for a genetic algorithm and random search. 
From this example, one important caveat bears noting.  Searching the entire solution space ‘𝑆𝑆’ 
requires checking every feasible solution exactly once.  Genetic algorithms, however, are expected to 
converge on better solutions.  While the genetic algorithm demonstrated here ostensibly performed up 
to 1000 simulation evaluations, convergence means that some of those simulations (especially in later 
generations) were performed on identical inputs (genomes).  If we assume a deterministic objective 
function (please see Chapter Five for more discussion about the assumptions we have used for test 
objective functions in this thesis), then we would not actually need to rerun a potentially time-intensive 
simulation, choosing instead to store and reuse the results.  While this approach (caching) is not 
required, it is worth keeping in mind when designing genetic algorithms to operate on time-intensive, 
deterministic objective functions. 
Simply concluding that 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 is too simple.  What ‘𝑠𝑠’ tells us here is an upper 
limit, the maximum number of evaluations which will be performed given the user’s choices for 
‘𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙’ and ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’.  What ‘𝑠𝑠’ has not told us is how the user is supposed to select ‘𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙’ and 
‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’.  While both variables are common to every genetic algorithm, their chosen values cannot be 
taken independently from the problem being studied, and in fact neither is independent from our 
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number of inputs ‘𝑒𝑒’.  In particular, we will see in the following chapter that the population size must be 
large enough in order to supply the algorithm with a diverse initial stock of building blocks, while each 
generation increases the amount of space the algorithm is capable of searching.  
 
4.3 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have analyzed the complexity of our two classes of spatial optimization 
problems.  Two concepts are important before considering runtime: the solution space and 
computational complexity.  By understanding the size of the solution space- the number of feasible 
alternatives to our optimization problem- we are able to see why traditional approaches struggle as 
spatial optimizations grow.  Computational complexity formalizes the time required to study these 
problems, providing a common language for comparing programs with different objectives working on 
inputs of different sizes. 
In Section 4.2.1 we see that both location and allocation optimization problems fall within the 
NP class of utility, growing asymptotically at 𝑂𝑂(𝑒𝑒!) and 𝑂𝑂(𝑒𝑒1𝑛𝑛2), respectively.  Such rapid growth makes it 
worthwhile to develop smarter, more efficient ways to search the solution space.  Genetic algorithms 
are seen- by way of a simple example- to converge using a fraction of the simulations which might 
otherwise be required to search the solution space.  However, just considering the runtime is not 
sufficient.  How the genetic algorithm searches the solution space- and how we set the required 
parameters ‘𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙’ and ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’- are the subject of Chapter Five. 
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CHAPTER 5 CORRECTNESS: SEARCH BEHAVIOR OF SGA 
 After chapter four, readers should see an inconsistency within our discussion of runtime: The 
size of the solution space ‘𝑆𝑆’ clearly contains information (spatial and otherwise) about the problem 
under consideration, while the amount of space searched by the genetic algorithm ‘𝑠𝑠’ does not appear 
to.  Even more importantly, the notion of runtime is only one variable we consider when choosing 
between different optimization techniques.  While an intractable solution will be difficult to reach 
without great expense, the fact that a technique can run in realistic time does not mean that it will 
provide us with a useful answer.  In this chapter, we begin by discussing what make makes an answer 
useful.  Next, we look a little deeper into the theory of genetic algorithms, building upon concepts 
introduced in Chapters Three and Four in order to track how a genetic algorithm innovates between 
generations.  In particular, we seek to provide some perspectives about what we may gain by 
incorporating spatial information.  By studying how spatial information and genetic operators combine 
to explore the solution space, we develop three tools- each with their own strengths and weaknesses- 
which prove useful for exploring different questions which may arise.  While potential applications of 
these tools are not unique to spatial genetic algorithms, we find that these techniques are valuable for 
describing how and why spatial genetic algorithms search for improved solutions within our problem 
classes.  Finally, we apply the tools developed in this chapter in order to explore several questions about 
the application of spatial genetic algorithms. 
 
5.1 What is Correctness? 
Recall from Chapter Three that genetic algorithms are best suited for six types of problems: 1) 
Problems where the variables are interrelated and poorly understood, making it more difficult to 
develop ‘strong’ optimization techniques, 2) problems where we hope to learn more about our solution, 
and just not come up with a ‘right’ answer, 3) problems for which traditional optimization fails because, 
for instance, we lack access to derivatives, 4) problems where we are willing to accept suboptimal (non-
global) solutions, 5) problems where we would be so excited to innovate such that we are willing to 
create even small improvements and 6) problems for which we already have simulations developed and 
data curated which may help us [4].  The fourth case is particularly important for discussions of genetic 
algorithms: genetic algorithms are not designed to find the theoretical global solution.  Rather, they are 
proven in both theory and practice to continually improve upon solutions (case five) when properly 
implemented. 
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 Correctness, from the point of view of this thesis, is not a binary, ‘correct or not’ classification.  
Rather, we will use correctness as a measure of utility, useful for comparing two solutions within a 
population and tracking how the utility of our solution grows over time (without necessarily knowing 
anything about how much it is capable of growing, or even if it is moving in the right direction).  
Correctness considers not only the quality of our solution, but also the consistency and reliability by 
which we arrive at a solution of given quality for given inputs. 
 
5.1.1 Motivation: Why is Correctness Important? 
 Particularly in a domain-focused audience such as engineering, one might ask again why we 
study, and not just use, tools such as genetic algorithms.  Why have we not left this research to 
computer scientists?  We seek to develop ‘competent’ genetic algorithms in this thesis because we hope 
to create tools “that scale well in terms of the solution time required as the size and difficulty of the 
problem… grows” [8].  There are many reasons why engineers care about studying how genetic 
algorithms converge.  First, we want to find a good (if not necessarily the best) solution to engineering 
problems.  Second, genetic algorithms are heuristic algorithms.  Even if we cannot guarantee the quality 
of the answer provided, we might be able to better understand the meaning of the heuristics generated.  
In other words, we might find that finding good building blocks in unexpected places is every bit as 
valuable as finding a single correct answer.  Third, better understanding our tools will help us to better 
understand and articulate their limits.  Finally, we hope that by better understanding the inner workings 
of genetic algorithms, we might be able to better select and calibrate the parameters fed to them at 
runtime.  Better selection and calibration of algorithms “is particularly important when dealing with 
real-world problems” utilizing “complex simulation models” [3].  By developing tools which can 
characterize performance, conceptualize building blocks and track the results which arise from adjusting 
our algorithm, we hope to provide a framework for better understanding the strengths, weaknesses and 
variability of our results. 
 
5.1.2 How is Correctness Measured and Expressed? 
It is important to keep in mind that genetic algorithms are typically applied because the solution 
space we hope to search is unknown.  As such, we can reasonably expert that it will be difficult for many 
real-world problems to know just how ‘good’ our solution is- even if we have an objective measure of 
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‘goodness’- because we do not know where the solution falls in comparison to each of the other 
possible solutions. 
 Rather than tracking just the fitness of a single individual, genetic algorithms consider entire 
populations, and how those populations evolve across the generations.  Because of this, common 
metrics do not consider how well the solution falls within the whole of the solution space, but rather 
how various solutions compare with each other.  Some common metrics may be the fitness of the best-
performing individual, the fitness of the worst-performing individual and the average fitness of the 
population.  Additionally, we can track how these metrics change over the course of generations.  
Beyond telling us about the fitness of the solution, measuring progress may provide a sense of whether 
or not the solution is continuing to improve, allowing us to set early termination criteria for our 
algorithms. 
 In The Design of Innovation, Goldberg argues that “the race to increasing mathematical 
sophistication has slowed the design of selectorecombinative (selection and crossover) GAs that live up 
to the full potential of the building block idea” [8].  As engineers there is the danger that we could get so 
caught up in formal analysis that we forget about innovating on the problem at hand.  However, such 
caution should not be used as an excuse to apply techniques blindly.  Effective engineering requires a 
balance between thoroughness and flexibility; between carefully understanding every facet of the 
design process and taking advantage of every tool available to us.  The following sections stress 
developing engineering intuition- ‘rules of thumb’ and ‘gut checks’- more than formal mathematical 
analysis, but both have important roles to play. 
 
5.2 How do Spatial Genetic Algorithms Converge? 
Chapter Three discussed an intuition of how genetic algorithms work, the challenges which must 
be overcome, and how spatial information can be incorporated to help us build new algorithms.  
Chapter Three also outlined several concepts important to understanding the convergence of genetic 
algorithms.  First, we introduced Holland’s building blocks hypothesis which, along with several related 
theories, provides one set of insights into how genetic algorithms reach their solution.  If we take 
building blocks as a starting point, then the rules for genetic operators- understood as necessary to 
preserve and disseminate building blocks- are the means by which genetic algorithms are allowed to 
innovate.  In this section, we will go into slightly more depth on how we have designed spatial genetic 
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algorithms in order to take advantage of features which are shown to be beneficial by decades of 
research on classical genetic algorithms.  In particular, we seek to highlight where the inclusion of spatial 
encodings and operators reinforces these features, adapting classical genetic algorithms to take 
advantage of advancements in our field. 
Theories about how genetic algorithms work have been detailed in depth in numerous sources, 
including [8] [48] [32] [4] [31] [47] and [53].  This work does not seek to overlap or simply recount these 
methodologies, but rather to summarize some (certainly not all) big-picture ideas in the field, and 
attempt to better understand why those ideas matter for spatial optimization.   
 
5.2.1 Genetic Algorithm Theory 
Genetic algorithms are search algorithms.  More specifically, GA is a neighborhood search, 
inspired by- but only loosely related to- biology.  It is worth beginning by considering two questions:  
What are genetic algorithms searching for?  What is a neighborhood? 
 
What are genetic algorithms searching for? 
Whether called heuristics, genetic material or building blocks, genetic algorithms work by 
decomposing a larger problem into smaller portions, and seeking sub-solutions which are beneficial for 
these smaller portions.  Goldberg neatly summarizes Holland’s building blocks hypothesis with three 
notions: [8] 
Notion 1.) “Building blocks matter.” 
Notion 2.) “Market share growth is important”- “steps must be taken to ensure that the best [ideas] 
grow and take over a dominant market share of the population.” 
Notion 3.) “GA decision making is highly statistical... in nature.”  This idea is explored in depth in sections 
5.3 and 5.4. 
 Notion one- that “building blocks matter”- answers our first question.  Genetic algorithms 
search for building blocks which individually and together contribute to constructing better and better 
solutions.  Goldberg notes that “the primary mechanisms of GA operation are through problem 
decomposition and reassembly” [8]. 
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 Notion two- that “market share growth is important”- provides a framework for what our search 
must accomplish.  Our search will be successful if we find the best building blocks- the best “ideas”- and 
allow them to grow over time, both by passing them into future generations (selection) and by 
experimenting with mixing building blocks (innovation). 
 Notion three- that “GA decision making is highly statistical”- is the true reason for this chapter.  
While genetic algorithms are often treated like random number generators, their end behavior is in fact 
predictable and describable.  If we can predict how often the desired building blocks will appear- and 
model their dissemination- then we can begin to draw conclusions about the algorithm itself.  Beyond 
helping us to design new algorithms, these conclusions will also provide insight into ways we can better 
solve spatial problems. 
 
What is a neighborhood? 
 If our primary objective here is to model the spreading of ideas within the algorithm, we might 
think of neighborhoods as sets of related building blocks.  When we attempt to formalize building block 
theory, it helps to begin by introducing schemas, which are the basis of Holland’s schema theorem, 
frequently referred to as the fundamental theorem of genetic algorithms.  A schema describes a 
pattern.  Every building block- when looked at as genetic information within the genome- is itself a 
schema, as is every genome.  It is helpful to first picture schemas for strings, which is commonly done 
using notation which will be familiar to readers with experience using regular expressions.  For a bit-
string of length four, we might have a schema 0 ∗∗ 1, where the ‘∗’ represents a wildcard: every ‘∗’ can 
be either zero or one.  Genomes which would fit within the schema of 0 ∗∗ 1 are: 0001,0011,0101, and 0111. 
From our bit-string representation, we might mistakenly assume that the wildcards are 
unimportant within our problem: the selected value for each does not affect the schema.  The presence 
of wildcards does not mean that a specific decision does not matter: only that the algorithm has yet to 
determine a value for these bits which further optimizes the schema.  Even if a particular decision is 
truly unimportant to the question at hand, it still may carry great significance for our optimization 
technique.  Consider that the presence of wildcards within a building block still contributes to the order 
of said block.  We can then recall from Chapter Three that higher order blocks are more likely to be 
broken apart. 
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Rather than an offhand remark, the previous paragraph is actually the foundation of Holland’s 
schema theorem.  In particular, Holland’s schema theorem postulates that better-scoring schema will 
increase in their share of the population with each successive generation.  Building upon our discussion 
of order in chapter three, we can go one step further.  Lower-order genomes will increase more quickly 
than higher-order genomes of equal fitness, due to their decreased likelihood of being broken apart by 
crossover or disrupted by mutation.  In classic genetic algorithm theory, this concept that higher 
marginal fitness blocks will propagate rapidly (especially early) is termed salience.  That the lower-order 
of these building blocks are more likely to stay together is termed by Goldberg as “Parsimony-With-
Accuracy” [8]. 
 Schemas, unfortunately, are more difficult to express for spatial encodings.  The development of 
more precise schema- in essence, spatial regular expressions- deserves serious further consideration in 
future research.  We might briefly- but not formally- visualize how schemas could look for our classes of 
spatial problems. 
For location problems in which we encode solutions as coordinates, we might picture the 
schema as following very closely to a string encoding (Figure 5-1).  In this version, a set of four points in 
latitude-longitude-elevation space might be represented as (41°50′, 87°37′,∗), (40°47′, 73°58′,∗), (34°3′, 118°15′,∗), (39°6′, 94°35′,∗), a solution representing 
the placement of facilities near Chicago, New York City, Los Angeles and Kansas City, respectively, and 
for which elevation is not believed to matter.  Recall, however, that a given schema is not necessarily 
good or bad.  From our example of the Fukushima disaster in Chapter Two, we know that elevation can 
matter a great deal for some problems.  
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 Figure 5-1  Illustration of all possible interpretations of a two-dimension location schema of (3,*). 
 
For allocation problems, we might picture the schema as illustrated in Figure 5-2.  Here, as with 
string genomes, some of the quadtree leaf nodes are allowed to take any value, represented by the 
wildcard.  This schema, then, could represent a number of possible trees. 
 
Figure 5-2 Example of a quadtree schema. 
 What is particularly interesting about this example is that- because the resolution of quadtree 
encodings is flexible- the schema in Figure 5-2 can represent trees which, at first glance, look quite 
different, as is seen in Figure 5-3. 
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 Figure 5-3 Example of a quadtree which fits with the schema shown in Figure 5-2, demonstrating that resolution can increase 
at quadtree wildcards. 
 
 Even if it proves unnecessary to formalize spatial schema to the extent that has been achieved 
in classical genetic algorithms, schemas are a primary reason that we introduce spatial information into 
our optimization.  Our goals are to make the schemas for common spatial problems more compact 
(lower-order).  Additionally, we use spatial decomposition in order to try to put related schemas as close 
to each other as possible.  The reason for this is simple.  If we imagine a problem for which we attempt 
to design infrastructure for the entirety of a country- say the United States- we might imagine that 
different building blocks will apply better to different regions.  By representing regions of a map (for 
instance, the layers of quadrants within a raster) together, we can decrease the likelihood that building 
blocks are broken apart. 
 Before proceeding, let us briefly introduce the mathematical interpretation of schema.  Chapter 
Four expanded upon the concept of solution spaces, creating the mental picture of a hypercube with 
each axis representing the value of one variable in our decomposition.  A schema, then, is a hyperplane 
in the solution space, with some variables fixed and others (wildcards) allowed to take arbitrary values 
[54].  This can be visualized in two dimensions by reexamining Figure 5-1. 
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5.2.2 Intuition of How Spatial Genetic Algorithms Work 
 In the previous section, we introduced how schema theory might be interpreted in a spatial 
context.  This discussion- continued from Chapters Three and Four- is meant to explain why we are 
interested in utilizing spatial encodings for our genetic algorithms.  Now we elaborate upon the genetic 
operators (crossover and mutation) developed for these spatial problems, and how they help the 
algorithm to innovate. 
 Because genetic algorithms are a neighborhood search, it is clear that the genetic operators are 
our means of searching.  This is perhaps most easily visualized for simple examples of location problems, 
as seen in Figure 5-4.  Figure 5-4 utilizes the location class to demonstrate two neighborhoods and how 
they are searched by the genetic operators: crossover searches along the axes (in this case, 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦) of 
the problem (map) space, while mutation explores the immediate vicinity of the current solution. 
 
Figure 5-4 Visualization of a neighborhood for location problems, as well as how the genetic operators search the 
neighborhood. 
 
Crossover 
In Chapter Four, we briefly discussed the opportunity to treat location problems as allocation 
problems, assigning, for instance, Boolean presence or real-number capacity values to each area of the 
map.  The advantage of this approach would be clear, as a well-constructed algorithm could be allowed 
to explore a variable number of points per solution, as opposed to the fixed n-pick-k approach 
commonly utilized.  In addition, the assumed sparseness of location problems (because it is expensive to 
build things, we might assume that for many civil engineering applications the optimal solution to 
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location problems is to build the smallest number which will serve the given objectives) makes them an 
interesting candidate for quadtrees, as many portions of the problem space would be assumed to 
homogeneously hold a null value. 
This topic is revisited here because the discussion of crossover as the trading of points along the 
axes of our solution space provides us with a framework which might help us to decide which genetic 
algorithm to apply when we are given choices such as this one.  Before considering crossover, however, 
a user should decide if picking exactly ‘𝑘𝑘’ points is a requirement for the problem, in which case the 
location model is probably the better choice.  What crossover adds to this discussion, and in particular 
what the incorporation of spatial knowledge adds, is the ability for subject matter experts to incorporate 
hypotheses about the solution space under consideration.  For instance, if the user assumes that good 
solutions will fall in a grid pattern (for instance, because they are allocating factories in relation to a 
highway system which will provide minimal cost transportation) then the user might find a location 
problem to be appropriate, as the crossover operator could be designed to trade solutions along 
longitudinal and latitudinal axes.  When using this approach, users (recalling Figure 3-7) might visualize 
that the algorithm is sliding possible solutions back and forth along the principle axes, attempting to find 
the best fit in a world where position on the map matters. 
We can consider, conversely, a scenario where facilities such as fire stations are being built on 
the map in order to serve a specified number of clients.  In this scenario, we might also desire that the 
stations be within a certain travel distance of each ‘customer’ and that the service areas of the stations 
be allowed to overlap for redundancy.  Analysis of such a problem is already widely supported in 
network analysis toolboxes such as that provided with ArcGIS.  This problem considers additional 
information about clustering and thus might take advantage of the encodings and operators we have 
built for allocation problems. 
From these two examples, we draw two insights into the way that spatial information aids in 
genetic algorithms.  First, there may be ‘critical’ or ‘important’ axes in our solution space.  These axes (or 
hyperplanes in the case of ‘important schema’) are typically related to a physical (or at least logical) 
interpretation of how the genes are connected and impact each other.  Second, crossover operators 
should be designed to trade building blocks- which are ideally compact due to an intelligent choice for 
encoding the problem- along these axes/planes.  These two conclusions match what Goldberg identifies 
as “an unexpected result” of his decades of research and development of genetic algorithms: “effective 
identification and exchange of [building blocks] is the critical path to innovative success” [8]. 
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Mutation 
As with classical genetic algorithms, the first priority for mutation in spatial genetic algorithms is 
to keep a diverse supply of building blocks during early generations, preventing premature convergence.  
Through this, mutation maintains the supply of building blocks available to the algorithm as it 
continually improves populations.  While maintaining diversity is an important objective, the role of 
mutation in actually searching the solution space (increasing diversity) by building new building blocks 
has demonstrated only varying degrees of influence on algorithm performance, depending on the 
problem formulation [4].  Beyond establishing that our spatial mutation operators meet the four design 
objectives introduced in Chapter Three- reachability, scalability, absence of biases and symmetry- we 
should also consider the contribution of mutation to our search. 
Figure 5-4 demonstrates the mechanism by which mutation contributes to location searches, 
assigning each neighbor within a specified distance ‘𝑠𝑠’ of the individual being mutated a probability.  The 
formulation of the two mutation operators- splitting and alteration- for the allocation genetic algorithm 
is particularly interesting because of the ability of splitting to actually alter the resolution of the 
proposed solution.  While splitting and alteration both affect only a single neighborhood (in this case, a 
quadrant), the possibility of increased or decreased resolution of the neighborhood has the potential to 
dramatically alter the search space.   
 
5.3 Searching the Solution Space 
In Section 5.2.1, we noted Goldberg’s third notion of Building Block Theory, that genetic 
algorithms are in fact statistical in nature.  In this section, we track how a genetic algorithm searches the 
solution space.  While outlining the search, we hope to accomplish a number of objectives.  First, we 
explain how the genetic algorithm moves through the solution space at each step (Figure 5-5) of the 
algorithm, working through each step by hand in order to demonstrate how these techniques can be 
applied to any genetic algorithm.  For each step, we discuss the probability of each outcome, providing 
the basis for a stronger understanding of how genetic algorithms converge.  We illustrate this with a 
relatively simple location-optimization problem.  While explaining this progression from a theoretical 
perspective, we also explain how such a study is implemented for computation.  Finally, we demonstrate 
this example and discuss our findings. 
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 Figure 5-5 Basic steps for modeling convergence. 
 
5.3.1 Initialization 
Let us begin by posing a conceptually simple location-optimization problem, in which we wish to 
place one point on a two-dimensional map of size 𝑙𝑙𝑥𝑥 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑦𝑦, where 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖  represents the point-placement 
resolution in each dimension.  For this map, we assume that we have an objective function which- when 
provided with a point under consideration- conducts any necessary simulations and calculations, 
returning a deterministic score.  Determinism is not required for any steps in our theoretical analysis- 
nor for genetic algorithms in general- but this assumption is applied when implementing the study in 
code, for reasons discussed later.   
After posing our problem, we begin by creating an initial population of size ‘𝑒𝑒’.  How this 
population is created-for instance, hand-picked by the user, input from a prior optimization or randomly 
generated- is not of concern, nor is its composition.  Recall, however, that an effective genetic algorithm 
requires that the initial population provide an adequate supply of building blocks.  As such, both 
population size and the initialization technique are important for actual genetic algorithms, though they 
will not affect the structure of our theoretical calculations. 
 
5.3.2 Selection 
Recall from Chapter Three that selection is the first step in creating a new population, based on 
the principle that higher-fitness individuals should be more likely to survive into subsequent 
generations.  For this example, we consider the implementation of roulette-wheel selection without 
elitism, both of which are discussed in Chapter Three.  These analyses may be easily adapted for any 
selection approach taken. 
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Selection is an example of a class of problems in statistics commonly referred to as ball-picking-
with-replacement, as shown in Figure 5-6.  This class of combinatorial problems has several properties of 
interest.  First, the order at which individuals are selected does not matter.  This is because we are only 
interested in the composition of the next population, and not in its ordering.  Second, the same 
individual may be selected more than once.  This design choice should be obvious on simple 
examination, as selection without replacement would always yield exactly the same population, with no 
increase in the market share for any building blocks.  Third, this class of problems is described 
mathematically by: 
�𝑒𝑒 + 𝑘𝑘 − 1
𝑘𝑘
�  𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑒 = 𝑘𝑘 ∴ �2𝑒𝑒 − 1
𝑒𝑒
� = (2𝑒𝑒 − 1)!
𝑒𝑒! (𝑒𝑒 − 1)! 
 
 
Figure 5-6 Enumerating the number of selection possibilities. 
 
 While difficult to express compactly, the probability of each individual ‘𝑙𝑙’ (with score ‘𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖’) 
being selected is very easy to express computationally.  Under roulette-wheel selection, any individual 
‘𝑙𝑙’ has a likelihood of being selected ‘𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖’ for each slot in the next population equal to its 
proportion of the total score of the entire population of size ‘𝑒𝑒’. 
𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 = 𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖∑ 𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=𝑠𝑠  
 These probabilities can be interpreted in two ways.  From basic statistics, we can calculate the 
probability that any individual is selected for the population any given number of times 0 → 𝑒𝑒 by 
calculating the probability of independent events.  This technique is useful for attempting to model the 
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market share of the building blocks contained within each individual; by calculating the probabilities of 
how many of each individual survive into subsequent generations, we are able to outline expected 
genetic compositions.  While very powerful as an analysis tool, this technique can be replicated in an 
even more straightforward fashion for computational analysis.   
 Noting that the probability of selecting each member of a population is independent, the 
probability of selecting the specific population [𝑝𝑝1,𝑝𝑝2, … ,𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛] is 
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛 = �𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗𝑛𝑛
𝑗𝑗=1
. 
 Due to the large number of possible populations, this process may be relatively difficult for an 
individual to keep track of.  A computer, however, will have no problem tracking the probability of 
selecting the individuals which might comprise each possible next generation. 
 
5.3.3 Crossover 
For the algorithm illustrated in this example, crossover may be performed between any two 
individuals (parents) in the newly selected population.  The resulting individuals (children) are then 
substituted for their parents.  This technique is simply a design decision, with alternative designs 
requiring similar analysis.  Per our most simple crossover design for location problems expressed in 
chapter three, we describe crossover as follows: parents one and two (each described by their 
coordinates (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖) swap coordinates (Figure 5-7), resulting in two children: (𝑥𝑥1,𝑦𝑦2)(𝑥𝑥2,𝑦𝑦1).  The 
probability of this crossover occurring for any given pair is again described by ‘𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐’. 
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 Figure 5-7 Enumerating the number of possibilities after crossover. 
 Calculating the number of possible crossover pairs is relatively simple.  We may model the 
number of possibilities as selection-without-replacement.  For the sake of the reader’s intuition, we 
point out that selection-without-replacement does not mean that two identical genomes cannot be 
mated: if two identical copies of the same genome are in the population, there is a probability that they 
will be mated, which would for this example result in one child identical to each parent.  Rather, 
selection-without-replacement tells us that an individual cannot be mated with itself.  For the 
population of size ‘𝑒𝑒’, this is expressed as an n-pick-2 problem, noted as �𝑒𝑒2�.  While this notation is 
sufficient for describing all possible populations, we must take this one step further in order to calculate 
probabilities.  Ordering (which parent is parent one and which is parent two) has absolutely no impact 
on the children created.  In spite of this, the total size of the crossover space must reflect the ordering of 
parents, meaning the total number of crossover possibilities (the size of the crossover space) is: 
𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 =  2 �𝑒𝑒2� = 𝑒𝑒!(𝑒𝑒 − 2)!. 
With this approach, the probabilities of each crossover are simple.  Assuming that the 
population has already been selected (with each individual’s probability of selection accounted for in 
our previous analysis), each pairing has two possible outcomes when randomly paired with each other: 
crossover at probability ‘𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐’, or do not crossover and maintain their original genomes at probability (1 −
𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐).  Because pairings in this case are random- and thus not all pairings are explored at every evaluation- 
we must add one additional probability: the probability of two genomes being paired with each other.  
Taking a uniformly random approach to selection (as is commonly done on a population after it has 
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been selected using roulette-wheel, tournament or other approaches) means that the probability of 
each resulting genome is simply decreased by 1
2�
𝑛𝑛
2�
. 
 Analysis of crossover for our allocation class of problems is significantly more difficult 
conceptually, but very feasible algorithmically.  This is because our designed crossover (grafting) is only 
allowed to operate on those genes (quadtree nodes) shared between the two parents.  As such, if two 
parents are selected for crossover using the exact approach above, the parents will sire two children 
randomly out of a possible set of feasible children.  The size of this feasible set is not fixed but is instead 
specific to the quadtrees under consideration.  Because of this, the crossover space is expressed 
algorithmically as the union of each parent’s nodes.  If these are selected between uniformly, then the 
resulting mathematics are very similar, with only the addition of a probability of selecting any two nodes 
for two selected parents, but the visualization occurs in more than two dimensions. 
 
5.3.4 Mutation 
Mutation for this example represents the possibility of moving to a random location in the 
neighborhood of the current individual.  For the simple two-dimensional location model, this 
neighborhood is reflected by a step size ‘𝑠𝑠’, with mutation occurring to any individual in the population 
with a probability of mutation ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚’.  Because mutation in this example is taken to occur after crossover, 
we must consider the possible mutated areas for both the existing individuals and for their potential 
children, as shown in Figure 5-8. 
 
Figure 5-8 Enumerating the number of possibilities after mutation. 
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 For the following numerical analyses, one assumption is required.  While the structure of 
crossover in both the location and allocation problems will preserve fundamental properties of the 
problem space such as the dimensions, mutation requires further consideration.  Of the two mutation 
operators developed for allocation problems, only splitting- which acts upon resolution- is capable of 
violating such problem-space constraints (for instance by deleting the root node or attempting to split 
an indivisible cell).  However, it is easy to implement programmatic checks to prevent this in such a way 
that we do not violate reachability, scalability, absence of bias or symmetry. 
 The mutation operator developed for location problems, however, could feasibly select points 
outside of the problem space, as indicated in the figure on the left in Figure 5-9.  While it is easy to 
programmatically prevent this, doing so would violate symmetry by moving the expectation of mutation 
away from the cell being mutated (represented by red shading).    
 
Figure 5-9 Illustration of mutation-constraints for the location class of problems. 
 For these numerical analyses, we have resolved this issue by allowing mutation to select points 
outside of the solution space.  We assign such points- which violate some sort of problem constraint- an 
objective function value of zero, greatly decreasing any chance of their being selected for any future 
populations.  It is worth noting here that it is not the expectation of the objective function, but rather 
the expectation of the coordinates in the solution space, which must center on the cell being mutated.  
Furthermore, this approach- called a penalty function- is commonly utilized in genetic algorithms with 
constraints which might be violated. 
 The number of possible locations (given whether or not mutation is applied) at which a single 
individual can end up is simply the shadow around the individual spanning the specified step size.  For 
our two-dimensional example, we can visualize this area a square of size (2𝑠𝑠 + 1) ∗ (2𝑠𝑠 + 1).  When 
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considered for every individual in the population, we see that each population (after crossover) has a 
number of possible mutated locations equal to 
𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 =  𝑒𝑒(2𝑠𝑠 + 1)2. 
 Because our design guidelines for mutation stress that effective mutation must occur randomly, 
symmetrically and without bias, the probability of any such mutation occurring is uniform, and 
moderated by the probability that mutation is selected for that individual, ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚’. 
 For the quadtrees in our allocation model, recall that two mutations have been designed: 
splitting and alteration.  As with crossover, the fundamental approach is simple to express 
algorithmically, but far more difficult to visualize and illustrate conceptually.  For our splitting operator, 
we must- as with the mutation operator for our location algorithm- provide flexibility to violate the basic 
constraints of the map (minimum and maximum resolution).  Again, this approach can make use of a 
penalty function which allows no probability of selection for a point violating our problem-space 
constraints. 
 
5.3.5 Putting it all Together 
At each of the previous three steps (selection, crossover and mutation) we have described the 
number of possible populations which can be reached from the current population.  The numbers- and 
probabilities- of each step are chained together in order to describe the composite behavior of the 
population, described as the space which can be searched (in this case by our simple location-
optimization model).  Readers interested in applying this approach might benefit from one trick learned 
when creating these starting-point analyses: at the conclusion of each section of the analysis, the total 
probability of the entire search space should sum to one.  Keeping this in mind allows modelers to 
develop quick tests for each step of the genetic algorithm being analyzed.  The space which is capable of 
being searched grows with each generation (this is a desirable behavior), resulting in a large number of 
solutions which might be explored even for this simple example.   
𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠 = � (2𝑒𝑒 − 1)!𝑒𝑒! (𝑒𝑒 − 1)! ∗ 𝑒𝑒!(𝑒𝑒 − 2)! ∗ 𝑒𝑒(2𝑠𝑠 + 1)2�𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 
 Readers should quickly note the large computation complexity of this search space.  Ignoring the 
size of the entire solution space (discussed in Chapter Four), the size of the search space from a 
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specified starting population of size ‘𝑒𝑒’ and studied for a specified number of generations ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’ will 
grow by the order of 𝑂𝑂((𝑒𝑒!)𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛).  While this specific implementation is problem-specific, it is hoped 
that several conclusions are illustrated. 
 First, and most basically, genetic algorithms can be modeled, with each step assigned 
probabilities.  This can be extended to more complicated problems, but is increasingly difficult to 
visualize as the problem space gains dimensions.  Even for this very simple example, the computational 
complexity rapidly becomes enormous (Table 5-1).  From Table 5-1, we see that the amount of space 
searched increases (sometimes dramatically) as our parameters increase, with a particularly large 
increase with the number of generations evaluated ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’.     
Table 5-1 Amount of space searched in our simple problem for several parameter values. 
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 Second, we should find it promising that the search space grows very quickly with parameters, 
as this is how genetic algorithms are meant to function.  We should realize, however, that the number of 
possibilities examined may rapidly exceed the size of the solution space.  This is because many possible 
populations will be identical to one another, with multiple paths leading to the same place.  In Section 
5.3.1, we stated the assumption that our objective function is deterministic.  Table 5-1 provides our 
motivation for this assumption when testing, as a deterministic evaluation of the same population will 
always yield identical results.  Were the simulation stochastic, we would have to run all of the 
simulations indicated in the right hand column of Table 5-1.  Instead, from an implementation 
perspective, we reduced the computational complexity (but not entirely) by utilizing hashing functions, 
which store the resulting generations of each unique population and reference this dictionary before 
proceeding with simulations.  Through this, we were able to cut computation time from weeks to 
approximately one day for examples of minimal complexity.  
 Third, we note that mutation contributes a substantially smaller share to the size of the space 
which may be searched than crossover, an intuition expressed earlier.  This provides evidence for our 
intuition that the primary benefit of mutation- while still expanding our search space- is the preservation 
of genetic diversity.  
 
5.3.6 Tracking our Search 
In the previous few sections, we have developed a methodology for explaining what populations 
might be reached from a specified population, which we will hereafter refer to as starting-population 
analysis.  Providing such a methodology for calculating where our search can lead helps us to put 
genetic algorithms into perspective, providing insight into how the algorithm searches the solution 
space.  While the computational expense of this methodology makes it difficult to apply for most 
questions, it is worthwhile to determine if we are properly conceptualizing the neighborhood search.  
This can be achieved by generating side-by-side versions of the problem, each supplied with the same 
objective function, fed the same starting population and allowed to run for the same (in this case, three) 
number of generations.  For this example, illustrated in Figure 5-10, the starting-population analysis 
discussed in the preceding example is run.  For the sake of visualization, the probability of mutation ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚’ 
is set to zero.  In order to compare our results, the location-optimization genetic algorithm developed in 
chapter three is run one million times with the same initial population.  The result of our starting-
population analysis (a single scenario of the Markov Chain analysis discussed in the following section) is 
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pictured in the left-hand image of Figure 5-10, while the right-hand image presents the results of the 
Monte Carlo analysis.  
 
Figure 5-10 Comparison of theoretical results with Monte Carlo analysis. 
 The results presented in Figure 5-10 are compared in Figure 5-11, which displays the difference 
between the theoretical behavior described by our starting-population analysis and the experimentally-
obtained average results of the Monte Carlo analysis.  From Figure 5-11 we find that our theoretical and 
experimental results fall within four percent, suggesting that the basic steps combined together in 
starting-population analyses can accurately predict the behavior of a genetic algorithm. 
 
Figure 5-11 Difference between theoretical results and Monte Carlo analysis. 
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5.4 Expanding the Search 
Section 5.3 built upon the genetic algorithm theories and concepts explored in this thesis in 
order to develop a framework for predicting the average behavior of the genetic algorithm over a 
number of generations when a starting population is provided.  From Table 5-1, we can see an 
important challenge with this technique: as the number of generations considered grows, the number of 
potential evaluations required (already a factorial for a single simulation) grows exponentially.  While 
the number of evaluations required is highly sensitive to the number of generations, the starting-
population methodology is promising because it is insensitive to the total size of the solution space.  This 
is because the starting-population analysis considers only the neighborhood (as defined by our spatial 
operators) of the initial population, and how that neighborhood grows over the generations. 
Let us make one more leap, building on the starting-population method.  What if we were to 
perform this method for every possible starting population?  In essence, we are describing first 
determining every feasible population which may exist, as discussed in Chapter Four.  We could then 
apply the algorithm developed in Section 5.3, looping through each of these possible solutions and 
noting what future generations could be yielded by each.  Two ideas should immediately arise.   
First, although it was not explicitly noted in Section 5.3, it should be clear now to readers that 
the possible future states of a genetic algorithm are not only probabilistic, but that the probability of 
each future state is dependent only upon the state immediately preceding it.  This realization is in fact 
vital to the development of the starting-population method, as we know no additional information 
about populations which might have preceded our ‘starting’ population.  This realization- termed a 
‘memoryless random process’- characterizes a mathematical model of systems commonly referred to as 
Markov chains. 
Secord, being able to visualize the problem of genetic algorithms as a Markov chain introduces 
some interesting characteristics to our solution approach.  We begin by noting that enumeration of all 
possible movements between populations- ‘transitions’ between states- removes our requirement to 
consider multiple generations, as the computation of the complete set of these transitions makes it 
trivial to study the performance of the genetic algorithm for an arbitrary number of generations.  
However, it should be immediately clear that the number of evaluations required to describe the entire 
solution space- already large when only considering the portion neighboring our starting population- is 
very sensitive to- and in fact, proportional to- the size of the solution space.  Let us briefly revisit the size 
of the solution space for each of our problem classes. 
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Recall that the size of the solution space is the number of possible solutions; the set which must 
be enumerated for Markov chain analysis.  We know that the size of the solution space for the location 
class of problems is defined by two variables: the number of possible locations on the map ‘𝑒𝑒’ and the 
number of points we wish to place ‘𝑘𝑘’.  The total number of starting populations which must be 
considered is found by: 
𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  𝒏𝒏!
𝒌𝒌! (𝒏𝒏 − 𝒌𝒌)!. 
For the allocation class of problems, we now consider the number of cells in the raster (square 
with lengths ‘𝑙𝑙’ and a resolution which is a power of two, as discussed in Chapter Two) being optimized, 
‘𝑙𝑙2’.  The number of choices (states) available for each location is ‘𝑒𝑒’.    The total number of starting 
populations which must be analyzed is: 
𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 =  (𝒏𝒏)𝒅𝒅𝟐𝟐 . 
The number of required evaluations for our Markov chain analysis, then, is the number of 
possible starting populations (the size of the entire solution space) multiplied by the number of possible 
transitions from each such population (enumerated for one example in Section 5.3).  While insensitive to 
the number of generations under consideration, the usefulness of Markov chains is strongly constrained 
by the size of the solution space.  The trick explored for reducing the number of computations required 
for starting-population analysis- hashing solutions which have already been explored in previous 
generations- is no longer available to us, as we are only studying one generation.  As such, this 
technique is arguably not likely to be useful outside of academic study, as searching the entire solution 
space is exactly what we are seeking to avoid when selecting genetic algorithms.  
 
5.4.1 Markov Chains 
A Markov chain is a special case of a random process in which the probabilities of our next step 
is only dependent upon our current step.  The most important accompaniment to a Markov chain model 
is the transition matrix, which notes the probability of transitioning (moving) from any point in the 
solution space to any other.  Figure 5-12 illustrates a fictional transition matrix for a small allocation 
problem, where each place along each axis represents a possible encoding of a grid.  While the values in 
Figure 5-12 are not real, several portions and properties of the matrix are worth noting.  Each axis 
represents an identical set of solutions, which should together comprise all possible solutions in the 
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solution space.  The diagonal of the transition matrix gives us the probability that the next generation- 
for the specified current generation- will be identical.  The most common situation where this would 
occur at a high probability is when a solution along the axis represents an optimum, which should be the 
solutions where the genetic algorithm is likely to converge.  From this we should also note that the 
actual values within the matrix are problem-dependent.  For the transition matrix of a genetic algorithm 
such as those studied in this thesis, the sum of all rows and columns should equal one.  Intuitively, this 
means that no populations are lost or created during the runtime of the genetic algorithm, and thus 
signifies conservation. 
 
Figure 5-12 Example of a fictional transition matrix. 
 Once a transition matrix is found for a problem (often at great computational expense), we can 
begin by checking the maximum probabilities found within the matrix.  Along the diagonal, it is possible 
to enter an absorbing state, where 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 1.0.  An absorbing state can be understood to mean a solution 
which will never be left [8].  While detailed analysis of Markov chains is beyond the scope of this thesis, 
it is worth noting three ideas which prove useful when working with extremely large transition matrices, 
as one is likely to encounter when studying genetic algorithms.  First, for a very large solution space it is 
likely to be impossible for some solutions to reach each other in only one generation.  Transition 
matrices for every small problem-spaces can rapidly exceed the memory capacity of many computers.  
Because of this, the author has found it useful to utilize sparse matrices- available in many software 
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packages such as the Python library SciPy- in order to make the problem solvable on commodity 
hardware.  Second, it is important to be able to check if our transition matrix makes sense, even for very 
large matrices which would be infeasible to spot-check.  Checking for the property that all rows and 
columns sum to one is a necessary- if insufficient- check to ensure that we do not violate obvious 
constraints.  Finally, the complexity of matrices can be reduced using a number of numerical methods.  
Goldberg [8] provides a good reference on several such techniques.   
 
5.4.2 Performing the Markov Chain Analysis 
Due to the extraordinary computational complexity of Markov chain analysis, only one simple 
example is considered.  For this example, we are able to generate the potential transition matrix of a 
simple 8x8 location-optimization problem, presented in Figure 5-13. 
 
Figure 5-13 Example transition matrix for an 8x8 location-optimization problem.  
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5.4.3 Interpreting Our Results 
 Markov chains have featured prominently in literature [55] [56] [57] on classical genetic 
algorithms, due to the descriptive power of several properties which we will briefly introduce here.  The 
objective in this discussion is not to fully communicate the theory of Markov processes, but rather to 
briefly provide another perspective on how our genetic operators influence the search of the solution 
space.  We have one primary objective here: if we can establish that the spatial operators studied in this 
thesis have mathematical properties similar to those of classical genetic algorithm operators, we might 
be able to provide a bridge over which we can begin to tie spatial genetic algorithms to the decades of 
research performed on classical genetic algorithms.  Such a task will not be satisfied completely in this 
thesis, but we hope the following analysis reassures ourselves that the development of spatial genetic 
algorithms is moving along the right track.  
 Recall that the starting population fed to a genetic algorithm is often randomly generated.  If 
this is the case, how can we be reassured that our starting location in the solution space can yield a 
better solution when the algorithm is applied?  A simple trick- once we have the transition matrix- is to 
raise the matrix to a power, in this case a number of generations ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’.  Taking the ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’ power of 
the transition matrix yields the probability that any location will reach any other location in ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’ 
generations.  So long as every value of this matrix is eventually non-zero, any starting population is 
capable of reaching any destination population.  In other words, any starting population would have a 
real probability of converging on any optima.  This is a consequence of a very important theorem which 
is frequently applied to Markov chains: the Perron-Frobenius theorem.  Per the Perron-Frobenius 
theorem, the transition matrix of our Markov chain is said to be regular if and only if the matrix is 
irreducible and aperiodic.  
 Rather than performing detailed analysis of transition matrices- this is regularly done for 
classical genetic algorithms [58] and easily accomplished with built-in methods in the libraries used for 
numerical analysis in this thesis- let us briefly discuss an intuition for why our developed genetic 
algorithms might conform with the mathematical intuition for classical genetic algorithms.  First, our 
descriptions of mutation- and in particular our four criteria for design- ensure that the transition matrix 
is irreducible.  The presence of mutation means that our solutions may not be stable, as a population 
could briefly visit an optima and then mutate off of it.  This problem can be resolved with elitism.  By 
adding the requirement that mutation be symmetrical, we can see that elitism will ensure that the best 
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solutions visited remain in our populations over a large number of runs.  Genetic algorithm theory has 
found that elitism thus allows convergence in realistic times.  
We consider one further perspective which may help us to make sense of the comparison 
between the transition matrices spatial and canonical genetic algorithms. We have already seen that 
genetic algorithms are reducible to a probabilistic state.  Even though Markov chain analysis is well 
accepted for bit-string genetic algorithms- and appears to extend naturally to spatial genetic algorithms 
when we begin with starting-population analysis- we may wish to see if there is a physical connection 
between our encodings and the encodings used in classical genetic algorithms.  We can quickly see that 
a bit-wise encoding is exactly equivalent to our location-optimization model, as is seen in Figure 5-14 
where each bit (allele) is a dimension in the simple (dimension of two) map space. 
 
Figure 5-14 Two bits represented as coordinates on a problem space. 
 
 
5.5 Further Exploration 
It is worth briefly summarizing the analyses and tools discussed so far.  In Chapter Four we 
discussed the runtime of genetic algorithms, comparing that to the size of the solution-space for each 
class of problem.  Thus far in Chapter Five, we have explored how genetic algorithms search the solution 
space.  From this, we were able to develop three tools which might prove useful for analyzing the 
algorithms developed in this thesis: Monte Carlo analysis, starting-population analysis and Markov chain 
analysis. 
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Each of these tools has different strengths and weaknesses.  Monte Carlo analysis is a 
fundamental tool available for engineers studying unknown systems.  Monte Carlo analysis is- when 
compared to the other techniques discussed- very fast, as the runtime of the analysis is solely 
determined by the number of trials specified by the user.  However, Monte Carlo analysis is imprecise, 
with the understanding it is capable of providing directly related to the number of trials conducted.  
Starting-population analysis allows us to formulate a very precise understanding of what a given 
population might do.  Additionally, because starting-point analysis models only the search space, we are 
not limited in cases where the solution space is very large.  However, starting-population analysis has 
two key limitations.  First, the resources required to study one population is very sensitive to the 
number of generations modeled.  Second, starting-population analysis only provides us insight into the 
algorithm’s behavior for one possible run of the algorithm, and tells us nothing general about 
performance or accuracy.  Markov chain analysis provides the most detailed understanding of our 
problem, including the ability to model the behavior of every possible run of the algorithm out to an 
arbitrary number of generations.  However, Markov chain analysis will always be limited because it is 
very sensitive to the size of the solution space, thus requiring vast computational resources. 
 
5.5.1 Objectives 
In this section, we present a number of tests which were conducted during the development 
and verification of the algorithms in this thesis.  Any analyses presented here are inherently insufficient 
for such a large and diverse field as spatial optimization.  What is most important here is to develop a 
framework by which we are able to evaluate the construction and utility of spatial genetic algorithms 
and, in particular, the value which adding spatial information to our algorithms might provide us.  
Additionally, it is hoped that these tools can help us to answer new questions as they arise.  We present 
these tests in two sections, combining different analyses together in an attempt to tell two stories. 
We begin by revisiting three generalizations about how effective genetic algorithms work: that 
selection is mandatory, crossover alone is insufficient and mutation is not efficient enough to quickly 
search the entire solution space on its own.  Each part of the genetic algorithm has been shown in both 
literature and practice to add value, and all parts work together to form a better algorithm.  These 
generalizations reflect a larger challenge when applying a relatively new class of algorithms, that spatial 
genetic algorithms have not been extensively studied with respect to how they should be applied in 
practice, including the parameters which should be selected [4].  Our first objective, then, is to apply the 
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intuition developed during algorithm analysis to tests- in particular Monte Carlo analyses and parameter 
sweep analyses- in order to study the parameters, design decisions and values which are most likely to 
have an impact on algorithm performance.  Additionally, we briefly explore the sensitivity of our 
algorithms to the solution space they are applied to.  By testing different solution spaces, we can gain 
insights into how our genetic operators search through different spatial features. 
 After exploring how we can apply spatial genetic algorithms, we then test a hypothesis 
introduced during algorithm development in Chapter Three.  We have suggested (Hypothesis 3.1) that 
spatial encodings are beneficial because of their ability to cluster spatially related features together, 
reducing the likelihood of good building blocks being broken apart by our genetic operators.  This 
hypothesis in fact forms a significant part- in our opinion- of the foundation of spatial genetic 
algorithms.  We can test this hypothesis by implementing different solution spaces- one epistatic and 
the other with uncorrelated genes- and comparing our spatial genetic algorithm with a string-encoded 
classical genetic algorithm for allocation problems. 
 
5.5.2 Experimental Objective Functions 
For theses analyses, the score for each genome is looked up from a pre-computed solution 
space (the objective function).  It is worthwhile at this point to step back and consider how this 
approach compares to potential applications of the algorithm, and also to other optimization 
approaches.  While complete transparency requires acknowledging that the solution space is pre-
computed, our algorithms have no knowledge of this.  When the algorithm calls the objective function 
for a genome (for instance, a set of points or a raster value), the fact that this score is looked up rather 
than simulated on demand only matters to the runtime of our experiment.  When the objective function 
is called, the algorithm has no knowledge of the solution space at any scale, including the neighbors of 
the genome under evaluation.  This has several interesting implications. 
First, the evaluation of individual points of the solution space in isolation negates any 
requirements for specific mathematical properties of the solution space, such as differentiability.  This 
confirms a primary motivation for applying genetic algorithms which has been discussed in Chapters 
Two and Three.  Second, we note that the total simulation component of the runtime of a genetic 
algorithm will be proportional to the multiple of the number of calls of the objective function.  The 
number of calls- as discussed in Chapter Four- can be simply modeled as the multiple of the population 
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size ‘𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙’ and the number of generations ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’ modeled.  We have chosen to use a table lookup 
for two reasons.  First, looking up values in the solution space is substantially faster than running a 
typical simulation.  Second, developing our own objective functions allows us control to explore each 
property of different solution spaces.   
 
5.5.3 Assumptions and Simplifications 
Some assumptions and simplifications have been necessary in order to develop tools flexible enough 
to study diverse questions on varied solution spaces.  Perhaps the most controversial of these 
assumptions- addressed in the previous section- is the application of author-created lookup tables as 
objective functions.  In order to justify this, we must first consider the two requirements for an objective 
function in genetic algorithms.  Any objective function must accept an individual as an input and return a 
score as an input.  It should be clear from this- and from earlier discussion- that this enables a broad 
range of objective functions to be considered.  Replacing the objective function with an 𝑒𝑒-dimensional 
lookup space is actually a very real representation of a deterministic model.  In fact, we can visualize any 
deterministic simulation as the querying of a hypercube with axes for each input variable.  A 
deterministic simulation- then- is indistinguishable from a complete set of pre-computed results, except 
that it rapidly becomes infeasible to pre-compute and store all results in practice. 
As previously discussed, genetic algorithms do not in general require a deterministic objective 
function as has been selected for this thesis.  While we choose to apply deterministic objective 
functions, the fact that genetic algorithms will explore many possible solutions over multiple 
generations (including a high likelihood of exploring the solution which is eventually selected multiple 
times in later generations) makes GA a recognized technique which is appropriate for noisy objective 
functions [48].  In particular, nondeterministic objective functions have been considered in literature for 
bit-string encodings.  Readers interested in this topic are encouraged to first look to [8]. 
Another consequence of our choice of objective functions is that- in the examples presented in this 
thesis- the time required for genetic operators will dominate because we are not requiring any time-
intensive simulations.  This can be accounted for simply by considering that the actual runtime for any 
application will be a multiple of the runtimes seen in the examples developed here.  This multiple is 
constrained by the worst-case runtime of the simulation being applied as an objective function. 
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5.5.4 Applying Spatial Genetic Algorithms 
In this section, we utilize a mixture of the Monte Carlo method and parameter sweeps in order 
to evaluate the role of different parameter values on the quality of solution reached.  We recall that 
Goldberg considers a genetic algorithm o be “competent” if it satisfies four criteria: the algorithm must 
be able to “solve hard problems, quickly, accurately, and reliably” [8].  In previous sections we have 
addressed the theory of why spatial genetic algorithms might be classified as “competent.”  Here we 
test the algorithms computationally in order to explore how our results vary with the input parameters 
chosen. 
Two of the most widely used techniques for such problems are the Monte Carlo method and 
parameter sweeps.  The Monte Carlo method is widely utilized in engineering and various sciences in 
order to study complex systems.  Monte Carlo tests can be useful for understanding both stochastic 
simulations with known inputs and deterministic simulations with probabilistic inputs.  In its most basic 
formulation for stochastic systems such as genetic algorithms, the two methods can work together by 
running the same simulation repeatedly, feeding slightly different (but known) inputs for a specified 
number of runs each.  The results of a large number of runs can be collected, visualized and compared, 
in the hopes that we can glean new insights into how the algorithm performs for various inputs.  
Through the parameter sweep, we are able to feed the algorithms a wide range of parameters, holding 
certain sets of parameters constant and allowing one to change each run.  Through this test, we are able 
to study the sensitivity of the algorithm to specific parameters when operating on a solution space.  
Both are combined in this section by running a large number of runs for each feasible set of parameters. 
We can utilize this methodology to test the impacts of two different types of inputs, each of 
which tells us a different story.  Although not mentioned at the time, the right hand figure in Figure 5-10 
tests a very important property of algorithms: reliability.  By testing the genetic algorithm many times 
on identical input populations, we are able to test the impacts of probability on algorithm performance.  
Specifically, we are able to measure how often the algorithm will converge on the same location when 
given the same input.  Were the results of such tests found to be truly random- without any long term 
behavior- we would rightly conclude that the algorithm is too variable to be truly useful for 
optimization.  In other words, the fact that our algorithm has a high probability of continually converging 
on improved solutions from a starting point increases our confidence that genetic algorithms are not, in 
fact, random number generators.  Because we have already developed starting-point and Markov chain 
analyses- which enumerate these phenomena mathematically instead of statistically- presenting more 
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examples of this type of analysis does not add significant value for the reader.  Such tests, however, are 
vital to gaining confidence in the performance of our algorithms, and as such we have created testing 
libraries for each algorithm, capable of analyzing the variability of the algorithm’s performance for a 
given starting population.  Readers interested in this type of testing are encouraged to download the 
source code for this thesis, which contains libraries dedicated to testing the reliability of our genetic 
algorithms. 
Our second type of Monte Carlo analysis is more beneficial for readers seeking to apply spatial 
genetic algorithms on real-world problems.  In the previous two sections, we have analyzed how spatial 
genetic algorithms converge, and noted that innovation and continued improvement (Goldberg’s two 
models) are likely if the algorithms developed in this thesis are applied correctly.  The operation of 
genetic algorithms relies on a number of input parameters, each of which may impact the ability of the 
algorithm to effectively search the solution space.  For instance, it is possible that a genetic algorithm 
with zero probability of mutation ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚’ will never be able to search the entire solution space, a 
consequence of how crossover trades information which has been discussed at multiple junctures of this 
thesis.  We have also already discussed that creating a large enough population size is necessary in order 
to provide our algorithms with a sufficient initial supply of building blocks.  Too high of a mutation rate, 
however, will break apart good solutions without giving them a chance to spread.  Selecting too large of 
a population size risks making our solution too computationally expensive to reach.  Our challenge in 
this section, then, is to utilize our tools and develop tests in order to explore the impacts of different 
parameter values on our search through the solution space. 
While not comprehensive, the following examples begin at our basic building blocks- the 
algorithms, tools and concepts developed during this thesis- and attempt to tell a story.  Monte Carlo 
and parameter sweep analyses are often a reasonable starting point for exploring an algorithm, yielding 
questions which merit further study and potentially also generating data needed to study those 
questions.  Of course, the easiest way to begin is by simply running the algorithms we have developed, 
and seeing where the results might lead us.  Assuming that we do not yet know which parameters 
should be chosen for a given problem, we might start this exploration by running each algorithm with 
many different feasible sets of parameters on one or more common objective functions (solution 
spaces).  We begin this discussion by walking readers through a complete example of algorithm analysis 
which ties together many concepts from Chapters Three, Four and Five.  After this example, we provide 
comparable results for a greater range of tests.   
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To begin, Figure 5-15 illustrates how we can track the progression of a genetic algorithm on a 
fixed set of inputs over many runs.  Figure 5-15 can be thought of as a snapshot within our combined 
Monte Carlo-Parameter Sweep analysis, depicting the Monte Carlo portion for one set of inputs.  
Experiments such as this help us to explore the likelihood of reaching convergence with a given 
algorithm paired with specific parameter values under consideration.  While such graphics make for 
interesting visualizations and help us to generate average values for the outcome, they only scratch the 
surface of the information which this analysis can provide us. 
 
   
   
  
Figure 5-15 Tracking the solution 
progression over time with a simple 
Monte Carlo. 
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Figure 5-16 tracks the score of the best-scoring genome during a parameter sweep conducted 
for our location-optimization class of genetic algorithms.  Before worrying about what parameter values 
were assigned to each run, let us briefly consider what we see. 
 
Figure 5-16 Evaluation of a location-optimization genetic algorithm for many different parameters. 
 Upon first examination, two broad trends are apparent in Figure 5-16.  We first note that the 
variability in the score of the algorithm seems to decrease as we move further right along the graph.  
This finding is significant, but an even more important one stands out: the best score achieved by the 
algorithm appears to be relatively flat, with only a slight improvement between the leftmost and 
rightmost parameter sets.  Recalling Figure 4-1, we might be very interested in seeing if there is a subset 
of parameters which has a great enough impact on the solution quality that many different 
optimizations achieves comparable scores. 
 Taking the combinations of parameter values and scores represented by Figure 5-16, we can 
then analyze the impact of each parameter by performing basic statistical analysis on the data plotted in 
Figure 5-16.  The first such regression results are presented in Figure 5-17. 
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Figure 5-17 Simple regression results for a parameter sweep of the location-optimization algorithm. 
Figure 5-17 presents simple regression results for our test Monte Carlo and parameter sweep.  
Two variables in particular stand out, with both falling within a five percent confidence interval: the 
population size ‘𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙’ and the probability of crossover ‘𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐’.  The very high slope associated with the 
population size supports our intuition that a larger population is vital to providing the algorithm with 
sufficiently diverse building blocks.  This result is interesting when we note that the number of 
generations ‘𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒’ does not appear to have great significance for the algorithm’s performance.  We can 
recall from Chapter Four that the maximum runtime of a genetic algorithm is proportional to 𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙 ∗
𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒.  From this, we are able to consider designing algorithms with larger population’s sizes and smaller 
numbers of generations, maintaining the maximum number of simulations required but improving the 
genetic material available to the algorithm. 
The significance of crossover is also expected, per Goldberg’s model that crossover is the key to 
innovation in genetic algorithms.  While mutation does not appear to have a statistically significant 
impact upon our algorithm, this appears to stem from the fact that the mutation rate itself does not 
matter significantly.  After running this algorithm many times, it has become apparent that mutation 
itself is necessary (Goldberg’s first model), but the selection of the mutation rate involves tradeoffs.  If 
no mutation is allowed (𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 = 0), the algorithm may get stuck on local optima.  Higher mutation rates, 
however, risk disrupting convergence.  Because of this tradeoff, we have found that the location class of 
genetic algorithms appears to benefit from a lower mutation rate between 0.1 ≤ 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 ≤ 0.3, which is 
closely in line with the rates typically assigned to string encoded genetic algorithms. 
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When comparing the significance of the population size and the crossover probability, we must 
also consider scale.  While the coefficient for crossover is more than seven times greater than that of 
population size, we recall that crossover is a probability between zero and one.  In other words, each 
individual added to the population adds significantly to the quality of our solution.  Finally, it should be 
noted that the coefficient of determination ‘𝑅𝑅2’ for this model is approximately 0.35.  While this makes 
clear that this current understanding of the parameters does not perfectly describe the performance of 
the algorithm, we are able to learn very useful information about a stochastic process through these 
analyses. 
This same analysis has been conducted a number of ways, on both the location and allocation 
optimization algorithms and also on multiple different solution spaces.  Perhaps more importantly, 
however, users seeking to apply these techniques will find libraries designed to assist them within the 
source code provided with this thesis.  Figure 5-18 presents the results of a parameter sweep analysis on 
the allocation-optimization algorithm operating on a solution space with significant clustering-epistasis. 
 
Figure 5-18 Simple regression results for a parameter seep of the allocation-optimization algorithm. 
 As with the location-optimization class, the population size and probability of crossover remain 
significant.  In stark contrast, however, the number of generations is very significant for this example.  
We might briefly consider why by first noting that one of the two mutations developed- the probability 
of splitting ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠’- is also statistically significant.  Our intuition suggests that mutation and the number of 
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generations become significant because the solution space for this class of problems is much larger than 
for the previous.  In particular, the objective function under consideration for the analyses presented in 
Figure 5-18 requires the proper construction of spatial relationships such as clustering.  Because of this, 
we might hypothesize that the algorithm requires more time to collapse and split leaf nodes.  This can 
be tested by performing identical analysis on a non-epistatic objective function (the distinction between 
these classes of objective functions is addressed in greater depth in the following section). 
 
Figure 5-19 Regression of the allocation-optimization algorithm on a non-epistatic spatial solution space. 
 Figure 5-19 presents the same analyses on a solution space with spatial features but not 
epistasis between those features.  The number of generations remains significant, perhaps confirming 
that the increased complexity of this class problems requires more searches than a comparable 
problem-space in the location-optimization class.  The value of the population size remains relatively 
constant.  This is interesting because it suggests that the main advantage of the population size is- as 
expected from the building block hypothesis- related to the share of building blocks added by each 
randomly instantiated individual, a combinatorics problem dependent upon the problem space and not 
the composition of the objective function nor the actual solution space.  Finally, the probability of 
splitting mutation ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠’ is no longer statistically significant, supporting our earlier intuition that this 
mutation is most important when many leaves must be split and merged in order to increase clustering. 
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5.5.5 Resolving Spatial Relationships 
An underlying concern of this thesis has been to attempt to articulate and test the value that we 
may gain by incorporating spatial information into our optimization techniques.  Hypothesis 3.1, 
introduced in Chapter Three, theorized that: 
Hypothesis 3.1) The use of spatial data structures, which are capable of being both more highly 
compressed and more clustered than their string counterparts, makes it more likely that the schema of 
building blocks is preserved.  By utilizing spatial information and representing clustered relationships in 
the correct dimensions, related genes can be placed closer together, making it less likely that the building 
block with be separated by genetic operators. 
 Given that this hypothesis is fundamental to our justification for the time involved in developing 
spatial genetic algorithms, it would be interesting to develop a test which captures such relationships.  
We could envision such a test as follows:  In both Chapters Two and Three, we noted that classical 
spatial optimization problems are implemented using an ‘every cell as an island’ approach, with a 
unique, unrelated variable for every feasible location on the problem space.  This approach is thought to 
fail us for many spatial optimization problems, where decisions at one location should influence 
decisions for another.   
In the following example, a classical genetic algorithm is formulated using exactly this approach.  
The candidate solution- a raster- is encoded as a string, for which each value represents one cell in the 
raster.  We can then compare this string-encoded genetic algorithm with our quadtree-encoded genetic 
algorithm for two objective functions.  Both objective functions appear to be similar spatial optimization 
problems, in which we are tasked with deciding the best land use for a given area.  However, the 
solution spaces differ from each other in one crucial way.  The first objective function provides a unique 
‘best’ choice for each region on the map, regardless of that location’s neighbors.  This objective function 
represents a case in which spatial relationships are actually insignificant, as there is neither clustering-
epistasis nor stratification-epistasis in our desired building blocks.  The best solution, then, is simply a 
combination of best building blocks.  Our second objective function, however, rewards the choice made 
for each cell differently based upon the choice made for that cell’s neighbors.  More homogenous 
regions (regions in which neighboring cells are identical) will be rewarded more highly than regions with 
high variability in their answers.  This objective function is an extreme implementation of clustering-
epistasis: every cell’s score is moderated by the cells around it. 
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 The two algorithms can then be tested with identical population sizes and selection 
methodologies over identical numbers of simulations.  If Hypothesis 3.1 is to be supported, we would 
expect that both algorithms would perform comparably for the first objective function, in which there is 
no spatial epistasis.  Close scores here would actually be promising for our more recently developed 
spatial genetic algorithms, as it is already expected that a classical genetic algorithm will perform well 
for such a problem.  If our results are close to that of the classical genetic algorithm, it would suggest 
that the spatial genetic algorithms possess some level of flexibility with respect to the solution space, 
and are capable of analyzing problems without strong spatial relationships.  While we hope that the two 
algorithms would perform comparably on a solution space without spatial epistasis, we would expect 
the opposite for a solution space in which neighboring cells influence our objective function.  By 
efficiently encoding and exploiting spatial patterns in our problem space, we would expect to see that 
the spatial genetic algorithm can significantly outperform the classical genetic algorithm for this spatial 
problem. 
 Figure 5-20 compares the implementation of a classical genetic algorithm and our allocation-
optimization spatial genetic algorithm on a non-epistatic objective function.  We see that neither 
algorithm improves significantly over five generations, with close average scores.  While the quadtree 
objective function does slightly outperform the string encoding, we can see that neither option is 
substantially better.  We might theorize two reasons why the quadtree encoding improved slightly 
more.  First, the quadtree representation is more highly compressed than the string encoding, meaning 
the quadtree may still benefit from a decreased likelihood of building blocks being broken apart.  
Second, the previous section focused extensively on selecting parameters for our two spatial genetic 
algorithms.  While the string encoding was implemented using parameters drawn from literature and 
which are common for bit-encoded classical genetic algorithms, the quadtree likely benefited from the 
fine-tuning which has occurred through algorithm development, testing and the drafting of this thesis. 
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 Figure 5-20 Comparison of classical and spatial genetic algorithm on a non-epistatic objective function. 
We can now compare both genetic algorithms on our epistatic objective function.  Recall that 
the epistatic objective function rewards solutions with high levels of homogeneity, in which many cells 
hold the same value as their neighbor.  In the left-hand figure within Figure 5-21 we can see that the 
string-encoded solution does not improve over five generations, with a nearly constant average score.  
From the right-hand figure of Figure 5-21 we can see a very different story.  While the quadtree 
encoding begins with roughly the same average score as the classical genetic algorithm, the quadtree 
rapidly begins to construct building blocks out of homogenous elements.  While the classical genetic 
algorithm showed no improvement due to the inability of the algorithm to maintain regionally-clustered 
building blocks, the spatial genetic algorithm is able to nearly quadruple the quality of solution offered 
within five generations. 
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Figure 5-21 Comparison of classical and spatial genetic algorithm on an epistatic objective function. 
 From this simple test, we are able to gain confidence that the spatial genetic algorithm is able to 
build upon spatial relationships which might be lost to classical optimization techniques.  The utility of 
this is clear.  If we are able to reason about the types of spatial relationships likely to appear in our 
problem class- for instance, clustering- then algorithms can be modified which make it less likely for 
related regions to be disrupted.  Summary statistics of twenty runs each- epistatic and non-epistatic 
objective function, string and quadtree encoded-are presented in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3. 
Table 5-2 Comparison of classical and spatial genetic algorithms for non-epistatic objective function. 
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Table 5-3 Comparison of classical and spatial genetic algorithms for epistatic objective function. 
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5.6 Conclusions 
Chapter Five has examined how genetic algorithms- and our classes of spatial genetic algorithms 
in particular- search the solution space in the hopes of finding building blocks which might together 
comprise an improved solution to the problem being studied.  What began as a strictly conceptual 
discussion grew into the development of three tools- general enough for application to any genetic 
algorithm, but particularly important for a developing field such as spatial genetic algorithms- for 
analyzing our algorithms: Monte Carlo, starting-population and Markov chain analyses each offer unique 
advantages and disadvantages for studying the runtime and correctness of our algorithms.  Monte Carlo 
analysis, while comparatively fast, relies upon large sample sizes in order to provide actionable 
information.  Starting-population analysis helps us to intuitively- using basic theories of genetic 
algorithms- study the progression of an example problem in an arbitrarily large solution space.  This 
methodology, however, can only tell us what could happen (and the probabilities of each possible 
outcome) for one specific case of the algorithm.  Additionally, the runtime of starting-population 
analysis increases exponentially with the number of generations considered, rapidly becoming 
intractable.  Markov chain analysis provides us with the most complete picture of the algorithm’s 
performance on a problem, describing all possible end behaviors.  However, completing Markov chain 
analysis is NP, requiring rapidly increasing computational resources as the solution space grows. 
The most important conclusion of this chapter- and the one most deserving of being stressed- is 
that genetic algorithms are mathematically reducible and can be statistically modeled.  Although genetic 
algorithms do fall within the probabilistic class of algorithms, they are not themselves random number 
generators.  There are two reasons why it is hoped that readers will agree with this sentiment.  First, by 
understanding genetic algorithms and how they are applied, we are better able to customize, validate 
and- eventually- trust the results given to us when we apply genetic algorithms to otherwise intractable 
problems.  Second, the ability to model how genetic algorithms search the solution space opens more 
possibilities for customization.  If we can identify the spatial relationships which are likely to be 
significant for a class of problems, engineers can then develop new encodings and spatial operators 
designed to search this space efficiently. 
Second, we have seen that the results described in this chapter match theoretically with those 
expected of classical genetic algorithms.  This is important because our understanding of classical 
genetic algorithms has improved dramatically over the past several decades.  By being able to leverage 
commonalities in the rules which our operators abide by and the transition matrices created by their 
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application, we gain increased confidence that the two spatial genetic algorithms studied in this thesis 
have properties conducive for producing competent solutions.  Additionally, the fact that these rules- 
for instance the rules for designing mutation- have a mathematical basis helps us to develop improved 
algorithms for different problems in the future. 
Throughout this thesis, we seek to explain the intuition, importance and incorporation of spatial 
information in our decision making.  We begin by explaining how spatial encodings are able to more 
efficiently more compactly express and group spatially-related solutions.  By building such schemas with 
lower orders, spatial encodings help match the drivers of Holland’s schema theorem: salience and 
“Parsimony-with-Accuracy.”  We are then able to test the role our genetic operators play in spatial 
search by developing and studying a number of objective functions falling within two broad classes: 
epistatic, in which our results depend on spatial patterns and relationships, and non-epistatic objective 
functions which may have spatially varied solutions but limited spatial relationships.  Through empirical 
testing, we have found that both classes of spatial genetic algorithms are able to rapidly innovate on a 
wide variety of solution spaces.  This is particularly true in cases where the algorithm is able to search 
for spatial features which are related to each other.  We have seen that crossover and mutation each 
contribute to this search in different and complimentary ways. 
By testing a number of different algorithm and solution space configurations, we are able to 
develop an intuition for the parameters we must select each time the algorithm is utilized.  Users 
seeking to apply these algorithms will of course benefit from domain knowledge.  However, we are able 
to give a few tips which appear to help the algorithm converge on better solutions in a wide variety of 
scenarios.  First, population size is very important.  Users are encouraged to create as large of a 
population as is computationally feasible.  The diversity of the initial building blocks provided 
dramatically increases the quality of the solution reached, as well as the rate of convergence.  This 
provides evidence for the building block hypothesis, and matches expectations from other genetic 
algorithms.  Second, crossover is an important component of both algorithms, helping the algorithm to 
search the solution space for more innovative solutions.  Finally, while the contribution of mutation in 
searching the solution space is shown to be smaller than that of crossover, mutation plays a very 
important role in maintaining diversity within our populations.  
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has focused on the design and analysis of genetic algorithms for application to two 
classes of problems in which we expect spatial patterns to be important to our solution quality: location-
optimization problems in which we are tasked with placing one or more points in space, and allocation-
optimization problems, in which we seek to decide how to manage the allocation of spatial resources 
such as land use.  Such problems are believed to be significant in civil and environmental engineering, as 
the designs often encountered in- for instance- infrastructure are inextricable from the environment in 
which they will be built and operated.  Better spatial optimization, we hypothesize, is a natural next step 
for a field interested in increasing the rigor with which it designs sustainable, resilient and cost-effective 
civil infrastructure.  Commonly applied techniques for these classes of problems are seen to rapidly 
become intractable as the problem scale grows, typically requiring significant preprocessing and 
simplifications before an optimization technique can be utilized.  Additionally, these techniques rarely 
attempt to capture spatial relationships between variables or to utilize existing simulations.   
This thesis has explored three primary questions.  First, we have considered the classes of 
spatial problems likely to be of interest to civil engineering.  To develop these classes, we have looked to 
contributions from a number of fields, each of which provides a unique perspective about the spatial 
features which might be of interest.  Next we explored how genetic algorithms can be customized to 
solve such problems by incorporating spatial information and domain-specific genetic operators.  Finally, 
we have looked to qualify the value of incorporating such spatial relationships in our analyses.  In the 
remainder of this conclusion, we consider the big picture implications and lessons learned during this 
research.  Section 6.1 discusses what we have learned during algorithm development, describing how 
we can decompose the spatial optimization problems of interest and develop custom tools which build 
upon our theories about both spatial optimization and genetic algorithms.  In Section 6.2 we summarize 
literature, theories and empirical investigations in search of two answers.  First, we consider whether we 
have added value to spatial optimization through the development of spatial genetic algorithms.  
Second, we look to the application of such algorithms, where we seek to stress that genetic algorithms 
are not black boxes or random number generators, but rather tools which can be tested and refined in 
support of engineering objectives.  Section 6.3 summarizes limitations with this research.  In particular, 
it is important for readers to grasp both that genetic algorithms are not perfect tools (a free lunch) and 
that this thesis is not a perfect study of them.  Readers are cautioned to apply the algorithms developed 
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in this thesis cautiously and skeptically.  Finally, we conclude in Section 6.4 by discussing future work 
which may help us to apply spatial genetic algorithms more robustly and more responsibly.  
 
6.1 Algorithm Development 
 While algorithm development- especially in such a broad, “weak” sense as spatial optimization- 
generally falls outside of the scope of civil engineering education, we see several reasons why engineers 
might be interested in developing new optimization methodologies.  Most importantly, traditional 
optimization techniques seem to lack the flexibility to answer many interesting engineering questions, 
forcing engineers to commit resources to simplifying the problem space and generating objective 
functions instead of looking for spatial patterns which might improve our designs.  Additionally, the 
simulations or objective functions used for genetic algorithms can be considered as black boxes, with no 
constraints on separability, continuity or differentiability.  The ability to directly incorporate simulations 
and data which may have already been created for the problem under study is seen as an important 
advantage of genetic algorithms.   
In Chapter Two, we decomposed the subsets of spatial problems commonly encountered in civil 
engineering by examining literature from -in particular- civil engineering, operations studies, computer 
science and geography.  From these sources, we hypothesize that many problems of interest involve 
either 1) placing objects on a map (location-optimization), 2) allocating the map to specific purposes 
(allocation-optimization) or 3) connecting objects and/or areas on the map (connectivity-optimization).  
We chose to first pay attention to the location and allocation classes, as both can be conceptualized as 
operating on a grid, allowing a common basic encoding to be utilized. 
Chapter Three explored the development of genetic algorithms, with a particular focus paid to 
capturing spatial features and relationships which may help us to make spatial decisions.  In this chapter, 
we began to develop an intuition for how spatial information might influence the way the genetic 
algorithm searches the solution space.  It is hoped that readers of Chapter Three will have not only an 
increased understanding of how genetic algorithms operate and are created, but also how genetic 
operators such as crossover and mutation can be developed to search specific features of the solution 
space. 
Additionally, Chapter Three has introduced the broad challenges often faced when applying 
genetic algorithms.  In particular, many genetic algorithms fail from epistasis, pleiotropy, high-order 
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building blocks and deceptive objective functions.  Problems from epistasis, pleiotropy and the order of 
our solutions may often arise due to encodings which do not reflect underlying physical and relational 
properties of our solution space.  Customized algorithm design, it is seen, can often help us to overcome 
spatial epistasis and decrease the order of our building blocks. 
There are three important conclusions which we hope readers will gain from studying the 
designs and design decisions involved in creating spatial genetic algorithms.  First, Chapters Two and 
Three have sought to outline the value of spatial features in decision making.  Capturing and considering 
these features and relationships becomes a vital challenge which helps to differentiate genetic 
algorithms from competing optimization methodologies.  This process- problem decomposition- is 
fundamental to the design of competent genetic algorithms.  Second, this concept of problem 
decomposition yields Holland’s building block theory.  The development of genetic encoding (genomes) 
which are capable of compactly expressing spatial patterns increases the likelihood that ‘good’ building 
blocks can survive together.   Finally, we reflect on the value of genetic operators.  We theorize that 
crossover helps the algorithm to innovate by searching the axes of the solution space.  By pairing 
domain-specific encodings and crossover, we can decrease the likelihood of breaking up good building 
blocks.  Mutation preserves diversity during our search, which helps to prevent the algorithm from 
becoming stuck on local optima.  We see throughout Chapter Three that there are guidelines for the 
development of custom encodings and operators for genetic algorithms.  These rules are not just best 
practices, but can be seen in Chapters Four and Five to be fundamentally linked to the theory of how 
genetic algorithms converge. 
 
6.2 Research Findings 
Chapters Four and Five explored the runtime and convergence of spatial genetic algorithms, 
respectively.  These two components of performance are critical to the value of the optimization 
technique chosen.  We first see that our two classes of spatial optimization have a computational 
complexity of NP, making it difficult to apply traditional optimization techniques.  Genetic algorithms, on 
the other hand, are often capable of searching solution spaces efficiently for a wide variety of problems.   
Runtime alone is not a sufficient metric for the usefulness of an algorithm.  Correctness 
considers if we can reliably converge on improved solutions by efficiently exploring the solution space 
and innovating with the building blocks provided.  Chapter Five began by explaining how we can build 
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statistical models of genetic algorithms, starting only with basic theory and the design decisions made 
for the algorithm being studied.  From this, we are able to generate Markov chain analyses, a 
mathematically precise but computationally expensive model of how our algorithm will search the 
solution space for any set of initial genomes.   
 From each of the tools developed we are able to gain important insights into the behavior of our 
spatial genetic algorithms.  From starting-population analysis, we are able to confirm that genetic 
algorithms are probabilistic, and thus their end behavior can be modeled.  Additionally, we are able to 
explore the intuition of each operator.   Crossover is very important for reaching convergence because it 
is oriented to trade genetic information along what we hope are the important axes in the solution 
space.  By utilizing more compact encodings, algorithm designers can decrease the likelihood that 
crossover disrupts ‘good’ schemas.  Mutation is seen to be vital to ensuring that sufficiently diverse 
individuals are available for the algorithm to operate on.  Additionally, through analysis of Markov chains 
we are able to see that mutation is a necessary feature for ensuring irreducibility, a fundamental driver 
of continued progress.   
Through the lessons learned from theoretical analysis, this thesis then analyzed how our 
encodings and genetic operators perform empirically when studying spatial relationships.  These 
analyses show that the spatial encodings more concisely communicate the spatial patterns likely to be 
present in problems, such as clustering, orientation and stratification.  Because of this, the algorithms 
are able to quickly outperform classical genetic algorithms applied to problems in which spatial patterns 
are believed to influence solution quality.  These studies also allow us to consider useful ranges of 
parameters for applying the algorithms in practice.  Of particular note, the example problems 
demonstrate that both mutation and crossover can work together when building improved solutions.  
While both algorithms demonstrated strong improvements in the solution space, the allocation class 
appears to require higher mutation rates than the location class, likely because the solution space is 
much larger for this type of problem.  For both algorithms, population size has a larger role in increasing 
the score of the solution than the number of generations.  This matches with our theoretical 
understanding of genetic algorithms, as the increased population size contributes a greater diversity of 
initial building blocks from which a solution can be constructed.  
In addition to the creation of a number of tools for analyzing spatial genetic algorithms, two 
conclusions stand out.  First, we wish to remind users that genetic algorithms can be modeled and 
predicted.  Beyond increasing our confidence in how the tools operate, these models help us to design 
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better, more competent algorithms.  From this modeling, we are also able to garner insights into how 
the algorithm performs in various cases, as well as how variations of operators and encodings impact 
the search of the solution space.  Finally, we can conclude with some confidence that spatial patterns 
matter to many problems of interest to our field, with spatial relationships influencing cost, 
sustainability, survivability and resilience.  Because of the value of spatial relationships, our optimization 
procedures should be upgraded in order to reflect and build upon spatial patterns. 
 
6.3 Limitations of this Research 
A number of general limitations of this research were discussed in Section 1.4.  In this section, 
we briefly revisit what has been accomplished thus far in our research and note limitations in the results.  
Through this we hope first to responsibly outline where the concepts and tests studied in this thesis 
might fit into a larger picture, and then to provide a starting point for future work which might 
contribute to the field. 
This thesis has focused primarily on algorithm development and testing, with most attention on 
applications provided only to help describe the types of problems where genetic algorithms might be 
useful and the spatial features of those problems which might be encoded.  Choosing not to study 
applications in this thesis freed us to explore features which might be useful for general problem classes.  
However, the lack of applications has two clear implications which should give us caution before applying 
these results directly.  First, without exploring specific examples we are left to trust tests which were 
specifically developed in order to explore specific features of the problem and solution space.  While we 
have taken every caution to validate our tests mathematically, creating tests and algorithms together- 
regardless of the order in which each is created- risks introducing bias into the algorithm (cheating the 
test) and bias into the test (grade inflation).  Second, by focusing on features general to problem classes 
and solution space topology instead of actual simulations, we risk implying that genetic algorithms will 
be useful for any problems in those classes.  Such an implication would violate the “No Free Lunch” 
theorem.  Readers are cautioned to consider genetic algorithms as one tool available to them for 
optimization. 
 The implementation of algorithms in this thesis are acknowledged to be inefficient.  While some 
of the choices made were intended to make the algorithms and their functionality more clear and 
testable, the increased runtime- especially for our allocation class of quadtree algorithms- inherently 
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limits our ability to effectively test the algorithm.  In particular, the increased runtime decreases the 
number of runs which may be tested in Monte Carlo analysis, limiting the statistical significance of any 
regressions. 
 Finally- and in fact, directly related to the previous two limitations discussed- all tests were 
conducted within a self-selected scope.  By this, we mean that solution spaces were constructed in order 
to test specific features which the author thought might be of interest, and parameters were selected in 
part based on previous research and intuition.  Even during approximately two years of study, the 
computational complexity of the problems under consideration limited the total number of tests which 
could be conducted to far below those which would be considered by the author as sufficient in order to 
fully demonstrate the utility of spatial genetic algorithms.  This research will benefit from having two 
types of tests added: real-world applications including the spatial relationships actually present in 
common problems, and improved studies of solution space topology.  This is in fact an overarching 
concern when utilizing spatial genetic algorithms: the problems which we find most interesting (and 
thus meriting years of algorithm development) are often the most complicated and expensive to 
examine.  
 
6.4 Future Work 
A great deal of future work is merited for spatial genetic algorithms and spatial optimization in 
general.  Three broad themes are identified for the required improvements: improving the algorithms 
developed in this thesis, conducting more and improved analyses of these algorithms and expanding the 
classes of spatial problems considered. 
The algorithms (location-optimization and allocation-optimization) developed in this thesis could 
benefit from a number of improvements, particularly in the implementation of the allocation-
optimization algorithm.  As has been mentioned previously, the custom implementation of quadtrees 
used in the allocation-class of problems is inefficient, requiring more computation time than should be 
necessary.  Integration of existing, optimized quadtree libraries is an important next step for this 
algorithm.  Additionally, we must improve the methodology by which random quadtrees are 
instantiated.  Utilizing truly random instantiation tends to create trees with too little homogeneity within 
the starting population, decreasing the number of low-resolution building blocks available initially.  On 
the other hand, instantiating specific features risks introducing bias into our solution.  Finally, both 
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algorithms will benefit from expanded capacity for parallel-computation.  Speeding up the runtime and 
enabling distributed computing will allow more tests of greater complexity to be performed. 
The most obvious improved analysis to begin with for both classes of problems would be to test 
actual implementations of the algorithms for applications of interest to our field.  This would serve a 
number of purposes, including exposing errors which may have slipped through our tests and allowing us 
to consider actual runtimes. One additional hope for this research is that the reader will leave with an 
appreciation for the importance of customizing tools such as GA from the problem under consideration.  
Spatial data structures and genetic operators are valuable for helping to decompose the solutions to 
spatial problems.  One set of tools missing for the new genomes, however, are similarity templates, 
designed to show how similar solutions are.  These templates- means of expressing the schema 
introduced in in Chapter Five- are necessary in order to better capture the number and quality of 
building blocks explored, as well as for calculating the variance of building blocks.  Because the notation 
of string similarity templates follows the notation of regular expressions, the problem at hand could be 
thought of as the search for efficient (compact) yet expressive spatial regular expressions.  Finally, more 
extensive Markov chain analysis should be performed on more complicated problem types.  Due to the 
great computational expense of this class of problems, it is probable that improved quadtree operators 
and parallel computing must be implemented first. 
If we continue to believe that spatial optimization is valuable, a final area of future work might 
be to expand these algorithms to larger classes of spatial problems.  Network-optimization is an 
important next step, due to the large number of problems in engineering which fall within the 
connectivity class.  Additionally, we should more extensively test- and, if necessary, modify- the current 
algorithms to optimize within more dimensions.  The majority of objective functions in this thesis 
focused on two-dimensional spatial problems, neglecting elevation.  Finally, the ability of users to apply 
spatial genetic algorithms will be greatly improved with the development of graphical user interfaces 
and, in particular, GIS toolboxes to help automate the application of the appropriate algorithm to real-
world problems.    
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APPENDIX A. SOURCE CODE 
For a repository of all code utilized in this thesis, please visit GitHub: 
https://github.com/noahgarfinkle/SpatialGeneticAlgorithms 
Appendix B lists all software and python libraries required to run the code.  If you have any questions, 
please contact the author on GitHub. 
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APPENDIX B. USER’S MANUAL 
B.1. Setting up the environment 
All code developed for this thesis has been implemented in Python, a high-level programming 
language which is increasingly popular in scientific and engineering computation.  All code has been 
written in Python 2.7.  Additionally, this code makes us of a number of libraries, all of which are free at 
the time of publishing.  Required libraries (versions) which are not included in most Python distributions 
by default are: NumPy (), SciPy (), MatPlotLib () and Pandas (). 
 Readers are also strongly encouraged to use an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 
which includes an IPython console.  While IPython is not required for any code in this thesis, many tests 
produce a large number of graphics.  Because graphics are handled inline and more efficiently by 
IPython, users with the package will not have the flow of the program interrupted by the creation of 
graphics, nor a large number of popups.  All code in this thesis was developed and tested using the 
Spyder IDE (version 2.3.0), running an IPython console (version 2.1.0).  The code is not dependent on 
either the specific IDE or console, but has been extensively tested in order to ensure that it runs 
smoothly on both.   
Readers installing Python for the first time may find it beneficial to install a package manager 
such as Anaconda (made by Continuum Analytics).  Anaconda is a free bundle of the Python language 
along with nearly 200 libraries popular for scientific computing (all libraries required for this thesis are 
included in Anaconda at the time of writing).   
B.2. Setting up the code 
All code for this thesis may be accessed at:  
https://github.com/noahgarfinkle/SpatialGeneticAlgorithms 
After downloading a zip file of the code, users should place the resulting folders in a directory of 
their choosing.  All file paths used in this thesis should be relative; however, dependencies within the 
code require that the relative placement of each file with respect to all others is preserved.  Because of 
this, it is strongly recommended that readers not move files outside of the relative structure established 
on GitHub. 
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B.3. Running the Code 
All test functions in this thesis should be independent: only the file containing the test function must 
be loaded into memory, and the test function will import any libraries required.  Comments throughout 
the code seek to illustrate what each function and test does.  While many test functions include all 
necessary parameters, readers seeking to apply the code to their own problems will need to generate 
any necessary inputs.  Documentation and functions for generating example inputs are often provided 
alongside important functions.  Many functions also return one or more variables after completion.  
Readers familiar with languages other than Python might find the return of multiple values of different 
types new.  These values are returned as a tuple, which can be captured as a single value or instantly 
unpacked when the function is called by specifying each variable (separated by commas) when calling 
the function. 
Much of the code developed for this thesis has very long runtimes.  When runtime is particularly 
long or sensitive to specific variables, we have attempted to annotate this in the code.  Users are 
encouraged to check the comments of tests before running them, and to contact the author with any 
questions. 
Many of the functions in this thesis are dependent upon arrays of at least two dimensions.  All such 
arrays have been implemented using NumPy, of the format 
𝑙𝑙𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑦𝑦 = numpy. array([�[r0c0, r0c1], [r1c0, r1c1]�, �[r0c0, r0c1], [r1c0, r1c1]�])  
Where 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 is the row, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 is the column and each matrix contained within two brackets is one layer of the 
matrix. 
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